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II. INTRODUCTION
Request for the study
.
This preliminary overview and assessment of cultural, natural and recreat1~nal res~urces
was authorized by the Act of November 5, 1990, Publi~ L~w 101-5 ~ 2 wh1~h prov1d~d a
$250,000 appropriation for a study of the Birmingham D1stnct lndus~nal Hentage Corndo~
which would "include the counties of Jefferson, Walker, Shelby, B1bb and Tuscaloosa.
This study would "examine historical sites that are devote? to the deve_lopment and
growth of heavy industry in Alabama" and "focus on the 1ron, steelmaking and _co~l
industries as well as transportation systems necessary to fuel and move Amenca s
1
industrial growth and development. "

The Southeast Regional Office of the National Park Service contracted with Birmingham
Historical Society to prepare this study. Cooperative Agreement 5000-1-9011 of June 7,
1991 established a Scope of Work for the project and required two printed reports: this
report, a survey of cultural , natural and recreational resources, and a planning report.
The Scope of Work also required extensive public participation through Steering and
Advisory Committees in the five county area.
Prior Assessments
Consideration of District Potential by the Historic American Engineering Record
Before similar studies were initiated by the National Park Service in Pennsylvania and
West Virginia during the 1980s and early 1990s, Eric Delany, a staff member in the
Historic American Engineering Record office, wrote the following on July 1, 1975 to Curtis
0 . McClinton (City Hall, Birm ingham) in connection with Sloss Furnaces which HAER
documented in 1976 :

Based on our familiarity with the extant resources relative to the history of
the iron and steel industry in the United States, it is our opinion that
Birmingham possesses perhaps the greatest potential of any area in the
country for developing a comprehensive museum to the industry. The
Sloss furnaces are the oldest extant iron furnaces that HAER has identified
dating from the period of the late nineteenth-early twentieth century. Th~
fact that they have been abandoned within a major urban center with
excelle~t proximity to major transportation systems renders them unique
and em1nently suitable, in our opinion , as interpretive centers. Furthermore,
we wish to point out that Birmingham, with its unique topography, offers a
wealth of other potential sites that we recommend be considered to provide
~ complete and comprehensive picture of the industry ... These would
1nclude the mine sites and quarries relevant to the extraction of raw
materials needed for steelmaking and the rail transportation systems

_' E~dreich , !he Honorable Ben, Member of Congress, correspondence dated October 19, 1990 to
Maqone L White, Chairman, Birmingham Historical Society.
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connecting the mines to the furnaces. The overall vista of an industrial
landscape with operating furnaces will (be) very dramatic and could possibly
be opened to guided tours. Earlier sites, such as Tannehill Furnace, could
interpret ironmaking prior to the blowing in of Sloss. The unique proximity
of the various sites would enable the visitor to set out on auto tours, after
his initial visit to the Sloss Museum. .. . Birmingham possesses a unique
resource, not only in the Sloss Furnaces, but also in the above mentioned
industries associated with steelmaking, and the sites are of primary
significance to the history of the iron and steel industry in the United States.
We feel there is a tremendous potential in developing these resources into
a comprehensive museum to the iron and steel industry. We are sincerely
interested in helping to define the extent and significance of these resources
through a series of cooperative projects between the National Park Service,
the City of Birmingham and other organizations, corporations and
institutions that may be interested.2
Academic Scholarship
There has been limited serious scholarship dealing with the industrial history of the
southern iron industry prior to the recent and still unpublished works by Dr. David Lewis
and Jack Bergstresser, both of Auburn University. Lewis in Sloss Furnaces, currently
at press, and Bergstresser in a dissertation in progress, Raw Material Constraints and
Technological Options in the Mines and Furnaces of the Birmingham District, 18741928, argue that the Birmingham District, due to the nature of its locally mined mineral
resources, developed differently from Pittsburgh and reached its fullest potential and
successfully established a niche in foundry iron production. Research following this line
of argument is only beginning.

American industrial historians have concentrated on the steel industry and regarded the
Birmingham District as a lesser important, satellite and regional center, "the Pittsburgh of
the South." Scholars such as Henry Hollis Chapman in The Iron and Steel Industries of
the South and William T. Hogan in Productivity in the Blast-Furnace and Open-Hearth
Segments of the Steel Industry: 1920-1946, both multi-volume works, see the District as
a step-child always over-shadowed by northern industrial centers, that never materialized
to its full potential.
Other basic conclusions of New South historiography put forth by historians C. Vann
Woodward, Gavin Wright, and Eugene Genovesee also consider the Birmingham District
as slow to develop, backward and provincial. The history of industrial development of the
South after the Civil War has received little attention from professional historians and is
nowhere represented in the National Park System.

2

Delony, Eric, then Acting Chief, now Chief, Historic American Engineering Record, National Park
Service, Washington, D.C., correspondence dated July 1, 1975 to Curtis 0 . McClinton, City Hall, Birmingham.
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This study has plowed new ground exploring technicalliterat.ure and c~lt~ral remains that
contribute significantly to a fuller understanding of the Birmingham D1stnct.
Local Histories
1909
Armes, Ethel, The Story of Coal and Iron in Alabama, bases early research
on interviews with industrial leaders.
1981
White, Marjorie, The Birmingham District-An Industrial History and Guide,
compiles history of major industrial corporations and operations in Jefferson
County.
Cultural Resource Surveys and Registration
1935-1936
Historic American Building Survey (HABS) records 30 structures in the
survey area including Tannehill Furnaces.
University of Alabama conducts archeological research at Tannehill.
1952
County-wide
surveys publish information on 124 properties in Bibb,
1974-76
Shelby, Tuscaloosa and Walker Counties and 220 properties in Jefferson
County.
Historic American Engineering Record documents the Sloss Furnaces in
1976
Birmingham city center.
National Landmark theme study to identify properties associated with
A
1977-78
major developments in the history of commerce and industry in the United
States identifies Sloss Furnaces as a potential Landmark.
1979
Cahaba River-Alabama Wild and Scenic River Study by U.S. Department
of Agriculture Forest Service and State of Alabama-Forestry Commission.
1981
Sloss Furnaces listed as National Historic Landmark.
1981
Preliminary archeological research at Brierfield Ironworks.
1982
University of Alabama conducts archeological reconnaissance of the Oliver
Lock and Dam Project Area along the Warrior River, Tuscaloosa County.
1980s
Thomas and Pratt City, Heaviest Corner on Earth and 28 other districts
in this survey listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
1980s
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers funds studies of industrial housing in the
Birmingham area and of locks and dams and other cultural resources along
the Warrior River near Tuscaloosa.
1989-90
Bergstresser, Jack surveys 30 industrial sites in Jefferson County for the
Alabama Historical Commission.
1990
Red Mountain Cut, a highway cut in Birmingham, is named a National
Natural Landmark.
1990
University of Alabama conducts archeological research at Tannehill
Furnaces.
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National Park Service Summary of Findings
The following project summary has been prepared by the Southeast Regional Office, Cultural Resources
Planning Division of the National Park SeNice

In June 1991, a Study of Alternatives for the Birmingham District Industrial Heritage
Corridor (the District) was initiated by the National Park Service to evaluate the
significance of the iron, steel, coal, and transportation systems in Bibb, Shelby, Jefferson,
Tuscaloosa, and Walker counties of Alabama within a national context. This, the first
volume of the study, provides a description, brief history, and assessment of the major
sites in the District. The survey data 1 collected for this study led the National Park
Service to determine that "most of the properties lack the required level of integrity as
'true, accurate, and relatively unspoiled examples' of a resource type. This is not a
2
problem that is likely to be overcome by more detailed study and justification." The
production of foundry iron and cokemaking was not established as nationally significant
in this study, but future research may cause the National Park Service to reconsider this
decision. The National Park Service especially encourages further study of the District's
labor history.
The study included a preliminary survey of 600 sites and structures which were narrowed
down to the most significant resources. Sloss Furnaces is the only currently listed
National Historic Landmark in the District, but the statue of Vulcan, and Thomas
Cokeworks and Housing District were determined to potentially have national significance
with further documentation. The National Park Service determined that "the following
properties failed to meet National Historic Landmark criteria because they do not possess
high levels of historic integrity: Brookside Coal Mine-Coke Ovens; Ruffner Red Ore
Mines; Coalburg Coke Ovens; Shelby Ironworks; Gould, Billy Mines and Coke Ovens;
Alabama Coal Mining Company Mine; and the TCI-USX Ensley Works. The following
properties were found wanting due to a combination of low levels of historic integrity and
the absence of national significance: Sloss Red Ore Mine #2; Pratt Coke Ovens; and the
Tannehill Furnaces. The following properties were found to lack national significance:
Muscoda Red Ore Mines; Altamont Parkway; Alabama Power Company; General Josiah
Gorgas House; John Bankhead House; and the Powell Avenue Power Station." 3 Some
of these sites are currently being preserved and interpreted by local communities, private
groups, and the state of Alabama.

1

Surveys of cultural and of natural and recreational resources are published in separate volumes from
this study. These volumes are available from Birmingham Historical Society.
2

Memorandum from Associate Director, Planning and Development, Washington Office, National Park
Service to Regional Director, Southeast Region, National Park Service, dated September 3, 1992.
3

Memorandum from Chief Historian, National Park Service, to Regional Director, Southeast Region,
National Park Service, dated August 20, 1992.
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The most interesting element of the industrial history of the District was the labor force ,
which primarily consisted of African Americans. Unlike their norther~ c~unterpart~ , t~e
iron plantations and the burgeoning iron and steel mills of the B1rm1ngham D1stnct
harnessed the abundant regional labor force of slaves, before and during the Civil War,
and the freed African Americans afterwards. The prevalent use of convict labor is an
element of the New South which can also be told in the District. The struggle of African
Americans to be recognized and given the same rights as their white counterparts is an
important historical event that is presented at the Civil Rights Institute which opened in
1992 in Birmingham.
Based upon this determination, the Birmingham District appears to be unsuitable for
inclusion in the National Park System as a unit of the National Park Service but is very
worthy of preservation. Therefore, a subsequent volume of this study identifies
alternatives to protect and interpret these resources relying primarily on State, local, or
private initiatives. However, the National Park Service and other federal agencies may
coordinate or provide technical assistance in planning and preservation activities, and
could oversee any additional federal funds appropriated to the project.
Recommendations to be put forth in the Study of Alternatives 4 are as follows:
1. Further research and documentation should be conducted on Vulcan and the

Thomas Cokeworks and
documentation.

Housing District for National Historic Landmark

2. The District's labor history should be studied as an element of the nationwide Labor
History Theme Study to be conducted by the National Park Service.
3. If the proposed American Heritage Partnership Program is approved by Congress,
then the District is an ideal candidate and should be considered for participation in
the program.
Although the District's resources fail to support establishment of a National Park Service
unit, the sig_nificant heritage of the area needs to be preserved. The local populace
should c~nt1nue to take the lead in preserving and interpreting these resources and to
seek ass1stance from other private and governmental bodies in accomplishing these
efforts.

: The Birming_ha~ District _- A ~tudy of Alternatives is published as a separate volume to this text and is
available from B1rmmgham H1stoncal Society.
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Ill. DESCRIPTION OF THE DISTRICT

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, major technological breakthroughs
accelerated the growth of America's iron and steel industry transforming it into the world's
largest producer. The foundation of the growing industry was the coke-fired blast furnace.
Led by Pittsburgh, regional concentrations of coke blast furnaces sprang up, wherever
iron ore and coke could be assembled cheaply.
The Birmingham District was one of these regional centers. Once its raw materials were
proven, northern and foreign miners and ironmakers flocked to the region. Allied with
southern entrepreneurs and workers, they built blast furnaces at a rate surpassed only
by Pittsburgh. To feed their blast furnaces, they built the nation's second largest
underground ore mining center, the largest group of open pit brown ore mines and the
fifth largest coal mining industry.
While rapid growth distinguished the District, a special feature was the remarkably close
proximity of its iron mines, coal mines, quarries, and blast furnaces. lronmakers could
stand atop their blast furnaces and watch their mines and quarries produce the raw
materials that would be fed into their furnaces the same day. They created distinctive
models of vertically integrated ironmaking systems that capitalized upon the close
proximity of raw materials. "Straight line production" best describes the well-organized
blast furnace companies that became a hallmark of the District.
Birmingham was dubbed "the Pittsburgh of the South," but subtle differences in its red
and brown ores and coal soon revealed that the title was misplaced. Pittsburgh's blast
furnaces made pig iron ideally suited for steelmaking. Steel mills, built beside groups of
immense coke fired blast furnaces, crowded its river valleys. The ores and coal of the
Birmingham District produced a different kind of pig iron. Steel mills were built at Ensley
and Fairfield, but the District's most distinctive product was foundry pig iron. This product
could be made into cast iron stoves, cotton gins, engines, and, especially, cast iron pipe.
The District soon discovered its true niche, not as a pale reflection of the major steel
producers like Pittsburgh or Chicago, but as the nation's premier foundry ironmaker.
While steel mill blast furnaces charted one path of design and practice, ironmakers of the
Birmingham District followed another as they strove to create the ideal foundry iron blast
furnace. The two Sloss City Furnaces built in 1928 and 1929, now preserved as a National
Historic Landmark, were a milestone of this effort.
Since Birmingham District pig iron made exceptional cast iron pipe, the District attracted
the largest concentration of cast iron pipe mills in the United States. Its urban sky line
took on a distinctive silhouette, marked by foundry iron blast furnaces known as merchant
furnaces and pipe mills. Here the steel mills at Fairfield and Ensley added diversity,
complementing the foundry iron industry. By 1940, nearly 90 percent of the pig iron
produced in the District was used locally to manufacture finished goods.
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The Birmingham District's rise would not have been possible without expertise and
technology borrowed from England, Pittsburgh and other industrial centers. These newly
arriving technicians and machines entered a region with a unique social milieu and
industrial tradition rooted in the antebellum south. Bloomeries and forges, that traced to
the days of the Creek Indian wars, had dotted Central Alabama's pioneer landscape. A
promising coal industry in the Cahaba coal field and charcoal iron industry among
deposits of brown ore was in its infancy as the Civil War broke out. The war accelerated
its growth to such a point that the Italian historian of economic modernization, Raimondo
Luraghi, described it as "almost incredible." Slave owners who presided over the blast
furnaces, coal mines and railroads in the isolated and protected backwoods of central
Alabama founded their enterprise upon the "fundamental proposition of the Confederacy,"
the energy and toil of black workers. Defeat of the Confederacy ended slavery, but the
importance of the black worker endured. Southern black and white men fresh from their
farms and tenant shacks provided the majority of the labor that built the Birmingham
District of the New South.
The Birmingham District is significant for at least three reasons. First, it is a case study
of the technological transfer that contributed to America's ascent to world dominance in
iron and steelmaking. Second, Birmingham was a center for the development of American
foundry iron blast furnaces and the manufacturing industries that they spawned. Third,
the District has a distinctive cultural identity because its native workers carried to the New
South's largest industrial work place the traditions, values, and social hierarchy of the Old
South. The full story of the American iron and steel industry cannot be told without this
important chapter.
Some sites have survived, which represent the social and industrial character of the
region at each of its major historical junctures. In some instances, such as the antebellum
period of forges and bloomeries, and the Civil War era of coal mines and charcoal
furnaces, the sites are preserved in rural, wooded locations that provide excellent
recreati onal as well as interpretive opportunities. In other instances, such as the key era
of coke blast .fur~aces, pipe mills and steel mills, a wide array of sites and transportation
systems surv1ve 1n both urban and rural settings.
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IV. AN OVERVIEW OF CULTURAL RESOURCES
The Birmingham District is a mineral rich area of northern Alabama located in the
southernmost foothills of the America's Appalachian Mountain chain. Geologists first
defined the District and identified proximate resources of coal, iron ore, and fluxing stones
--the raw materials for making iron and steel.
The District includes the counties of Walker, Tuscaloosa, Shelby, Jefferson, and Bibb.
Principal cities include Birmingham, Bessemer, and Tuscaloosa. Regional centers and
county seats include Jasper, Montevallo, Centreville, and Columbiana.
The Birmingham District story begins with the concentration of small iron forges producing
goods for an agricultural economy in the 1820s, expands during the Civil War to larger
scale production for military purposes, and emerges during the 1880s and 1890s into
national prominence.
The Birmingham District established its niche as America's premier foundry iron producer.
At its peak in 1940, the District produced annually over 40 percent of America's foundry
iron. 1 The statue of Vulcan, the world's largest iron statue, was cast in a Birmingham
foundry out of Birmingham iron and is now located at a park on Red Mountain above
Birmingham, symbolizing the District's position as the leading American iron producer.
Birmingham District ironmakers developed a medium sized blast furnace distinctively
suited to the District's ores that became the standard for foundry iron production. The
Sloss City Furnaces, now Sloss Furnaces National Historic Landmark, represent this
important technological achievement.
District ironmakers also created distinctive vertically integrated ironmaking systems that
capitalized on the close proximity of area mineral resources including coal and iron. The
Sloss Furnaces remain, together with company ore and coal mines at Ruffner, Sloss, and
Brookside.
District ironmakers opened the nation's second largest group of underground red ore
mines extending sixteen miles from Irondale to Bessemer. Along an abandoned railroad
bed virtually all aspects of mining practice remain today: mine portals, hoisting houses,
head frames, foundations, tailing piles and company-built communities at Ruffner, Sloss,
lshkooda, Muscoda, and Pyne.
The District opened the nation's largest group of open pit brown ore mines. The Goethite
Mine near Tannehill is an example.
The District opened the fifth largest group of bituminous coal mines. The District remains
a top twenty American coal producer with extensive surface and underground mines in
operation.
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The District pioneered practices in coal washing and by-product c~ke manufacture and
remains a major merchant coke producer in the nation with four act1ve pla~ts at Tarrant,
Holt, woodward, and North Birmingham. Excellent examples of a w1de range of
cokemaking processes include beehive, Belgian, Semet Solvay, and Koppers .ovens at
Pratt City, Helena, Coalburg, and Thomas ..Th~ Semet Solvay plant at Holt IS a rare
survivor of the earliest era of by-product cok1ng.
The District became a regional center of steel production and remains such with state of
the art facilities at Fairfield.
3

The District became America's leading center of cast (now ductile) iron production. It
also became a national center for innovation in cast iron pipe manufacturing including use
of the centrifugal process and construction of large, rationally organized pipe mills.
Remaining plants dating from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries include
those of ACIPCO, Central Iron & Foundry, U.S. Pipe, McWane, and Stockham. All but
Central Iron are currently operating.
The District opened one of America's longest channelized waterways, the Warrior (now
Warrior-Tombigbee) River extending 455 miles from Walker County past Birmingham and
Tuscaloosa to Mobile.
The District's use of slaves as industrial laborers during the Civil War is distinctive. The
convict lease system, which also steered large numbers of African Americans to forced
employment in the mines and mills until the system was abolished in 1928, serves as
compelling testimony to the contributions that black workers made to America's industrial
growth.
The District includes a significant collection of well-designed , intact company and privately
built industrial communities including Birmingham, Fairfield, Bayview, Muscoda, and
Thomas. Ethnic diversity and segregation by race mark these and other urban and mining
centers in the District.
The District's outstanding architecture includes the headquarters of the Birmingham Realty
Company (whose predecessor company founded Birmingham in 1871), the Heaviest
Corner on Earth (four early skyscrapers which housed the integrated industrial
c~rporati ons of the District) , the Alabama Power Company Building built to showcase area
m1neral resources, and Smith Hall, a Beaux Arts style museum, built in 1910 to house the
extensive collections of the state's geological survey.
The District includes Sloss Furnaces National Historic Landmark the Red Mountain Cut
National Natural Landmark, nineteen National Register commerciai and residential districts
of more than 2,000 properties in Birmingham and nine districts in Tuscaloosa, Bessemer,
Montevallo and Centreville. Numerous other districts , sites and buildings may be eligible
for National Register listing.
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AN OVERVIEW OF NATURAL RESOURCES

The Birmingham District's natural resources have and will continue to influence
the location and development of industry, transportation corridors, and
communities.

·The juxtaposition of coal, iron ore and fluxing stones underscored the District's rise
as an iron and steelmaking center. These minerals also spawned other resourcebased industries including production of bricks, clay and cement pipe, agricultural
limestone, building and crushed stone, cement, and lime. While the District's economy
has increasingly diversified, mineral resources will continue to be of major economic
significance.
·Red Mountain, named for the red iron ore outcrops once located along its crest, is
the dominant topographic feature of Jones Valley. This valley, the heart of the District
in which Birmingham, Bessemer, and Fairfield lie, was the focus of intense urban and
industrial development.
· Two types of iron ore, brown and red, have been important natural resources for the
District's iron and steelmaking industries. Brown ore pockets have been mined near
Columbiana in Shelby County, as well as Leeds, Lake Purdy, and Goethite in Jefferson
County. Red ore seams outcropped along the crest of Red Mountain and dipped
southeast beneath it, Shades Valley, and the Cahaba Ridges to the Helena Fault in
Shelby County.
·Three river systems, the Warrior, Cahaba, and Coosa, cut diagonally across the
District and played significant roles in shaping the area's economic development while
serving as both economic and recreational resources.
·The Birmingham District is centered within several large coal fields: the Warrior,
Cahaba and Coosa Fields, named for the rivers which drain them.
· The Warrior Field borders Jones Valley to the northwest and includes parts of
Jefferson and Tuscaloosa Counties and all of Walker County. Since initial exploration
and exploitation for commercial use in the 1870s, this field has provided a high-quality
bituminous coal, excellent for making steam, gas, and coke, the principal fuel for iron
and steelmaking. Its major current uses include cokemaking and electric power
generation.
·The Cahaba Coal Field lies southeast of Jones Valley and includes parts of Bibb,
Shelby, and Jefferson Counties. First explored and mined in the 1830s and 1840s, its
seams still provide excellent coal for domestic, steam, and gas purposes and are now
principally used in electric power generation. The smaller Coosa Field is located
principally in Shelby County.
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. The coal industry continues to play an important role in the District's economy
particularly in Jefferson, Tuscaloosa, and Walker Counties .
. Subtle differences in the District's red and brown ores and coals led to the
development of a special kind of pig iron. This iron, the District's most distinctive
product, was made into stoves, cotton gins, radiators, engine blocks, and especially
cast iron pipe .
. Development patterns in the area have been strongly influenced by the location of
raw materials. The natural and cultural landscape reveals this process.
·The Birmingham District is a geographic area initially defined by geological
discoveries and subsequently by the location of industries that exploited the minerals
located by the geologists.
· The natural and historical boundaries of the District were defined by its raw material
deposits and natural avenues of transportation. Development clustered near favorable
concentrations of raw materials and prevailing transportation routes. Over time, as
extractive and processing technology changed, the raw materials of choice also
changed, creating new concentrations of development serviced by new transportation
routes.
· The presence of mineral resources attracted rudimentary manufacturing plants and
railroads, the crossing of which fixed the site of Birmingham, the central city of the
District. As more substantial plants and mines were opened, a transportation network
was built and communities were established to service the needs of industrial
companies and their employees.
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VI. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE BIRMINGHAM DISTRICT

Preface*

To understand the history of the Birmingham District it is essential to under~ta~d the
fundamental role that blast furnaces played in shaping America's and the B1rr~1ngham
District's history. In his definitive work on the iron and steel industry of the Un1ted
States, William T. Hogan points out two major technological im~rovements that w~re ,
"responsible in great part for the development both of the steel Industry a~d Amenca s
economy from 1880 to 1900." These breakthroughs were a new steelmaking process
and "markedly improved" blast furnaces. Large scale production of iron and steel were
major features in the nation's emergence as the leading industrialized world power at
this time.4
The era of large scale pig iron production began in Pittsburgh. Here blast furnaces,
including Lucy, Isabella, and Duquesne No. 1, set technological precedents for
national production. These improvements ushered in two decades of blast furnace
construction during which Pittsburgh built more new blast furnaces than had ever been
built in a similar time span. Able to produce immense volumes of high quality, cheap
pig iron for its Bessemer convertors and open hearth steel furnaces, Pittsburgh
5
became the nation's largest steelmaker (see Illustration 1).
Pittsburgh 's story is often told. Birmingham's story is untold. During the same time
span, the Birmingham District became America's largest foundry iron producer. The
Birmingham District built more new blast furnaces than any American district other
than Pittsburgh. Even by 1880, as Hogan stated it, Alabama had become "a new
addition to the top ranks of the iron producing states." By 1890, Alabama ranked third
6
in number of furnaces with 48; Pennsylvania had 148, and Ohio had 53.
A crucial distinction of the Alabama blast furnaces was their small size. Illinois, which
ranked fourth in 1890 in the number of new blast furnaces with 17, produced more pig
iron than the Alabama furnaces. Some historians have interpreted the small size of
Alabama furnaces, and other related factors, as proof that the Birmingham District was
technologically backward and only a marginal player in the American iron and steel
industry. In fact, the Birmingham District's small, or more precisely, as the Mesta
Machine Company put it a few decades later, "medium sized" furnaces reflected an
innovative adaptation to the idiosyncracies of the District's raw material endowment.
The District's distinctive medium sized furnaces played an important role in the
American iron and steel industry, but not the role of suppliers of steel mill iron?
The combined characteristics of the District's locally mined coal and iron ores
produced a blast furnace charge which would not smelt effectively in the large "hard
driven" furnaces developed for Pittsburgh 's steel mills. Nor would the locally produced
~ ltalized type in the text references a site for which a survey report has been prepared and is included

a separate volume The Birmingham District- A SuNey of Cultural Resources available from
Birmingham Historical Society.
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charge produce steel in a Bessemer convertor. Not until the introduction of t~e ?pen
hearth furnace and the duplex process at the turn of the century could the D1stnct8
assume the role it retains to present day as an important regional steel producer.
During the 1880s and 1890s, Birmingham's ironmakers dis~~vered that the s~me
qualities which made the locally mined Red Mountain ore d1~1cul~ to process 1.nto steel
produced some of the best foundry pig iron in America. Wh1le P1~sburgh, ~h1cago,
and other major steel centers strove to perfect a blast furnace su1ted to the1r nee~s,
ironmakers of the Birmingham District perfected another. After a half century of tnal
and error Birmingham created the standard for American foundry iron blast furnaces.
The District's small blast furnaces which first appeared to be a barrier to large scale
steel production became the optimum vehicle for foundry pig iron production. The two
Sloss City Furnaces built in 1928 and 1929, now preserved as a National Historic
9
Landmark, represent this important technological achievement.
Specialized blast furnaces were but one distinction of the District. It possessed another
advantage --all minerals necessary for ironmaking located within remarkably close
proximity (see Illustration 2). District ironmakers could stand atop their furnaces and
watch their mines and quarries produce the raw materials that would be fed into their
furnaces the same day. Blessed with these nearby resources, they created distinctive
models of vertically integrated ironmaking systems that capitalized upon this close
proximity. One writer coined the phrase "straight line production" to describe the well
10
organized iron companies that became a hallmark of the District.
Since the production of pig iron required a steady supply of iron ore, coal and
limestone, it also stimulated the growth of coal and iron ore mining in the District. The
blast furnaces' enormous appetite for ore was directly responsible for the birth of the
second largest underground iron mining district in the United States, founded on Red
Mountain ore. An even greater appetite for fuel was a major reason why Alabama also
became the fifth largest coal producer in the United States at a time when the nation
was emerging as the world's greatest producer of coal. Since the bituminous coal of
the Birmingham District had to be converted into coke before it could be used for blast
furnace fuel , the District soon became the nation's second largest coke producer. 11
Capitalizing on their optimally designed blast furnaces, plus the close proximity and
exceptional characteristics of their raw materials, District ironmakers produced the
nation's cheapest foundry iron. (Foundry iron blast furnaces, known in the industry as
"~er~hant furnaces" produced this iron.) Soon after the turn of the century, the
B1rm1ngham District outpaced Pittsburgh to become the nation's leading producer. By
1940, the District annually produced over 40 percent of the foundry iron made in the
United States. 12
Cheap, abunda.nt foundry iron soon attracted the attention of cast iron pipe makers.
Just as steel mills began to concentrate in areas where pig iron for steelmaking could
be pr~du.ced most cheaply, pipe mills began to concentrate in the Birmingham District.
The D1stnct became the national center of production and the center for innovation in
cast iron pipe manufacturing. The centrifugal process was first adopted here. 13 Later
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followed the move to build large rationally organized mills to r~pla?e traditional .small
scale pipe making operations. Around the turn of the ce~tury 1n Pittsburgh, Ch1cago,
and other steel centers, large steel mills flanked by mass1ve blast fu~naces created.
distinctive skylines for these industrial centers. In Birmingham, a senes c:>f fou~dry 1ron
blast furnace plants and an equally impressive series of very large ?a~t 1~on P.lpe .
foundries began to punctuate the skyline reflecting Birmingham's d1st1nct1ve mche 1n
the American iron and steel industry. This collection of merchant blast furnaces and
pipe mills dominated the found1: pig iron and cast iron pipe market from the turn of
4
the century until the late 1960s.
The District also became an important steel center. By 1900, the duplex method of
steelmaking was first employed at Ensley to produce the nation's first open hearth
railroad rails. 15 Continuing steelmaking operations, including the Q-BOP steel
furnaces, continuous caster, and seamless pipe shop at Fairfield, are currently one of
the most productive steel mills in America. By balancing foundry iron and pipe
production with the products of its steel mills, the Birmingham District was able to
achieve an optimum level of production which matched its limited reserves of ore and
coal.
It would be a mistake to assume that the scale of foundry iron production and pipe
making in any way approached the magnitude of steel production in America. In 1906,
for instance while Alabama's production of foundry pig iron reached 1.1 million tons,
annually the nations's total production of steel mill pig iron (Bessemer, lowphosphorus, and basic pig iron) amounted to nearly 19 million tons. Even adding the
half-million tons of basic pig iron produced for Alabama's steel mills that year, the
state's pig iron production fell well below the two or three largest producers. But total
production volume is not as important as the distinctive niche that the Birmingham
District had defined for itself. 16 While Pittsburgh, Chicago, and other centers
distinguished themselves for the structural steel that went into bridges, skyscrapers,
automobiles and other monuments to America's industrial growth, Birmingham
distinguished itself for the production of the pipe and fittings that were also important
to America's emerging urban centers.
The District's significant history is not limited to the 60 or 70 years when it served as
the. nation's leading foundry and cast iron pipe producer. During the Civil War, as
Un1on army encroachments disrupted much of the South's traditional, if limited,
sources of pig iron and coal , the Confederacy built a substantial new industrial
complex in northern Alabama.
The social history of the Birmingham District is also distinctive because of the
predominant role of southern born whites and blacks. The southern institution of
sl ~v~ry. an~ its cultural traditio~s hav~ been reflected in labor relations throughout the
D1stnct s h1story. The notable 1ndustnal complex of blast furnaces mines and
transportation links, built in the District to supply fuel and iron to the Confederate
arsenal at Selma and naval works at Columbus, Georgia, was achieved with slave
labor. Thousands of agricultural slaves were imported into the District to perform a
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variety of industrial tasks. Working in large labor gangs or as skilled artisans these
men and women performed an immense amount of work. Ironically, their work
extended the life span of the government which demanded their servitude. Their story
remains to be told.
Following emancipation, industrialists of the New South devised the convict leasing
system which survived from the late 1870s through 1928 and perpetuated a form of
labor control similar to slavery. Inexperienced black convicts from rural cotton farming
counties arrived in the Birmingham District to work long sentences at the captive coal
mines of blast furnace companies. They died in unprecedented numbers,
underground, in an unfamiliar world. They were buried near the mines where they
worked. Like their fathers and grandfathers who died as slaves, their unmarked graves
survive as compelling testimony of the price that black workers paid for America's
industrial progress.
The struggle of the District's black industrial workers climaxed at U.S. Pipe's Bessemer
plant where they won a landmark labor discrimination case. The ruling served as a
precedent for the decrees that guaranteed equal opportunity for minority groups and
women in the American iron and steel industry. Black workers of the District had
advanced from slavery to the vanguard of the American labor movement. 17
The First Ironworks
The first attempts to produce iron in the District were small forges that exploited easily
available brown ore and reduced it to iron blooms at sites next to rivers and streams.
A stream location was a critical element. Water powered the crushers that broke up
the raw ore and the hammers that pounded the hot ore and bars of iron throughout
the various stages of purification. Water also provided transportation for the final
product (see Illustration 3).

The War of 1812 brought an army under the command of Andrew Jackson through
Alabama. Many soldiers stayed after the war and played an important part in
development of the state's industry. One of Jackson's blacksmiths, David Hanby,
operated a shop that supplied metal products to local markets. Beginning in 1822,
Hanby built saw and grist mills and was involved in mining operations on the river
beds of Turkey Creek, a tributary of the Warrior River. 18
Veterans of Jackson's campaign also set up forges along the Cahaba River and its
tributaries, including members of the Mahan family. 19 The first forge in the area was
located on Shoal Creek near Montevallo in Shelby County. It was financed by Edmund
King who had interests in agriculture and milling and whose home still stands on the
campus of the University of Montevallo. The water of Shoal Creek was dammed to
provide water power for the forge and a grist mill. Thompson's Mill Forge began
operation in the late 1820s and continued to produce bar iron under different names
into the 1850s. In 1830, Daniel Hillman built a small forge with a water powered
hammer on the banks of Roupes Creek. Hillman produced bar iron for ploughs,
horseshoes, and other agricultural implements. Several forges were also established
on the branches of the Cahaba River in the 1830s and 1840s to exploit plentiful
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deposits of brown ore located there. James Camp and Jonathan Ware built a forge
and bloomery on Shultz Creek around 1835. This creek also powered the Scottsville
Cotton Mill built by Daniel Scott of Tuscaloosa. Ware joined with Samuel and
Cumberland Claubaugh to put up the Adams Dam Forge on the Little Cahaba River in
1841. 20
These early forges had a number of factors in common. They were all small
operations that supplied agricultural implements to farmers and blooms of iron to
blacksmiths within a small radius (see Illustration 4). They were usually formed by a
partnership of local planters and Northerners with experience in ironmaking. Daniel
Hillman was a furnaceman from New Jersey, and Jonathan Ware was an ironmaster
from New England. Often the operations were short lived and tended to change hands
fairly frequently; the Adams forge was known under several names of different
proprietors: Claubaugh, Gray, Scott, and Brantley. Although iron products sold for
high prices, the cost of making and transporting them did not make for a profitable
business. In 1840, the United States Census reported two forges in Bibb County with
an annual output of only 45 tons of iron. 21
Charcoal Blast Furnaces
On the eve of the Civil War, Alabama boasted but six or seven furnaces. In 1854, the
combined output of iron for Alabama and Georgia was estimated at 3,604 tons. In
1856, it was 4,302 tons. Compared to an estimated 70 furnaces in Tennessee, the
level of Alabama's industrial activity was low. lronmaking was concentrated in three
counties: Bibb, Shelby, and Talladega. Jefferson and Walker counties were sparsely
occupied and hardly touched by plow or spade. 22
23

The Birmingham District was home to four of the state's antebellum blast furnaces.
The largest and most important of these was the Shelby Furnace constructed in 1846
by Horace Ware. Like the Round Mountain Furnace built in 1852 in Alabama's
Cherokee County, the Shelby Furnace featured many of the latest technological
features (see Illustrations 5 and 6). Both furnaces were steam powered with the waste
heat from the furnace providing the steam. (Alabama's first use of waste furnace heat
is credited to the Cedar Creek Furnace in Franklin County, a few years after its
construction in 1818.) Brown ore was dug from nearby pits and hauled to the furnaces
on wooden rails by mules. The use of charcoal to fire the furnaces required an
24
enormous expanse of forest to provide the lumber to make the charcoal.
Entrepreneur William Browne constructed the District's next blast furnace on the Little
Cahaba River in Bibb County in 1848. He added a second furnace in the 1850s. The
two Brighthope furnaces, as they were later called, were 21 and 19 feet tall
respectively. The last furnace in the District was built by Moses Stroup at Tannehill
sometime after 1855. Known at this time as the Roupes' Valley Ironworks, Stroup's
furnace featured fire brick imported from Stowbridge, England and equipment from
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The blast furnaces were built at the site of Daniel Hillman's
1830 forge. 25 The use of steam power at the Shelby Furnaces was indicative of the
modern organization and practice followed by Horace Ware. In addition to the blast
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Illustration 4. Joseph Squire sketched these charcoal furnaces at the Robinson &
Thomas Bloomery at "Six Mile Bridge" and recorded them in his day book about March
21 , 1868. (Pen hale Collection)

Illustration 5. The Shelby Ironworks, the District's lead antebellum
enterprise, featured up-to-date and technologically advanced charcoal
furnaces. The first bell and hopper in the state was installed here in
1863. (Alabama Blast Furnaces)

Illustration 6. lronmaster Horace Ware constructed this machine shop at the Shelby
Ironworks in the 1850s. Shelby continued production of charcoal iron through the
1920s. Today, the stack and foundations of this machine shop and many other structures remain. The Historic Shelby Association hopes to rebuilt the shop according to
original documents. (Historic Shelby Association)
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furnace which was about 30 feet high with an output of about eight tons of charcoal
iron daily, by 1860 Ware's operation also featured a 12-ton merchant bar mill, cupola
and foundry. This addition increased the value added in processing and made
possible a wider range of finished products. 26 While some of the plant's production
was devoted to local consumption, much was also intended for a more commercial
market including such customers as the South's leading manufacturer of cotton gins,
the Daniel Pratt Cotton Gin Works in Prattville, Alabama. At first these markets were
supplied via the Coosa River, but after 1853 pig iron and other products were shipped
27
via the Alabama and Tennessee Rivers Railroad.
All these technological features suggest that at least the Shelby Furnaces, if not others

in the District and throughout Alabama, were organized and operated more along lines
of the charcoal furnaces of western Pennsylvania than the eighteenth century and
28
early nineteenth century iron plantations of eastern Pennsylvania. There was,
however, one important consideration that distinguished the District furnaces from their
northern counterparts: the use of slave labor. Every one of the Alabama furnaces
employed slave labor in a variety of capacities. While laying the foundation for an iron
industry based upon technology and market orientations similar to the latest northern
charcoal furnaces, the Alabama industry used a radically different labor base. Even
before the Civil War, the District had begun to establish an alternative road to industrial
development that constitutes a significant variant of American industrial
development. 29
Arsenal of the Confederacy
The Civil War acted as a catalyst for industrial development in the District. The
Confederate government put men and money into industry in its desperate efforts to
keep pace with the armaments production of the North (see Illustration 7). Existing
furnace plants were expanded. New furnaces were erected and new coal and ore
mines were opened. A pair of furnaces were added to the Tannehill site in 1863. An
engine house with a steam engine was installed to blow air into them. In March 1863,
a new furnace was fired at Shelby with twice the capacity of the old one. The Brierfield
Ironworks were greatly enlarged to include a new 40 foot furnace, tramway, and rolling
mill. The rolling mill which had a capacity of 10 tons per day was complimented by a
nailery, steam powered foundry, and machine shop. About 300 men worked there.
The rolling mill on the Shelby site was enlarged. A rolling mill was also established at
Helena in Shelby County. The Cahaba Nailery was established on the Little Cahaba.
Railroad lines were laid to link together mines and factories. 30

The feverish activity of the War brought blast furnaces to Jefferson County for the first
time. The Irondale Furnace was built by W.S. McElwain in 1863. It was about 40 feet
high and had an output of 10 tons per day (see Illustration 8). At Oxmoor in 1863, the
ubiquitous ironmaster Moses Stroup built the Oxmoor Furnace --a 32 feet high,
charcoal-fired furnace with a daily capacity of 5 or 6 tons. Both McElwain and Stroup
employed the abundant Red Mountain red ore as their charge. The ore used at
Oxmoor came from the Eureka mines, that for Irondale from the Helen Bess Mines.
Both clusters were located on Red Mountain's southern flank. 31

Illustration 7. The Brierfield rolling mill , one of three Confederate Government sponsored manufacturing plants built in the District, produced armor for the CSS Tennessee
that withstood massive federal fire in the Battle of Mobile Bay. (Alabama Department of
Archives and History)

Illustration 8. This photograph of the Irondale Furnace , most probably of the operation
rebuilt immediately following the Civil War, shows activities common to charcoal ironmaking operations of the era : charcoal and cast houses , the furnace , elevator and boiler plant with chimney. At the left, a tramway leads to the Helen Bess ore mines on Red
Mountain. (Special Collections, Samford University)
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The demands of the War provided a great incentive to technological development. The
new furnaces financed by the Confederacy had a typical daily output of 10 to 15. tons
of pig iron compared with 4 or 5 tons typical of antebellum furnaces. Steam eng1nes
were widely used instead of water wheels and hot instead of cold blast was employed
32
at many sites.
While a lack of skilled manpower and shortages of raw materials kept production
levels relatively low, each furnace produced quality pig iron that was recognized for its
own distinctive qualities. Pig iron from the Brierfield Furnace for instance produced a
particularly fine foundry iron. It was used in the Confederate foundry at Selma to cast
the famed Brooke naval gun. Pig iron from the Shelby Furnaces produced excellent
wrought iron. It was rolled into armor plate and used in the construction of ironclad
C.S.S. Tennessee .33
Confederate officers from the Bureau of Nitre and Mining also encouraged the
production and use of coke as a blast furnace fuel. Under the advice of a Confederate
officer, McElwain experimented with coke as fuel at the Irondale Furnace. This coke
was probably made in mounds on the ground. Similar experiments were probably also
conducted at Tannehill. The Alabama Coal Mining Company submitted a proposal to
the Confederate government to construct a beehive coke plant at its coal mines on
Pea Ridge. Coke was also made at several other of the newly opened war time coal
mines.34
The experimental efforts to use coke and thereby increase furnace capacity amounted
to tacit acknowledgement by the Confederate government that total iron production in
the Birmingham District was very small compared to the North. Its wartime furnaces
delivered only about 6,000 tons of iron a year compared to 125 furnaces in
Pennsylvania which produced 580,049 tons in 1860. Alabama's sister state of
Tennessee produced 22,302 tons that same year, but its furnaces quickly fell into
Union hands when the war broke out. Despite its limited production, Alabama became
a major source of pig iron for the Confederacy. Its Selma Arsenal was second only to
the Tredegar Ironworks in Richmond as a source of munitions. In the last two years of
the war, Alabama's 20 furnaces and 6 rolling mills produced 70 percent of the
Confederacy's iron. 35
What is also significant about the small industrial complex that the Confederacy built in
the isolated backwoods of northern Alabama is what it reveals about southern patterns
of industrial development. The Confederate government believed, whether out of
necessity or conviction, that it could readily convert its agrarian slaves into an
industrial labor force. Basing an estimate upon the 200 slaves employed to cut and
haul wood and charge one furn ace at Oxmoor and the war time labor force of 600
slaves at Tannehill, over 2,000 slaves must have been brought in to work the District's
blast furnaces alone (see Illustration 9). Adding to this calculation, the numbers
employed as coal miners and in other capacities, it becomes clear that an immense
industrial slave labor force was imported into the District during a short period of time.
The Confederate government successfully induced planters owning twenty slaves or

Illustration 9. Slave Quarters built at Tannehill may have been similar to this residence
located on the Hawkins plantation , the site of the Thomas furnace community where
th is photograph was taken in 1912. (The Survey Magazine, January, 1912)
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more to bring them to the Birmingham District and set ~h~m to ind~strial tasks in
exchange for exemption from military service. By comb1n1ng the tw1n strategy of
industrial slave labor with mobilization and technological innovation, the Confederacy
devised an alternative model of industrial development that, though short lived, was a
36
distinct departure from the free labor, capital intensive model of the Union.
The three stone furnaces at Tannehill which are the centerpiece of a site that spans
1 500 acres provide the starting point for telling the story of the Confederacy's
alternative approach to ironmaking and industrial development (see Illustration 10).
Included on the site are archeological remains of charcoal pits, quarries, and mines
worked by gangs of slave laborers. Also included are the site of worker housing, a
brick kiln, a slave cemetery, and possibly other features, of yet to be determined state
of archeological integrity, that potentially comprise a large concentration of evidence of
southern Civil War ironmaking. 37
Although the raids of Union troops in 1865 during the last months of the war
destroyed most ironmaking facilities, they did not negate the industrial foundation that
had been laid during the conflict. The human capital remained untouched and
provided a basis for future industrial growth. Many of the slaves imported into the
District undoubtedly remained as homeless freedmen in search of gainful employment,
ready to become furnace workers or miners. The great armory at Selma, had
employed about 10,000 people, many of them skilled in ironmaking. After the war
many of these men, and others active in Confederate industrial operations, played an
important role in the development of the Birmingham District (see Illustration 11). 38

Charcoal Furnaces after the Civil War
Immediately following the Civil War, a new era of charcoal ironmaking began in
Alabama that soon eclipsed earlier activity. As many other regions of the country,
including the Jones Valley section of the Birmingham District made the transition to
coke blast furnaces. Several other locations where charcoal supplies, brown ore and
transportation factors were favorable, launched a new era of charcoal ironmaking.
During the 1880s and 1890s, the region which included Michigan and Wisconsin
became the leading producer of charcoal iron, followed by Alabama. In 1876, there
were 13 charcoal furnace plants stretching along the path of the Selma Rome and
Dalton and the Alabama Great Southern Railroads at the eastern edge of the District.
By the 1890s, the survivors of these furnaces had built large modern charcoal
furnaces, the last generation of American charcoal furnaces. By 1894, the new stack at
the Shelby Furnaces had reached an annual capacity of 40,000 eclipsing the 6,0007,000 ton annual capacity of its Civil War predecessor. Several innovative features of
the plant including a group of retort charcoal ovens which produced methanol and
aceta~e of lime as by-products, prompted John Birkinbine, a leading authority on
Amencan blast furnaces, to declare the Shelby ironworks the "Queen" of American
charcoal blast furnaces:

Illustration 10. This photograph shows Tannehill 's three stone furnaces in 1940 before
reconstruction . (Alabama Blast Furnaces)
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We make no invidious comparisons nor detract from any other furnace when we
say that the Shelby Ironworks is the Queen of American charcoal furnaces.
39
Whatever money could do to make a complete works has been done here.
The Shelby Furnaces continued in operation until the 1920s supplying a specialized
market for high quality sand cast charcoal pig iron and allowing Alabama to remain in
the ranks of the nation's leading charcoal iron producers at the same time that it was
beginning to achieve national prominence as a coke iron producer (see Illustration
12).40
.
Coke Blast Furnaces
Following the Civil War, Jones Valley's fortunate geology--the close proximity of its
coal, ore and fluxing stone--captured the imagination of ironmakers and speculators.
Western Pennsylvania ironmakers proved the viability of coke blast furnaces in the
1870s and 1880s. The age of charcoal and anthracite furnaces gave way because the
growing American Industrial Revolution demanded iron and steel production on a
scale that only coke fired furnaces could provide. The Alabama Great Southern and
the Louisville and Nashville railroads built rail links to the District, this time from the
northeast and northwest. Construction of these and other rail links ushered in the
District's pig iron boom of the 1880s. 41

Before the District could attract the capital needed to build an ironmaking center, it
had to prove, conclusively, the commercial value of its raw materials. lronmakers had
used Red Mountain ore during the Civil War, but judging from the low tonnage of the
Oxmoor and Irondale Furnaces, the red ore had not smelted effectively using charcoal.
Coke had also been used, though only experimentally, at the Irondale and probably
other furnaces during the war. Immediately following the war, furnace master Thomas
Alvis had successfully smelted iron with coke at the Brierfield Furnaces, but these
limited trials did not ascertain that Alabama coal could support major blast furnace
operations.42
Experiments at Oxmoor Furnaces during the 1870s resolved the issue. 43 The
furnaces were rebuilt several times, each time incorporating newer technology, until
they emerged in the 1880s as models of the earliest coke fired, hot blast furnace
plants in the District. In the process, they evolved from the stone construction of the
charcoal era to the steel jacketed modern furnace. The Oxmoor furnaces proved the
District's coal and its red hematite. They also proved, through their unsatisfactory
experience with coke made in ovens near Helena, that the Warrior Coal Field, not the
Cahaba, could best underwrite the fuel needs of the District. 44
Once the District's raw materials had been proven, the great pig iron boom began. In
1880, the Alice Furnace No. 1 was blown in, followed by the Sloss City Furnace No. 2
in 1882 (see Illustration 13). By the end of the following year, Alice Furnace No. 2,
Mary Pratt Furnace, Sloss City Furnace No. 2 and Woodward Iron's first furnace were
producing pig iron. The greatest burst of furnace construction, however, occurred

Illustration 12. "The Queen of America's charcoal iron furnaces, " the Shelby furnaces,
kept Alabama in the ranks of the nation 's leading charcoal iron producers through the
1920s. (Historic Shelby Association)

Illustration 13. The Alice Furnaces ushered in the pig iron boom of the 1880s. This
photograph shows the furnaces in blast at their location just west of the Birmingham
city center.
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between 1888 and 1890. During this three year span, a total of fifteen blast furnaces-six in 1888 four in 1889 and five in 1890--rose on the Birmingham District skyline. The
Thomas fu~naces were technological pacesetters in this era (see Illustration 14). By the
45
turn of the century, some twenty-five furnaces operated in Jefferson County alone.
An era of modernization began shortly after the turn of the century and extended until
the late 1920s. Between 1905 and 1914, Tennessee Coal and Iron Company (TCI)
made extensive improvements at its Ensley plant raising average production of the
original six blast furnaces to about 400 tons per day. Woodward Iron's new No.1
Furnace , built in 1911 to replace the former No. 1 Furnace, was rated at 400 to 450
tons daily. Sloss Furnaces was the District's last major pig iron producer to replace its
earliest generation of furnaces. In 1928, Sloss completed the second of two new
furnaces at its City Furnace plant (see Illustration 15). Their rated capacity was a little
over 400 tons per day. During this era of modernization, over twelve furnaces were
replaced . In addition, Birmingham ironmakers built several new furnaces including
Woodward No. 3, Pioneer No. 3 at Thomas, two TCI furnaces at Fairfield, and the
Central Iron Furnaces at Holt. 46
The new generation of furnaces were larger. By 1929, the average height of furnaces
in the District was 86.73 feet with a width at the bosh of 21.34 feet. In 1888, their
predecessors had averaged 72 feet by 17 feet. 47
The 400-ton per day production plateau achieved by the late 1920s became the
District standard for the next three decades. Not until the 1950s were substantially
larger furnaces constructed. In 1954, TCI boasted a 1,375-ton daily production of its
No. 7 Furnace at Fairfield. No. 7 was one of the largest furnaces in the nation at this
time. Sloss No. 5, built in 1958, had a capacity of 1,300 tons daily. These larger
furnaces were the product of decades of experimentation. 48 Generally speaking,
District furnaces produced much less than 1,000 tons of pig iron per day. Each Sloss
City Furnace never produced much over 430 tons per day. The District's average daily
production in 1945 did not exceed 570 tons. Mesta Machine Company, a major
supplier of blast furnace blowing engines, noted in a 1904 catalog that southern
furnaces tended to be medium-sized. The best furnace practice seemed to be less a
matter of ever-increasing production than of achieving a steady level of good quality
production. 49
Furnace practice geared toward smaller batches of pig iron was the opposite of the
"hard driving practice" developed in Pittsburgh. The hard driving practice was based
up~n t~rning up th~ furn.ace blast volume, pressure and temperature to the highest
ma1nta1nable capac1ty. Pittsburgh's Carnegie Steel Company's great success with this
strategy soon led other big steel mills in the country to follow suit. The hard driving
strate~y de~a~ded more raw materials be fed into the furnace daily. With more
matenal go1ng 1n and more iron coming out, mechanization of every conceivable
feature of the fur~ace plant b~came essential. Mechanical skip hoists soon replaced
hand loaders, wh1le sand cast1ng beds were replaced by ladle cars and pig casting

Illustration 14. This 1890 view of the steel jacketed , coke blast Furnace No. 2 at
Thomas shows its technologically advanced skip incline and furnace bonnet. Company
engineer B. F. Keiser invented these devices. (Birmingham Public Library Department
of Archives and Manuscripts)

Illustration 15. The Birmingham Chamber of Commerce eternally reused this image of
the Sloss City Furnaces in blast during the late 1920s to symbolize the District's industrial might. Designed to efficiently process local raw materials, this steel jacket furnace
produced foundry iron, the District principal industrial product.
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machines to handle increased capacity. As Pittsburgh ironmakers confronted
50
the economics of scale, the byword was bigger is better.
Birmingham District foundry iron makers eventually achieved daily tonnages which
necessitated some mechanization of furnace plants, but not on the same scale as the
steel mill blast furnace plants. A sand casting bed could still handle the lower tonnage
of iron that was tapped during a pour. And many foundry iron customers continued to
prefer sand cast pig (see Illustration 16). Where it was necessary or practical,
Birmingham ironmakers developed mechanical equipment that suited the capacity of
their furnaces and the special features of their operation. Sloss and Woodward both
devised equipment to mechanically prepare sand beds as well as remove and break
pig iron. The concept was borrowed by a northern visitor to the Birmingham District
who patented his own version and began marketing it to foundry iron producers from
his home region. Local ironmakers also developed top loading devices suited to their
particular needs. 51
•
The foundry iron furnace of the Birmingham District thus took on a distinctive
character marked by lower levels of mechanization and only marginally higher levels of
labor intensity. The principle which guided their design was set forth in 1917 by a
noted authority on blast furnace plant design, Joseph E. Johnson. Johnson argued
that it was not always more profitable to replace manpower with machinery. In his
discussion of the economy of replacing hand loaders with mechanical blast furnace
loaders at the Duquesne Steel Works, Johnson also alluded to the rational which
guided the Birmingham District:
The great expense of this method (hand loading) also became more and more
obvious as the number of men required increased, and looking at the matter
from the financial point of view it was well worth while to make an investment
which would eliminate the labor of 60 men while the same investment to
eliminate the labor of only 20 men might be a poor one. 52
Acknowledging the wisdom of Johnson's argument, Birmingham ironmakers struck a
mean between plant amortization and productivity that distinguished the District.
The raw materials of the Birmingham District offered few alternatives. Local ironmakers
discovered this truth the hard way: by costly trial and error. When, for instance Alice
Furnace No. 2 was put in blast in 1882, it had to be quickly shut down and rebuilt
because the attempt to increase its capacity had seriously damaged its fire brick lining.
By 1885, the District's ironmakers began acknowledging in trade journals that it was
not possible to achieve good results in furnaces which averaged 100 tons daily. When
they dropped production down to 70 to 80 tons, most problems disappeared and the
furnaces produced an acceptable grade of pig iron. E. C. Potter confirmed
Birmingham's unfortunate findings when he stated in an 1887 Iron Age article that fast
driving on lean ore and bad coke produced bad iron and wore out furnace linings. 53
Although it became clear that the Birmingham District could not match the daily
capacity of Pittsburgh's large steel mill blast furnaces, it still held a decisive advantage:
the boon of close proximity (see Illustration 17). lronmakers could overcome the
limitations of their raw materials by specializing in lower volume foundry iron

Illustration 16. Labor intensive sand casting of local foundry pig produced a steady,
good quality supply of pig iron. (Birmingham Public Library Archives)
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production and maximizing the advantages of their close proximity. By ~~re~ul .
acquisition of coal and ore properties, a Birmingham compa.ny could m1~1m 1ze 1ts
transportation and processing costs. Woodward 's land holdings. were. ah~ne~ so
conveniently that the company's private railroad extended _only f1ve m1les 1n ~1ther
direction from its centrally located blast furnaces to reach 1t~ coal and or.~ m1nes. F. J.
Crolius' description of Woodward's layout, which appe~r~d 1n a 1~?~ ed1t1o~ of Blast
Furnace and Steel Plant, termed this favorable juxtapos1t1on of fac1ht1es and 1ts
management: "straight line production. " Goa/Industry reprinted this article with the
foll owing preface succinctly stating this theme:
The making of iron in the Birmingham District is first, last and always a great
material handling business.54
Achieving straight line production of foundry iron became a coveted goal for
Birmingham ironmaking concerns. Around the turn of the century, a scramble to
acquire maximally juxtaposed holdings of ore, coal and fluxing stone began. The
Woodward and the Thomas companies held an early advantage because favorable
juxtaposition of resources had been their strategy from the start. Woodward was the
first in the District to own and operate its own railroads that shipped both iron ore and
coal to its furnaces. The railroad was completed in the fall of 1881. Carnegie Steel,
the Pittsburg-based company most scholars consider the earliest model of a vertically
integrated company did not acquire control of its raw material transportation until the
mid-1890s. Woodward was a decade in advance of Carnegie in establishing the
Birmingham model of vertical integration.55 Sloss and TCI followed suit. Other
companies who could not pull together an optimally located collection of raw material
properties eventually withdrew from the competition. By the mid-1920s, many
independent furnaces had disappeared. Sloss, Woodward, Thomas (then owned by
Republic Steel), and TCI (then owned by U.S. Steel) had become the successful
District producers. These four companies, together with Central Iron and Foundry Co.
at Holt in Tuscaloosa County, perfected a model of a modern vertically integrated
ironmaking system that could be achieved only in the Birmingham District, for only in
Birmingh am were all mineral resources found in close proximity. The combined
production of their captive mines, quarries, blast furnaces and steel mills came close
to matching the optimum capacity of the District's mineral reserves. This niche that
local ironmakers created was so well attuned to the needs of the American iron and
steel industry that the Birmingham District prevailed as a major foundry iron producer
for nearly a century.
Owners of .t he Sloss Furnaces achieved straight line production by the early twentieth
century. ~1th the company's greatly increased size and additional mining operations,
Sloss bu1lt two new furnaces in North Birmingham. It mined Red Mountain ore at its
Sloss and Ruffner Mines and brown ore from open pit mines near Russellville,
Alabama. The company also operated coal mines and beehive coke ovens in
Jefferson ~nd Walker Counties at Goa/burg, Brookside , Blossburg, Brazil, Cardiff, Flat
Top, Bess1e, and Ivy Leaf near Dora. In 1920, Sloss built a large battery of SemetSolvay by-product coke ovens in North Birmingham.
The Sloss City Furnaces National Historic Landmark, remnants of mining operations at
Sloss, Ruffner and Brookside, and the still operating coke plant at North Birmingham ,
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provide the District's best remaining example of its straight line production model (see
Illustration 18).
Contrasting sharply with the model of an iron plantation seen at Hopewell Furnaces
National Historic Site, the Sloss model provides an excellent contrast for
understanding the changing business organization, market principles, labor forms and
technological characteristics of American blast furnace plants as they evolved from
charcoal iron plantations to modern coke blast furnace companies.
Coal Mining
The rise of coke fired blast furnaces triggered the first major burst of coal mining in the
Birmingham District. Prior to the Civil War, coal had been mined in the Coosa,
Cahaba, and Warrior Fields and was sent by wagon or barged downriver during the
spring freshets to Tuscaloosa, Mobile, Selma, Columbus, Georgia and other towns.
Robert Jemison opened some of the earliest mines near Brookwood and built a plank
road connecting them to Tuscaloosa. 56 Other small, primitive mines, often opened
by farmers in their off seasons, supplied coal to local blacksmiths. The total tonnage,
however, was so insignificant that it escaped mention by the manufacturing census
takers in 1850. By the mid-1850s, the Alabama and Tennessee Rivers Railroad opened
tracks from Selma to a railhead near Montevallo at the edge of the Cahaba Coal field.
Encouraged by Alabama's first state geologist, Michael Tuomey, the Alabama Coal
Mining Company began mining operations on Pea Ridge in Shelby County near the
small community of Dutchtown. By the late 1850s, the company expanded such mines
as Irish Pit, Dutch Pit and Whim Pit and opened the first steam powered coal mine in
the state. The Alabama Company vigorously competed with William Phineas Browne
who subsequently opened a mine near the present day community of Aldrich. 57

When the Civil War broke out, the Confederate government began encouraging
industrial development of the Cahaba Coal Field. To open additional portions, the
government pressed the South and North Alabama Railroad to extend tracks initially
from Calera to Helena, and later to Brocks Gap. By granting draft exemptions to slave
owners who would provide at least twenty slaves for use as coal miners, it succeeded
in opening several new mines. An interesting debate arose between the newly arrived
slave owners--turned miners--and the already established and professional miners over
the most effective ways of employing large gangs of conscript labor. The debate was
short lived however, because Union Calvary raiders destroyed most of the mines
during the closing days of the war. 58
In the decade following the war, a newly formed Cahaba Coal Company established a
monopoly on the Cahaba coal trade by the simultaneous acquisition of the mines near
Montevallo and Helena. The acquisition included such properties as the Billy Gould
Mines near Helena which had been opened in 1863 by Gould and Charles and Fred
Woodson to supply coal and coke to the Confederate Arsenal at Selma. Restored and
improved from their wartime capacity of about 75 tons of coal per day, the mines
yielded over 40,000 tons between 1866 and 1870 placing them among the largest
early post war era mines. 59
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Experiments of the mid-1870s at the Oxmoor Furnaces, which tentatively established
that Alabama coal could produce a suitable blast furnace coke, inaugurated a rush to
locate the best sources of coking coal. The Cahaba Field became the focus of early
development, because the Gould and other nearby mines of the Red Mountain Coal
and Iron Company had produced coke for Confederate industries. The Eureka
Company took over the Oxmoor Furnace property and built a battery of 100 coke
ovens and a Stutz jig coal washing plant to supply coke to these furnaces. This coke
proved to be too high in ash and structurally inadequate for regular furnace use. With
the exception of a large battery of beehive ovens, built in the late-1880s at Blockton in
Bibb County to supply the Bessemer and the Woodstock Furnaces at Oxford, the
60
Cahaba coal field was abandoned as a coke producer.
Birmingham's furnace men turned their attention to the Warrior Coal Field. The Warrior
Field outcropped along the northern edge of Jones Valley, the valley in which the
Birmingham District's principal industrial plants and communities would eventually be
built. Much larger than the Cahaba Field, the Warrior field and its coal eventually
proved better for coking purposes. 61 Discovering the best outcrops and opening
mines became the opportunity of the 1870s. Coal men from the Cahaba field,
particularly Billy Gould, well known as an outstanding prospector, joined a search to
find the best outcrops of Warrior coal. Gould located and named the first important
discovery the Browne seam. 62
Gould's chosen name was probably intended to honor William Phineas Browne, the
iron and coal entrepreneur who had developed the Cahaba field on the eve of the Civil
War. But, by the late 1870s, a new set of entrepreneurs had arrived to further develop
Alabama's coal industry. Henry DeBardeleben and James Withers Sloss envisioned a
new industrial order centered in Birmingham and based upon coke blast furnaces fed
by Warrior coal and Red Mountain ores (see Illustration 19). Men like Gould sold out
to them. Antebellum industrialist Daniel Pratt's fortune provided the capital for son-inlaw DeBardeleben's investments in Warrior coal and Birmingham District furnaces. The
Browne seam was renamed the Pratt seam. 63
The Pratt seam quickly became the largest producer of coking coal in the Birmingham
District. Debardeleben's company, the Pratt Coal and Coke Company, opened several
mines near the earliest, and fast growing, mining center of Pratt City. Beehive coke
ovens were built at these mines, and coal was sold to the Alice and Sloss Furnaces in
the Birmingham city center. These companies built additional beehive coke ovens at
their furnaces. 64 More beehive ovens were also built in the vicinity of the Pratt mines.
TCI acquired these mines in 1884 and continued to expand their capacity. By 1896,
TCI had opened eleven mines including a shaft mine in the vicinity. Well into the
twentieth century, this large group of mines, known collectively as the Pratt mines, was
the state's largest supplier of coking coal. 65
For some companies, acquiring an adequate supply of coking coal was no easy task.
Sloss had secured a long term contract with the Pratt Coal and Coke Company until it
could develop its own coal mines. Other companies were not as fortunate.

Illustration 19. In 1884, Birmingham 's entrepreneurs sent this 11-ton lump of Pratt coal
to the New Orleans World Exposition . It ignited international interest in the area 's mineral resources.
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Contemporaries writing about the Birmingham ironmaking boom of the 1880s cite the
critical shortages of coke that sometimes idled furnaces for forty to sixty days a year.
Several attempts to establish profitable blast furnaces in the District failed due to a
66
secure source of coal or coke.
Henry DeBardeleben developed more coal property than any other of the District's
entrepreneurs. In addition to the Pratt Coal and Coke Company, in 1889, he formed
the DeBardeleben Coal and Iron Company and opened the Adger, Johns and Belle
Sumpter mines on the Blue Creek seam near Bessemer. Supplying DeBardeleben
company furnaces in Bessemer, these three mines became some of the District's
largest captive mines. In 1901, their average production was more than 207,000 tons,
40,000 tons more than the average tonnage mined in the Pratt mines group. TCI later
67
acquired both the Pratt and the Blue Creek mines.
Throughout the 1880s, other blast furnace companies also aggressively developed
captive mines. Sloss purchased the Coalburg Coal and Coke Co. mines which had
originally been opened by railroad engineer John T. Milner in 1879. Through this
purchase, Sloss supplied its own furnace coke after the initial arrangement with the
Pratt mines expired. From this base, Sloss acquired coal lands northward along the
tracks of the Georgia Pacific (later Southern) Railroad. By 1901, the company had
opened or purchased mines at Brookside, Cardiff, New Found, and Blossburg (see
Illustration 20). Many of these early Sloss mines were relatively small drift mines
averaging less than 100,000 tons per year, but New Found, the District's fourth largest
mine in 1901, averaged more than 230,000 tons per year. 68
Republic Iron and Steel Co. (which acquired the Thomas furnaces in 1899) had
established substantial captive mines by the turn of the century. In 1901, Republic's
Warner mine was the largest captive mine in Jefferson County with an annual
production of 344,000 tons. The company's Sayreton mine was another large
producer and one of few captive mines on the New Castle seam. 69 Republic
acquired the Virginia Mine in the western section of the county in 1937 when it
acquired the Gadsden, Alabama based Gulf States Steel Company. The complicated
ownership history of the Virginia mine is indicative of a fairly common pattern among
captive coal mines in the District. Although most were opened by blast furnace
companies and remained in their possession, others like Virginia were developed by
private owners then sold to blast furnace companies. The Pioneer Mining and
Manufacturing Company and Southern Iron and Steel Company had previously owned
the mine. 70
The Woodward Iron Company also secured control of extensive coal lands in
Jefferson County. Their first two mines, opened within site of their furnaces, were
initially known as the Woodward mines, but later called Dolomite No.1 and 2. To
further supplement production, the company purchased the shaft mine at Mulga in
71
1912. The captive coal mines of the late nineteenth century bore little resemblance
to those of the early 1970s when the era of pig iron production in the Birmingham
District ended. In the early days, blast furnace operators relied on numerous relatively

Illustration 20. Slavic immigrant miners poured into the hilly mining community of
Brookside establishing their roots at St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church, today still
one of only two such congregations in the South. (Birmingham Public Library Archives)
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small mines. As time passed, fewer but larger mines supplied furnace needs. In 1901,
24 captive mines operated in Jefferson County and produced an average of 116,580
tons of coal annually. In 1970, five captive mines in Jefferson County produced
586,102 tons annually. With advances in mining technology one or two mines could
supply several blast furnaces (see Illustration 21 ).
Birmingham District mines employed all three types of mine openings: drift, slope, and
shaft. Drift mines, the easiest and cheapest to develop, yielded coal the first day of
construction. Drift mines drove tunnels into a coal seam from its outcrop on the
surface, generally located on a hillside, and followed the flat or upwardly sloping seam
into the hillside. Slope mines were opened into the ground above a seam of coal. The
slope slanted downward at an angle, usually less than 45 degrees, until it encountered
the coal seam. At that point, the main tunnel followed the coal seam in the same
fashion as a drift mine. The opening of slope mines was a financial loss, as no coal
could be mined until the coal seam was reached. It was also expensive to open a
72
shaft mine. A vertical main access tunnel distinguished a shaft from a slope mine.
The type of opening also dictated varied facilities that brought coal to the surface.
Some upward-sloping drift mines required very little surface haulage equipment,
because loaded coal cars could be rolled from the working area of the mine to the
surface by gravity. In early slope mines, long wire rope cables, locomotives, tracks
and other equipment were used to pull loaded coal cars up the slope from the coal
seam to the surface. By the 1940s, conveyor belts had replaced rope haulage
systems. These belts eliminated the need for extensive equipment. By this time,
miners had abandoned their picks and shovels for machines which cut coal from the
seam and loaded it onto the conveyor belts which carried it to the surface in a
continuous stream. TCI's Concord Mine, built in 1946 and still operated by USX,
became the District's first "modern" mechanized mine. Shaft mines used elevators or
specialized coal cars that could be pulled up the shaft's vertical opening. The hoisting
engines and other surface equipment required at slope and shaft mines were costly.
This equipment required a larger crew of surface workers. Investors preferred drift
mines, but the terrain in the Birmingham District contained only limited areas where
drift openings could access coal seams. Until World War I, drift mines remained
common. Sloss opened more than any other blast furnace company. In 1893, Sloss
worked ten drifts, including Brookside, that averaged 74,000 tons annually. By 1901,
the number had fallen to eight but annual production at the individual mines had risen
to 94,000 tons. By 1920, most drifts had been mined out. Seven remained, five of
those operated by Sloss. 73
Shaft mining never gained wide acceptance among District blast furnace companies.
In 1876, the District's first shaft mine, the Jefferson mine opened by Truman Aldrich
was not a captive mine. TCI's Pratt Shaft No. 1 opened in 1880 claims this distinction.
By 1920, five captive shaft mines--TCI's Hamilton, Edgewater, Docena, and Bayview
mines, and Woodward's Mulga mine--operated in the District. The number never
increased. In later years, the Mulga mine abandoned its shaft and raised coal via a
slope and conveyor. The high start up cost for shaft mines could be partially defrayed,
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Illustration 21 . This c.1907 map shows the expansion of the District's coal mining operations throughout the Warrior and Cahaba Fields. (Alabama Mining Museum)
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because a shaft opening could access and mine more than one coal seam
74
simultaneously with the output of a single surface plant.

Cokemaking
The advent of large scale cokemaking in Alabama is generally associated with the
Oxmoor experiments and the birth of the coke blast furnace industry. There are
several references to earlier cokemaking experiences. According to Ethel Armes, Billy
Gould made the first coke in 1854. Following methods similar to those used in making
charcoal, Gould made his coke in mounds. He found a ready market and sold the
coke in competition with imported Pennsylvania anthracite. The market, however, was
75
not large enough to justify construction of coke ovens.
Civil War foundries and other industrial facilities created a demand for coke and coal.
New mines near Helena and Montevallo in Shelby County were opened and coal
coked on the site before shipment. The possibilities of building coke ovens were also
explored. The Alabama Coal Mining Company which operated a steam-powered shaft
mine on Pea Ridge in Shelby County proposed that the Confederate government fund
coke ovens construction at their mines.
Charcoal furnaces which served the Confederate military, the Shelby, Irondale and
Tannehill Furnaces, experimented with use of coal and coke as a fuel. The Irondale
and possibly Tannehill furnaces were instructed by the government to make trial runs
of coke pig iron. According to a letter written by a Confederate army agent, the
experiments at Irondale furnace were successful. 76
The era of large scale coke oven construction began with the experiments to make
coke pig iron at the Oxmoor Furnaces in the mid 1870s. The first coke ovens built to
supply coke for these early trial runs were modified Belgian or Co~ee ovens built to
the specifications of a patent developed by Belgian Lewis Shantle. Belgian ovens
differed from beehive ovens in several ways. The domed shaped interior of the
beehive oven gave this latter oven type its name. The Belgian oven's interior was
rectangular with an arched roof. Beehive ovens were unloaded manually. The Belgian
oven's rectangular features facilitated mechanical unloading and a top loading hole
with flues. This flue made it possible to capture and reuse the combustible gases and
volatile matter given off while the coal was baking. Shantle's ovens also included his
patented reversible bottom.
Belgian ovens were some of the most technologically advanced coke ovens of the era.
They capitalized upon European efforts to design coke ovens from which the valuable
by-products given off as coal was burned to create coke could be refined as tar and
ammonia. The gases given off by Shantle ovens at Oxmoor were not refined but
employed in a then novel way to "redden" or heat either the furnace blast or the base
of the furnace. This innovation eventually became a standard blast furnace practice.
Owners of the Oxmoor Furnaces soon shifted to beehive ovens and built their first
ovens in the Cahaba Coal Field. There is a strong possibility that the small battery of
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twelve beehive ovens at the Billy Gould Mines were an experimental prelude to a
larger battery of 100 ovens which the company buil~ at its Helena m~nes. Unfortunately,
the coke which the new beehive ovens produced d1d not work well 1n the Oxmoor
Furnaces. Company wagons began hauling coal from at least three newly open~d
mines in the Warrior Coal Field approximately thirty miles to the Shelby county s1te. In
one three week period seventeen wagon loads of Warrior coal were hauled to Helena
daily, coked and then transported to Oxmoor. Warrior coke proved superior, and a
battery of 100 ovens was built at the Oxmoor furnaces site? A notable ~eature of the
Oxmoor beehives was their mechanical charging apparatus, a trend sett1ng feature.
Throughout the District beehive coke oven construction with similarly advanced
technological innovations proceeded apace with the furnace building boom that
followed the successful experiments at Oxmoor. Owners of Alice No. 1, the first coke
blast furnace built in the Birmingham District included a battery of 250 beehive ovens .
adjacent to the furnace plant. By 1882, Sloss had constructed a battery 242 beehive
ovens at the City Furnace site. The largest battery of 91 0 ovens was built at the
Thomas Furnaces.79 Between 1880 and 1893, Alabama blast furnace plant and mine
owners built 5,232 beehive ovens. In the single year of 1888, 1,469 ovens were
constructed. By 1900, Sloss owned 1,238 coke ovens: 288 at its City Furnaces, 350 at
its Blossburg mines, 214 at Coalburg, 200 at Flat Top, 99 at Brookside, and 87 at New
Found. By 1913, 10,000 ovens operated in the Birmingham District. 80
·
Mining engineers in the District attempted several innovations in non-by-product
coking. In 1889, Sloss built a bank of sixty-three patented Thomas rectangular,
mechanically charged ovens at Goa/burg. In an effort to make use of the waste gases
from beehive production, TCI mining engineer Erskine Ramsay developed a system of
flues that enabled them to capture the gas and burn it in steam boilers. This TCI
design, still evident at the Pratt coke ovens, was widely emulated at other American
coking sites (see Illustration 22). The H. C. Frick plant in Connellsville, Pennsylvania,
the nation's largest beehive coke plant, soon installed a waste gas recovery system
modeled on the TCI design.
Cheap to build, easy to operate, beehive ovens produced good coke. But, they were
wasteful. Built in long rows, beehives were not designed to capture or distill the
valuable by-product gases. These gases escaped from the top of the ovens in dense
yellow-grey clouds seriously polluting the environment. 81
By the turn of the century, large by-product coking plants were under construction in
the District. In 1898, TCI built Alabama's first by-product ovens. These 120 SemetSolvay ovens were located at its Ensley blast furnace plant. By 1903, the Central/ron
and Foundry installed a battery of twenty Semet-Solvay ovens at its Holt plant. At this
time, the Semet-Solvay oven was considered the leading American by-product oven.
Four years later, U.S. Steel's Joliet Works first introduced the German made Koppers
by-product ovens to American practice. Of these early inventive coke by-product
plants, the coke ovens at Holt may be the oldest surviving by-product plant built at a
blast furnace plant in the United States (see Illustration 23) .

Illustration 22. TCI's Pratt Mines Shaft No. 1 Coke Plant, shown in this 1900 photo, featured by-product flues invented by Erskine Ramsay to collect waste gases recycled to
power the mines' electric plant. (Birmingham Public Library Archives)

Illustration 23. The remaining and still operating coke oven and by-products plant at
Holt, with Semet Solvay ovens installed in 1903 and 1913, picture at the left, may be
the oldest surviving by-product plant built at a furnace plant in the United States.
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In the 1910s, Woodward Iron built a bank of by-product ovens, and TCI expanded its
by-product plant at Ensley. World War I provided additional stimulus to by-product
coke oven construction in the District. Under contracts with the Ordnance Department
of the Army, Sloss built 120 Semet-Solvay ovens and a by-product coking plant in
North Birmingham, Woodward expanded its plant, and Birmingham By-Products (later
Alabama By-Products-ABC and now Drummond) Company built the plant which still
operates at Tarrant. The Koppers plant at Thomas was also constructed. By 1923, the
transition to coke by-products was mostly complete. In this year, by-product ovens
manufactured 93.5 of Alabama's 4.2 million tons of coke --and many valuable byproducts. 82

Iron Ore Mining and Preparation
Journalist Ethel Armes in The Story of Coal and Iron in Alabama describes Red
Mountain ore mining in 1910:
The mines at lshcooda (sic) hold a commanding site. Red Mountain,
shorn of timber, stands in long, clear-cut, deep red lines, sharp against
the sky, and one looks out toward Birmingham. The railroad track,
ascending by a series of switch backs, runs along the slope near to the
summit, then curves down in and out of the gaps. It is an interesting
sight to watch an ore train heavily laden with its rich cargo wind its way
slowly down the hillside and go on its journey to the huge furnaces. 83
Armes described TCI's /shkooda Mines near Oxmoor (see Illustration 24). A similar
account might have described twenty-six other captive mines and loading tipples
arrayed for eleven miles along the crest and in the gaps of Red Mountain extending
from Grace's Gap to Bessemer. 84 A second cluster of other Birmingham District
mines lay near Irondale a few miles to the northeast of this group. 85 In the early
days, District furnaces were fed almost entirely by Red Mountain ore from this
imposing string of mines (see Illustration 25). Rich brown ores from Shelby,
Tuscaloosa and other Alabama counties also provided furnace burden particularly as
early high grade supplies of red ore diminished. By the 1960s, richer grade ores from
Venezuela and other Latin American nations also supplemented these local supplies.
For more than a century the Birmingham District was one of the nation's leading iron
ore producers. The District consistently ranked third to Michigan and Minnesota. In
most of these years, Alabama's red ore came primarily from underground mines. Only
Michigan's underground mines were more numerous and spread over a larger
geographic area. All of Alabama's underground red ore mines were crammed into the
short strip of Red Mountain extending from Irondale to Bessemer. For over seventy
years, this single stretch of mountainside consistently produced more than 10 percent
of the iron ore mined in the United States. 86 Though confined to a relatively small
geographic area, Red Mountain's mines form three geographically and technologically
distinctive groups: mines in the ravines near Irondale, mines extending from Vulcan to
Bessemer that entered the northern face of Red Mountain, and steep slope and shaft
mines in Shades Valley just south of the mountain at Bessemer. 87 The first group

Illustration 24. This view shows the Red Mountain, shorn of timber, with active ore mining and railroad operations at lshkooda. (U.S. Geological Survey, Bulletin 400, Plate 2)
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includes the Ruffner, Alfretta, and Hammond mines located near Irondale. These.
served as backups for the more productive mines near Bessemer. Here deep rav1nes
sliced into the southern flank of the mountain and slope mines entered the ~re se~ms
along the southern (Shades Valley) base of the mountain. A second group, 1ncl~d1ng ·
the lshkooda , Sloss, and Muscoda mines near Bessemer, featured slopes entenng the
mountain from the northern (Jones Valley) side at levels ranging from the bas~ of the
mountain to its crest. The third group, at the southwestern end of the mountain to the
south of Bessemer where Shades Valley opens up forming a relatively wide, gently
rolling valley, included one steep slope and two vertical shaft mines, Songo and Pyne .
Red Mountain ore mining had begun prior to the Civil War. Local farmer Baylis Grace
stripped a few wagon loads of the outcrop ore from his land at Grace's Gap and
smelted this ore at a Bibb County forge. Grace's attempt to focus attention on the vast
source of red hematite that underlay the District went largely unnoticed, because the
state's pioneer ironmakers preferred the cold-blast, charcoal-fired furnaces. These
furnaces worked better on the brown ores of which the District had abundant and rich
deposits.88
Cropping out along the crest, Red Mountain's imposing red ore seams were hard to
ignore. The casual observer could not but notice them. From the 1830s to the 1850s,
the list of experts attesting to the potential of mining Red Mountain ore grew. In the
first systematic discussion of the mineral resources of Alabama published in Barnard's
Almanac of 1839, R.T. Brumby, a natural history professor at the University of
Alabama, noted "immense quantities" of hematites found here. Michael Tuomey,
Alabama's first state geologist, gave an even more impressive account. His First
Biennial Report of 1851 contained an extensive section detailing not only the merits of
red hematite but also that "high furnaces" would thrive on this ore. Civil engineer John
T. Milner, hired by the state of Alabama in the 1850s to survey the right-of-way for the
state-sponsored railroad intended to open up the mineral rich area, was equally
impressed. Finally, eminent English geologist Charles Lyle visited and was also
impressed with the area. With so many influential observers predicting an impressive
future, ore mining and iron making were probably imminent as the Civil War began. 89
During the Civil War, owners of the Oxmoor Furnaces opened the first mines on Red
Mountain at Eureka. They hired English mining engineer Joseph Squire to supervise
their mines. Squire probably stripped surface ore on land that the company had
purchased from Bayliss Grace. Wallace McElwain also opened mines to feed his
furnaces at Irondale. In 1865, Union Cavalry Raiders destroyed these furnaces and
halted ore mining temporarily.90

W~en these furnaces were rebuilt following the war, ore mining resumed. The Eureka
Mtne (later TCIIshkooda No. 14) at Grace's Gap provided the iron ore for the Oxmoor
experiments in the 1870s and produced 40,213 tons by 1880. It was soon followed by
the McElwain Mine, later renamed lshkooda No. 15. To the southwest, a second
cluster of mines were opened. The Alice and Ware mines were the first two mines in
this group. After acquisition by TCI and due to the nature of their fossiliferous ore, they
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were called Fossil, and even later, the Wenonah group. To the southwest were TCI's
Muscoda and Potter mines. The mines of the other major blast furnace companies
were interspersed among these TCI clusters. The Raimund mines, first developed for
the Thomas Furnaces, were located three miles south of Bessemer. Three Sloss mines
and Republic Steel's four Woodward mines were located between the lshkooda and
Muscoda groups. The Spaulding Mine was located across Grace's Gap from the
lshkooda Mines. 91
Three additional ore mines were located to the south "over the mountain" in Shades
Valley. The Shannon Mine, a very steep slope mine, extended for 2,482 feet on a 51.5
degree angle, before it struck Red Mountain's Big Seam and leveled out. Woodward's
Pyne and Songo mines were shaft mines with their vertical shafts extended down
1,214 and 384 feet, respectively, before meeting and branching at right angles into the
Big Seam. The Songo shaft was designed to intersect the underground working of the
Songo slope mine, which entered from the face of Red Mountain. 92
Throughout its 100 year history, Red Mountain ore mining evolved from inexpensive
outcrop strip mining to capital intensive, highly mechanized underground mining (see
Illustrations 26 and 27). The earliest open pit strip mining was quick and productive.
By the turn of the century, the Birmingham District led the nation in low cost ore
production and the quantity of ore mined per man hour. Red Mountain's surface ore
was much softer and richer than ore later mined in hard seams farther below the
surface. In many cases the District's ore was so rich in carbonate of lime that it was
self-fluxing. This was ideal for use in District furnaces, as it did not require the addition
of limestone or dolomite to produce iron. 93
Open strip mining could not satisfy the growing appetite of the District's blast furnaces.
Only a finite amount of ore was available on the surface. Trenches larger than about
75 to 150 feet deep and 250 feet wide ran the danger of collapsing. Moreover, the
cost of removing overburden became prohibitive as the trenches became deeper.
Most of the easily won rich ores had been mined out by 1905. 94 Long-range
demands for ore called for heavily capitalized, systematic mining operations. This
demand precipitated the era of slope and shaft mining. TCI's major upgrading of its
operations at Muscoda pioneered a new era of underground mining. Seven
superintendents from Minnesota elegantly housed along Red Mountain's crest at
Muscoda led the improvements.
The surface plants which served these large underground mines had several design
characteristics in common. The first of these was the mine portal. These were
substantial, reinforced concrete arches often bearing mine's name and its date of
construction in relief across the top. Directly in front of the portal was the tipple where
the ore was loaded into trucks or railroad cars. The tipples contained crushers and
screens for breaking the larger pieces of ore and sorting it into the sizes required at
the various blast furnaces. 95

Illustration 26. Until 1900, Red Mountain's soft outcrop ore provided a rich supply of furnace ores. (Birmingham Public Library Arch ives)

Illustration 27. Red Mountain mining evolved from inexpensive stripping of outcrop ore
to highly mechanized surface plants with hoist engine houses, power houses and tipples. This view of the TCI's Alice Mine also shows the Warrior field coal mines in the
distance. (U.S.Geological Survey, Bulletin 400, Plate 2)
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The tipples in the southwestern section presented a particularly striking silhouette,
because they were often located on the mountain slop~ . Built of structural ~teel o~
reinforced concrete piers, they were topped by large w1re rope sheaves wh1ch gu1ded
the cable that hoisted the mine's skip cars to the surface. Since they were built on a
slope, their upper ends, containing the rope sieves, jutted out prominent!~ toward
Jones Valley. A hoisting engine house was located down slope from the t1pple.
Equipped with large wire rope drums, it pulled the hoisting cable which extended up
and over the wire rope sheave, atop the tipple, and down into the mine. Hoist houses
were usually attractive brick structures with terra cotta tile roofs. Some mines also
featured supply and power houses of the same construction which stood near the
hoist house. Their tall, round, brick chimneys added a final element to the distinctive
visual mining landscape. Three or four sets of railroad tracks usually ran under the
tipple where trains picked up loads of ore and hauled it to the blast furnaces in the
valley below. The tipple tracks switched onto various company railroads or the tracks
of the Birmingham Mineral Railroad. They combined to form several tiers of tracks
along the mountain side.96
During the 1910s and 1920s, Red Mountain ore averaged 35 percent iron. While
District ironmakers had long recognized the potential advantages of mechanical
enrichment, low transport costs had always offset the need for costly beneficiation
plants. As mining costs continued to rise following the depression, interest in
techniques for enriching Red Mountain ore increased. 97
The United States Bureau of Mines established a special experimental station at
Tuscaloosa to study the problem. Hundreds of experiments with a variety of
techniques were conducted. In some cases the Bureau even entered into cooperative
ventures with District companies to build pilot plants. Several methods, including
magnetic concentration, gravity concentration, heavy-media separation, and sintering
were proven to be technically possible, but their economic feasibility was never fully
resolved. By the time that the blast furnace companies had built full scale plants at
Spaulding, Ruffner, Thomas, and Wenonah, the days of Red Mountain ore mining
were numbered. In the 1960s, richer Latin American ores were becoming available,
and the District soon began closing its Red Mountain mines. 98
Sintering was the first beneficiation process to be employed commercially. Sintering
was a relatively simple process in which the ore was crushed, then burned to remove
some impurities. It increased the richness of the ore by only a few percentage points.
To be economical, sintering had to be conducted on a large scale. The first sintering
plant, employing a Dwight-Lloyd sintering machine, was installed at the Thomas
Furnaces in 1936. The plant was designed to sinter a mix of furnace flue-dust and
fin~ly ground ~ed ~ountain ?re. TCI installed a second sintering plant, also featuring
Dw1ght-Uoyd s1n~enng mach1nes, at Wenonah in 1939. The Wenonah plant was much
larger and contained large storage bins and other facilities for mixing and blending
ores as well as for sintering. 99
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Republic, Sloss, and Woodward Iron built beneficiation plants that employed various
gravity and heavy-media processes. The Republic plant, built at the Spaulding mine,
contained Dwight-Lloyd sintering machines and a bowl classifier in which finely ground
iron was separated from sand and other waste material. The finely ground iron ore
formed a thick solution which was then piped to two 145-foot diameter settling tanks,
where it gradually settled to the bottom and was removed. The large circular settling
tanks are the most distinctive remains at the site of the Spaulding plant. 100
Sloss built two separate beneficiation plants at its Ruffner mines. The first, installed in
1943, consisted of a rotary kiln, ball mill, flotation system magnetic concentrator, and a
rotary nodulizing mill. In 1951, Sloss opened a heavy media beneficiation plant
adjacent to the old beneficiation plant. Unlike Republic's Spaulding plant, the Ruffner
plants employed a dewatering classifier rather than large settling tanks. 101
Woodward installed the last beneficiation plant in the District at its Pyne Mine in 1953.
The Pyne plant, a heavy-media facility similar to the Ruffner plant, featured a Wemco
drum-type concentrator. At this time, Pyne mine was Woodward's principal ore
producer. 102
Cast Iron Pipe Capital of the World
lronmaking concerns, such as Sloss and Woodward, sold their good quality and
cheap pig iron to foundries and other iron users. The existing market for pig iron was
not big enough to support continued industrial growth in the District. There was a
pressing need to find new iron products to replace the ones that were being made out
of steel. A key to the Birmingham District's success in the early twentieth century lay in
the many new American suburbs and cities then under construction (see Illustration
28). From the turn of the century and through the outbreak of World War I, great
improvements were made to America's urban centers. These improvements included
better sanitation and sewage. Cast iron was an ideal material to make the pipes that
lie underneath city streets bringing in water and taking out sewage. The American
urban construction boom created a large market for iron pipe. The Birmingham District
soon became the national and international leader in the production of this important
product. 103
In 1899, the Dimmick Pipe Company was established in North Birmingham and a large
foundry constructed. The company could produce pipe from three to thirty feet in
104
diameter.
Central/ron and Foundry built its Holt plant in 1901. The American Cast
Iron Pipe and Foundry Company (ACIPCO), formed in Georgia in 1905, set up a plant
in North Birmingham (see Illustration 29). In the first decades of this century, additional
pipe making companies, including U.S. Pipe, an amalgamation of several national
manufacturers, set up plants in North Birmingham and Bessemer. National Cast Iron
Pipe established a plant in Tarrant in 1916. In the 1920s, McWane Cast Iron Pipe and
Stockham Pipe (later Valve) and Fittings also opened District plants. All plants, with the
exception of the Tarrant and Holt plants, are still in operation. The Birmingham District
remains the national and international center of ductile iron production.

Illustration 28. Cast iron pipe for use in construction of water and sewage
systems and later for transport of high pressure gas, crude oil and gasoline became a principal product of the Birmingham District. This sewer line
was under construction in Fairfield in 1910. (Birmingham Public Library
Arch ives)

Illustration 29. American Cast Iron Pipe Company (ACIPCO) became, and remains,
one of the District's largest pipe producers and a center for technological innovation.
Pictured is the monocast shop. (Dobbs Collection)
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The shift to making finished products out of local pig iron spawned a wide range of
manufacturing plants. Markets for these plants included agricultural as well as .
industrial concerns originally in the southern regions and later throughout the U~1ted
States. The Birmingham Stove and Range Company built a plant to make a full hne of
stoves and cooking ware. The Hardie Tynes plant, established in 1902 and still
operating in the Birmingham city center, manufactured mine hoists, air and. gas
compressors and other special machinery for locks and dams (see Illustration 30).
East and North Birmingham, Bessemer, Tarrant, and Avondale became centers of
foundry iron and manufacturing plants by 1925. Continental Gin Company in Avondale
became the world's largest producer of cotton gins. Birmingham Machine and
Foundry (later and still Goslin Birmingham) produced machinery for the sugar and
timber industries. Birmingham Ornamental Iron (formed in 1926 and now Meadowcraft)
in Tarrant and Lawler Foundry & Machine Company (still operating in the District)
became leading makers of wrought iron railings, stairs, grates, grillwork and garden
furniture (an item traditionally favored by southern consumers). The manufacture of
these goods brought additional diversity of products to the District.
Steelmaking
A major technological barrier slowed the District's entry into steelmaking.
Birmingham's high phosphorous pig iron could not be made into steel by the "acid
process" then routinely employed in Bessemer converters which were in common use
in northern industrial centers. In the late 1880s, District engineers adapted the openhearth furnace process to suit the area's pig iron peculiarity. They also experimented
until Red Mountain ore was successfully made into "basic iron," the form of iron
required for steelmaking.105

Pioneering efforts to establish the steel industry in the Birmingham District can be
divided into two, somewhat overlapping, phases defined by technological and market
considerations. The first phase pioneered techniques to economically produce "basic
pig iron" for open-hearth steel furnace use. (Percentages of phosphorus, sulphur, and
silicon distinguish basic iron from a multitude of pig iron grades. While the ratio of the
three elements differs only slightly, it is difficult to achieve production consistency in
basic iron .) During the second phase, District mills proved that Birmingham steel
could be made and marketed alongside competitive brands from other steelmaking
regions. 106
In the years District engineers were working out the complicated, technological
processes, energetic investors built wrought iron rolling mills to supply the District's
~eeds f~r i~on bars, plates and other items. The Birmingham Rolling Mill, built in 1880
rn t~e Btrm1~gham Railroad Reservation , was the first of four such mills. Originally
~qu1pped w1th eleven double and three single puddling furnaces, by 1887, the mill
rncluded twenty-two additional puddling furnaces. In 1897, the addition of two Siemens
30-gros~-t~n ~p~n-h earth s~eel furnaces ~long with steel rolling equipment created one
of the D1stnct s frrst steel mrlls. Great cap1tal outlays also initiated substantial industrial
activity at the Bes.semer Rolling Mill. Opened in September 1888, it originally fe,l ~1r e d
twenty-four puddling furnaces, a 20-inch muck and five trains of rolls for making

Illustration 30. Foundry and manufacturing plants, such as Hardie Tynes still operating
in the Birmingham City Center, initially supplied regional markets in the mining, sugar
and textile industries, and later expanded as national and international suppliers.
(Courtesy Hardie Tynes)
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wrought iron bar, plate, and sheet. TCI acquired the ~essemer Mill at the turn of the
century. Sometime after 1908, TCI remo~e~ the ~uddh~g furnaces and converted the
plant to a steel rolling mill. Other early D1stnct roll1ng m1lls that were not converted to
steel production disappeared quickly.
The Birmingham District's first basic iron was made from brown ore at the Henderson
Furnaces in the 1880s. This process was expensive, and there was little doubt that
Red Mountain hematite was the only ore that could produce basic iron economically.
The first attempts to produce basic iron from Red Mountain ore were conducted at
Bessemer's Little Belle Furnace in 1891. They were successful, but provided only
limited quantities: three or four hundred tons per run. The product was shipped to
Massachusetts. Three years later, TCI began the first attempts to produce basic iron
on a commercial scale at its Ensley Furnaces. The project was soon transferred to
Alice Furnace No. 2. By July 1895, engineers made the first successful casts. Lacking
sufficient capital to build open-hearth furnaces, TCI began exporting the high grade
basic iron to northern steel mills. Soon northern companies such as Carnegie Steel
Company, Illinois Steel Company and others were buying all the basic iron TCI could
produce.107
Other companies in the District were also experimenting with steel production. In 1888,
the Henderson Steel Manufacturing Company built the District's first open-hearth
furnace in North Birmingham. The small 13-ton furnace made its first pour on February
17, 1888. The quality of the steel, made from white pig iron purchased from the Mary
Pratt Furnace in Avondale, was good, but high costs ruled out commercial production.
The operation was closed after producing 1,600 tons of steel. The Henderson Steel
Company was succeeded by the Jefferson Steel Company, which made its first pour
in 1890. This 15 ton basic open hearth furnace produced 1,600 tons of steel ingots
between 1892 and 1893. The results were, once again, commercially
unsuccessful. 108
The Birmingham Rolling Mill Company launched a steelmaking effort in 1897. Designed
to operate largely on scrap iron and produce steel bars, plates, sheets, and other
products, the mill also received pig iron from the Alice Furnaces, located only 200
yards away. First efforts failed , and the company closed briefly in 1899. Republic Iron
and Steel Company reopened the mills shortly after the turn of the century. Republic
operated the mill's trains of rolls, while TCI leased the open-hearth furnaces to
produce ingots for its blooming mill at Ensley. 109
These early efforts, prior to the turn of the century, established the District's technical
capa~ility to produce hig~ grade steel. The District progressed well beyond the
expenmental stages, hav1ng proven both that its raw materials were suitable for openhearth steelmaking and that it could compete in the national market for basic iron.
However, an additional barrier to full scale steel production was the southern location.
Given. the District'~ distance from major steel markets and the relatively limited raw
ma!enal reserves, it could not support steel production of the magnitude achieved in
reg1ons nearer the country's population centers. The District could support one major
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steel producer. At the turn of the century, TCI assumed that role, which its successor
110
firms retain to this day.
Acquired by U.S. Steel (now USX) in 1907, TCI produced open-hearth steel on a large
scale. The company built its first open-hearth furnaces at Ensley in 1898 and 1899. In
1925, a second group of open-hearth furnaces were built at Fairfield. A fully integrated
company, TCI mined its own ore and coal, produced basic pig iron in its own blast
furnaces, converted the basic iron to steel in open-hearth furnaces, and produced a
variety of semi-finished and finished steel products. 111 Other District companies may
have produced good quality steel, but failure to establish markets and purchase raw
material supplies became critical factors in their decline. TCI alone maintained an
enduring, fully integrated, and still operating, steelmaking operation (see Illustration
31).
TCI's two steel plants at Ensley and Fairfield are studies in the evolution of iron and
steelmaking technology. The Ensley plant was modified numerous times. At the first
pour on November 30, 1899, Ensley was an open-hearth plant. With the 1904 addition
of a 15-ton Bessemer converter, it became a duplex plant. In the duplex process the
basic iron received from the blast furnaces is reheated twice, first in the Bessemer
convertor and then in the open hearth furnaces. The Bessemer convertor removes the
silicon and a percentage of the carbon before transferring the iron to an open hearth
furnace which burns off the phosphorus. The Ensley plant's original steelmaking
facilities included nine 50-ton "tilting" type open-hearth furnaces and one stationary
type. In the 1890s, tilting furnaces were relatively new in the United States, having
been used only since 1889, when H. H. Campbell introduced them at the Pennsylvania
Steel Company. The Ensley plant expanded in 1907 and 1908 with the addition of four
60-ton, two 65-ton open-hearths, and two 20-ton Bessemer convertors. By 1916, eight
100-ton open-hearths replaced the original and smaller furnaces. 112

In 1902, the Ensley plant produced the nation's first railroad rails made from basic
open-hearth steel. This plant's facilities manufactured steel ingots, converted them to
blooms and finished the blooms and rails in a 27-inch rail train. While Ensley could
also produce billets for conversion into additional finished products, in its early years it
concentrated on rails, producing about 600,000 tons of rails in 1908. 113
TCI placed a second set of open-hearth furnaces into operation at its Fairfield Plant in
1925. This plant originally produced plate steel for use at the Mobile shipyards, but
also manufactured billets, slabs, structural shapes and merchant bars. The ori~inal
plant featured eight 150-ton and two 15-ton stationary open-hearth furnaces. 11
While the Ensley plant was dismantled during the 1980s, the Fairfield works was
updated and continues to operate as one of the most productive steel mills in the
United States. Only one blast furnace, No. 8, one of the largest and most modern in
the country, supplies the plant's iron. Many of the older rolling shops have been
phased out. Q-BOP furnaces and a continuous casting system have replaced open
hearth furnaces. Much of the steel from the current modern oxygen furnaces supplies

Illustration 31. By 1901 , TCI 's Ensley open hearth furnaces and rail mill had established
the District as a strong regional producer of basic iron , steel and steel products.
(Birmingham Public Library Archives)
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a state of the art seamless pipe and other recently completed mills, the largest in
115
America south of Baltimore.
Transportation
The construction of railroads across Alabama began in the 1850s and required some
of the largest engineering projects attempted in the state. Rivers and hilly terrain
provided challenges to the men laying the railroad track. Wooden trestle bri'dges by
the hundreds were necessary to carry track over creeks, ravines, and other natural
obstacles. One of the longest in the state is the Mobile and Ohio Railroad Bridge over
the Warrior River. Stretching for three quarter miles, the trestle links Tuscaloosa,
Northport, and the Birmingham District to markets in the South and Midwest.

Prior to the Civil War, railroad construction proceeded at a slow pace and did not
match the rapid growth of lines in the northeastern and western United States.
Waterborne transportation along the many rivers of the state took cotton, the major
product of the antebellum period, to markets and ports on the Gulf. Extensive shoals
and rapids on the Warrior River above Tuscaloosa and the Cahaba River above
Centreville made travel to Jefferson and Walker Counties dangerous and
uneconomical. Completion of the Alabama and Tennessee Rivers Railroad to a
railhead near Montevallo in the 1850s stimulated early industrial development in the
District. The Civil War and Reconstruction periods brought accelerated construction of
railroads, financed by the Confederate and state governments. Construction of new
lines in the 1870s and 1880s not only increased economic growth and created new
urban centers, it also reoriented the geographic direction of economic activity from
south Alabama to the northern part of the state. As Birmingham's businessmen looked
for new markets in the North and West, the southern part of Alabama, long the most
populated and developed area, stagnated.
Touted as the railroad capital of the South, Birmingham had an impressive network of
lines. In 1922, it was estimated there were 32,000 miles of track in the Birmingham
District. 116 Nine trunk railroads served the District including the successors to the
two lines whose junction created the city. The main lines of the L. & N. (the successor
to the South and North) and Southern Railroad (successor to the Alabama and
Chattanooga, later Alabama Great Southern) ran through the center of Birmingham.
The Alabama Great Southern Railroad; the Atlanta, Birmingham and Atlantic Railway;
the Central of Georgia Railway; the Illinois Central Railroad; the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio
Railroad; the Seaboard Air Line, and the St. Louis-San Francisco (later Frisco) Railway
crisscrossed the District's mineral resources and linked the District to the rest of the
country (see Illustration 32).
Birmingham, Bessemer, and Tuscaloosa had fine stations and several freight depots.
Tuscaloosa's L. & N. station, a classically-detailed Beaux Arts structure, remains. The
Southern Railway passenger stations in Tuscaloosa and Bessemer, are other excellent
examples of the types of building that served railroad passengers for many years in
117
the District.
Every town in the District had its depot. Leeds' small, frame Central
of Georgia Railroad Depot, built around 1883, today serves as Chamber of Commerce

Illustration 32. Cram 's 1884 Rail road and County Map of Alabama shows the earliest
railroads constructed into the District.
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Headquarters. Wilton's depot serves as the Heart of Dixie Railway Museum.
Birmingham's great Terminal and L.& N. stations were demolished to make way for
new construction during the 1960s and early 1970s.
The railroad became the universal carrier in the Birmingham District, moving everything
from iron ·ore to thumb tacks. The lines reached nearby to every city center block and
often ran along the streets. The Frisco Railroad's 14th Street switching area in the
Birmingham city center is the one remaining stretch of the line known as the Belt
Railroad which served area businesses. The tracks still cross and recross 14th Street
as they interconnect companies ranging from the Smokeless Fuel-ABC Coke Plant on
Fifth Avenue South to the Yellow Label Syrup Company Building in the Railroad
Reservation.
Several railroads were built to carry raw materials and freight from plant to plant. The
Birmingham Southern Railroad (a subsidiary of TCI) was used for TCI industrial
transportation around the District. TCI also built a unique elevated railroad from their
mines on Red Mountain to their furnaces in Fairfield. The High-Line began at the red
ore processing plant at Wenonah and travelled three-and-one-half miles over
numerous bridges that took it above roads, railroad lines and the Flint Ridge.
The L.& N. Railroad operated the Birmingham Mineral Railroad that formed a loop
linking District plants and also served many coal mines in the Warrior Field and ore
mines along Red Mountain's crest. The Woodward, Sloss, Thomas, and ACIPCO
plants all had their own company railroads with switching facilities and repair shops.
The Thomas site still contains a shop and several diesel-electric switching locomotives.
By the 1890s, the L. & N. had extended its loop connecting Birmingham mines and
furnaces through the Blue Creek coal field to Tuscaloosa and the brown ore beds
near Talledega and Anniston (see Illustration 33). 118
The trunk railroads maintained large yards in Birmingham with roundhouses and
sheds. The earliest were built in the Railroad Reservation. Later large shops and yards
concentrated to the north and east of the city where they remain in active use to this
day. The Boyles Yard of the L.& N. near Tarrant has the remains of a locomotive
roundhouse and turntable. The Southern's Finley Yard was established in North
Birmingham, and the Frisco's yard and roundhouse at East Thomas. The Southern
(now Norfolk Southern) Norris Yard, relocated to Irondale in the 1950s, includes a
steam shop and program to restore steam locomotives. Tuscaloosa's Mobile and
Ohio Yard also remains in active use.
Several manufacturing facilities were established in the Birmingham District to meet the
needs of the railroads. The Birmingham Rail and Locomotive Company constructed a
large plant in North Birmingham in 1911. It manufactured and repaired the wide range
of equipment used by the railroads and specialized in rebuilding steam locomotives.
Bessemer's Pullman Standard plant was built in 1929 to make railway cars. Once one
of the largest such plants in the country, it still operates at a lesser capacity.

LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE
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Illustration 33. The Louisville and Nashville (L. & N.) Railroad , the
South's largest railroad at the time , played an important role in developing the Birmingham District. By 1892, the L.& N. had extended lines
linking mines and mills to markets nationwide.
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Despite the many railroad lines that converged on the Birmingham District in the late
nineteenth century, waterborne transportation remained a vital part of industrial activity
in the District. TCI built a branch to connect the rail lines and industrial plants in
Birmingham to the barge lines at Birmingport on the Warrior River. During the 1880s,
work began on improving the Black Warrior River north of Tuscaloosa to give
commercial access to Jefferson and Walker counties and to develop Tuscaloosa as an
industrial center. With the support of the federal government, seventeen locks and
dams were built to channel the 455 miles of the river and effectively link the
Birmingham District to the Gulf of Mexico and international ports. Remnants of the Old
Locks Nos. 1 to 3 and quarries at Tuscaloosa survive to showcase the heavy
construction and engineering work that was required to make the river safe for
commercial transportation (see Illustration 34). The Warrior River, now called the
Warrior-Tombigbee waterway, is still in use as a water route between the Birmingham
District and Mobile. As Alabama's major commercial waterway it carries bulk
commodities such as coal and wood. 119 The development of this important
waterway was the result of local initiative and the support of the United States
government. The political representatives of the District played a vital role in bringing
the resources of the government to bear on issues of transportation. Jasper's
Bankhead House was home to U.S. Congressman and Senator John Hollis Bankhead,
Sr., an influential national politician, whose many contributions to transportation in
Alabama and the United States still bear his name. 120
Maintaining the Social Order
Robert Fogel and Stanley Engerman's 1974 study Time on the Cross dispelled the
view that slaves were poor workers totally unsuited to industrial work. It further reveals
them to be efficient, productive workers who posed a grave threat to the industrial
labor force of the North. 121 Black workers played a valuable, and as yet unwritten,
part in the District's industrial growth. From the beginning of the District's history, the
men who planned to industrialize the South saw the availability and low cost of such a
work force as an important advantage.

The slave quarters ruins on the Tannehill Furnace site as well as slave cemeteries at
Tannehill, Brierfield, and probably other antebellum and Civil War sites underline the
distinctive foundation of southern ironmaking. Slave labor constituted a large part of
the work force, and black craftsmen made important contributions to the operation of
these enterprises. Horace Ware of the Shelby Furnaces trained several of "the most
active and intelligent" of his slaves to carry out furnace and foundry work. 122 Slaves
dug up iron ore, made charcoal, and built the structures at the ironworks. As many as
100 slaves worked at Tannehill in the late 1850s, and some 600 worked at the site
during the Civil War. 123
The availability of black labor was an important consideration in rebuilding the District
following the Civil War. It was part of the strategy to produce iron cheaper than any
other place in the United States. John Milner, a railroad and later mining engineer,
wrote in the 1870s: 'There is nothing wanting here in central Alabama but capital and
labor, and now negro labor does better in coal and iron business than in

Illustration 34. This January 1892 view of the Bank Quarry underscores the labor intensive, hard work which local men provided to build the 19 original locks and dams opening industrial development of the Warrior River. Bank Quarry is located just east of Lock
No. 3 at University Park, Tuscaloosa.
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farming." 124 The majority of those who worked in the mines and in the furnace plants
were black. In 1890, 46 percent of workers in mining and 55 percent of workers in
ironmaking were black. By 1900, these percentages had increased to 55 percent and
125
65 percent respectively (see Illustration 35).
The massive influx of laborers into the District caused a shift in the demographic and
ethnic makeup of the population. Before Birmingham was established only about 10
percent of the agricultural population of Jefferson County was black. By the end of the
century, this percentage had increased to 40 percent. Birmingham differed from other
126
large cities .in the South in this high percentage of black immigration.
This
concentration of single black males led to a perception of serious social problems. A
Birmingham Post writer summed up a racial attitude that has persisted well into the
twentieth century: "They can get work, but they don't want to work. The result is that
they sooner or later get into mischief or commit .crime." 127
Although slavery had been abolished following the Civil War, "unfree" labor lived on
into the twentieth century in Birmingham District mines and foundries. Convict labor
became a large and important source of workers to the District, until it was finally
outlawed in 1928. As the great majority of prisoners were black, this race was the
basis of convict labor. Reconstruction governments did not want to tax to improve
prison conditions and found that leasing convicts provided a steady source of income.
An estimated 10 percent of the state of Alabama's revenue between 1880 and 1904
was the product of convict labor. Convict labor also solved the perceived problems of
vagrancy and lawlessness among the freed slaves during the Reconstruction era.
To industrialists such as Henry DeBardeleben there were great advantages to using
prisoners, for not only was their labor cheap it was regular. Much of the free labor of
the District came from farms and had little of the discipline required of an industrial
work force. Absenteeism was high, and these workers were often unreliable. Convict
labor on the other hand could be controlled. It was also the ideal tool to be used
against strikes of free workers. As District iron operator, J. H. Woodward, pointed out
to a group of disgruntled employees: "Do the men want the convict people to do all
the work there is in the District?" 128
Convict labor was used extensively in coal mining. The Pratt Coal and Coke Company
leased 600 convicts in 1880 and housed them in the Pratt Mines prisons built next to
the mines. Several slopes were worked exclusively with black labor. Mines at New
Castle and Coalburg also used great numbers of convicts. In the early 1880s,
conditions in the convict camps were poor indeed and mortality rates were high.
Reforms enacted by the state legislature in the mid-1880s brought significant
improvements in working conditions and health care, but convict cemeteries that have
survived at Pratt City and Aldrich attest to the significantly higher mortality rate of
convict over free miners.
The consequences of this system are found in both the economic and social makeup
of the District. Convict labor was touted as a means of teaching prisoners useful

Illustration 35. Most workers in the mines were African Americans . (Birmingham
Historical Society)
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trades and many remained as miners when they were released. Alabama coal mine
owners claimed that 50 percent of the black coal miners in the Birmingham District
learned their trade as convicts. 129 The use of convict labor deepened the divisions
between blacks and whites. Critics of the system claimed that many of the convicts
had been convicted of minor crimes such as vagrancy or illegal drinking and that
convict labor was used to oppress and control the black community.
While advocates of the New South hoped for racial harmony in a new industrial society
and claimed that industry would benefit the freed slaves, the record shows that a racial
hierarchy was maintained in the establishment of the Birmingham District. Informal
distinctions were soon made between what was "white work" and what was "black
work, " with the latter covering the low paid, menial and hot jobs. In an 1887
publication, Birmingham businessmen sought to allay the fears of a multiracial
industrial work force. Many company officials listed in this guide to Jefferson County
and Birmingham stated:
As to labor, about three fourths employed are southern whites. Negroes, as a
class, will not become skilled laborers.
All labor is southern born. Negroes are not to be relied on except for lower grades
of employment. 130
The captains of industry saw several advantages in maintaining a color bar. Racial
distinctions were useful in instituting a wage hierarchy, and the existence of a large
underclass of low paid workers was an ideal tool to use against other workers in labor
disputes. Importing groups of black strike breakers into trouble spots became
standard policy in the Birmingham District. Despite efforts by unions to bring in black
workers in the 1880s and 1890s, employers succeeded in dividing organized labor
along racial lines. A series of bitter strikes around the turn of the century aggravated
racial tensions and accelerated Alabama's adoption of the "Jim Crow" segregation
laws. 131
Segregation of the races became the pattern of work in Birmingham (see Illustration
36). Although it was not always possible to keep the races separated on the job,
separate facilities were usually built at the work site for employee bathing and
changing clothes, as is evidenced by the bathhouse built at Muscoda Red Ore Mine
No. 5. Separate did not mean equal, for black facilities were generally smaller. Even in
convict labor camps, the races were separated, and the black prisoners had less room
in their cells. Jobs and skills were also arranged into a racial hierarchy. Clarence Dean
worked for years at the Sloss City Furnaces and aspired to be an "iron pourer," yet
this was considered a skilled job for whites only, and Dean was told: "That's a white
man's job. Ain't going to give niggers no white folks job." 132 The races were also
separated in assignment of worker housing. Black housing tended to be of poorer
quality and in the least desirable locations. Yet the company officials asserted that this
housing offered substantial improvements over shacks occupied by sharecroppers
and day laborers. Henry DeBardeleben sang the praises of black worker housing that
he constructed at his Blue Creek Coal Mines: "This is a rare chance for all first class

Illustration 36. Separate facilities for blacks and whites were usually built at industrial
work sites. This photograph shows the ACIPCO Savings Bank, c. 1910. (ACIPCO)
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colored miners to have a permanent home ....This can be a colored man's
colony." 133
The industrial growth of Birmingham could not be sustained by workers drawn from
the southern states alone. Alabama became a land of opportunity for thousands of
men and women who immigrated to the United States. Although foreign immigration to
the states was extremely high in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, only a
small proportion of the national immigration went south. The South's foreign-born
population never amounted to more than 10 percent of the total. But in Birmingham by
1890 about 17 percent of the mine workers and 12 percent of ironworkers were
foreign born. 134 The first wave of immigrants to the District had been skilled men
from northwestern Europe--miners from Wales and furnacemen from England. But as
the need for unskilled labor increased, many additional nationalities moved to northern
Alabama. Birmingham's large immigrant population of eastern and southern
Europeans--Poles, Slavs, Italians, Greeks, Hungarians, and Russians--became unique
in the South (see Illustration 37).
The predominant attitude in the mines and furnaces of the District favored maintaining
a racial hierarchy. As ethnic distinctions faded with time, racial divisions became more
firmly entrenched. After the Sloss Furnaces were unionized certain elected offices were
"traditionally" held by blacks, while the more powerful offices were reserved for whites.
Bath facilities remained segregated, and the apprenticeship system assured upward
mobility was reserved for whites only. A seasoned black ironworker, restricted to the
role of laborer, might find himself training a green horn white worker who was
assigned to a higher job slot simply by virtue of his race.
The Civil Rights Act of 1965 provided black workers an avenue for redress of their
grievances. Blacks at U.S. Pipe's Bessemer Plant brought suit against both the union
and the company in the late 1960s. 135 The subsequent victory in federal court not
only opened up the apprenticeship program and won back pay for blacks who had
been denied advancement, but also served a precedent for other forms of minority
discrimination through out the iron and steel industry. The black workers of the
Birmingham District who had struggled through slavery, convict, and unfair labor
practices finally won equality in the work place.
The Company Town
The Birmingham District provides a wealth of evidence of occupational and social
hierarchy. From the segregated communities to the provision of different grades of
housing to different levels of employees, worker housing reflects the prevalent division
of a segregated southern society.

Worker housing had been built next to the first factories constructed in the mideighteenth century in England. The first factory masters, such as Richard Arkwright of
Nottingham, saw the importance of controlling and training the industrial labor force.
The early American iron and mining industries also provided housing for their workers
as their furnaces and mines operated in remote areas without existing communities.

Illustration 37. After 1900, Italians became the largest immigrant
group in the District's labor force. (Birmingham Historical Society)
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This practice was followed in the nineteenth century. The early industrialists of the
Birmingham District often found it difficult to keep their workers on the job; turnover
and absenteeism were high. Providing housing for workers in company towns was a
means of keeping the work force available for labor and retaining the services of
skilled men. As the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics concluded: "A housed
136
labor supply is a controlled labor supply."
As soon as the first furnaces were erected in the Birmingham District, workers'
"quarters" of cheaply constructed wooden houses were erected. In the 1880s and
1890s, the TCI, Sloss, and Woodward concerns erected hundreds of small houses in
the shadow of their blast furnaces and mining operations (see Illustration 38). The
housing ranged from barrack-like structures to small cottages called tenements -simple structures made of unfinished, board and batten, or frame. The two-room frame
"shotgun" house was a common housing style of the 1880s and 1890s. Few
provisions were made for water supply and sanitation. In 1912, one observer termed
some of the Sloss quarters worker housing at the Sloss City Furnaces "an
abomination of desolation." 137
The mining communities of Walker, Jefferson, Shelby and Bibb counties began as
concentrations of wooden shacks and barracks grouped around the mine openings.
There was little planning in the construction of these early camps. As many mine
workers were paid in company tokens rather than money, the mining companies
erected commissaries or company stores to sell workers all the goods they needed.
The mining camps were self-sufficient, isolated communities controlled by the mine
companies.
Often when the mines serviced by these isolated camps were closed, the housing was
demolished. Because of their isolation, little subsequent disturbance of the sites
occurred. Since they have lain undisturbed for so long, these mining camps may be
important archeological sites. Former ore mining camps like Ruffner and coal mining
camps like Brookside or Sloss Hollow near Dora in Walker County now contain
important information about the life ways of early industrial workers and their families.
Since miners and their families often led anonymous lives, little of their experience is
preserved in written accounts. These archeological sites could provide some of the
only information available about their arrival in a strange new industrial workplace far
from the cities and countryside of Europe or the cotton fields and tenant shacks of the
rural South.
As District companies grew larger and extended their operations, the camps they built
also grew larger. By 1900, TCI maintained 500 tenement houses grouped around their
red ore mines on Red Mountain. Housing types depended on the value of the worker
and his place in the occupational hierarchy. At Muscoda the mine superintendents
lived in impressive two-story frame houses along the crest of Red Mountain. The
workers were housed in four-room frame houses, known as "square tops," or
duplexes called "double two" and "double three" rooms. 138 Several companies
including TCI and Woodward created special departments to build and maintain their

Illustration 38. Farm Security Administration photographer Walker Evans captured the
harsh environment of worker housing at TCI 's Ensley works in this 1936 image.
(Courtesy of the Prints and Photographs Division Library of Congress)
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houses. Frequent inspections were made to ensure that the houses were clean and in
good repair and that rules had not been broken.
As large and impressive as the Muscoda camp is, it is only one of several ore mining
camps along Red Mountain near Bessemer. Combined they form a large and compact
district of iron ore mining communities, possibly the largest outside of the Great Lakes
region in the United States (see Illustration 39). This district--the TCI-U.S. Steel
Wenonah, lshkooda and Spaulding camps--includes not only a wide range of buildings
139
and houses but also a large group of black industrial workers and their families.
The worker housing constructed next to the Thomas furnaces was modelled on
Pennsylvania prototypes. 140 The layout and construction of houses at Thomas
reflects the tripartite segregation which accompanied the introduction of immigrant
workers into the District. Foreigners posed a tricky racial question. They were white
but certainly not on an equal level with native white Southerners. A new social
hierarchy was established which placed the immigrant between the two poles of white
Southerner and the black (see Illustrations 40 and 41). A United States Senate report
on working and housing conditions in the iron and steel industries prepared in 1913
noted that in Alabama: "The white quarters are arranged so as to segregate the
different nationalities--Americans, Greeks, Poles, and Italians--into sections or
rows." 141 At the TCI Blocton coal camp, Italians were relegated to a section once
known as "Dago Hollow." In Ensley and Bessemer, "Little Italy" sections flourished .
The early twentieth century with its enthusiasm for social improvement made itself felt
in company town plans as corporate executives hoped that better surroundings would
produce more productive workers. The large Birmingham companies such as TCI and
the American Cast Iron Pipe Company (ACIPCO) embarked on policies of extended
"welfare capitalism." Instead of locking out workers and using armed strike breakers,
as was common in the Northeast at this time, these enlightened companies hoped to
avoid worker unrest by ensuring regular employment and generous benefits for the
worker and his family. By the 1910s, TCI and ACIPCO erected large bathhouses and
medical facilities for the workers at mining and plant sites and brought fresh water to
their houses. These companies also provided education, health care, insurance,
banking facilities, and leisure time activities. The TCI mining community at Muscoda
contained two schoolhouses, cottages for teachers and social workers, and a
clubhouse for white miners. The company also provided medical services and a
dispensary for its workers. The company band and baseball team played on company
facilities and provided community entertainment. As with every other activity in the
Birmingham District, these activities were segregated.
The ultimate expression of the planned worker community was the City of Fairfield,
built in 1909 and 1910, close to the giant U.S. Steel works under construction at this
time. The town was intended to house 15,000 skilled workers in a 240-acre area. This
was the era when the "City Beautiful" movement was popular and interest in city
planning was great. The City of Fairfield was a private development carried out by

Illustration 39. Red Mountain's ore mining communities may include the most homogenous large group of black ore miner housing and descendants of workers and their families in the United States. This 1930s photograph shows the Wenonah camp.
(Birmingham Public Library Archives)

Illustration 40. This aerial, taken c. 1939, shows the
furnaces, coke works and town of Thomas with
housing reflecting both corporate and racial hierarchies.
Illustration 41. lronmaking companies provided
housing for workers adjacent to the plants. This
1908 map shows the Thomas community grid
flanking the furnaces and the entire community
encircled by railroads.
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Birmingham real estate developer Robert Jemison, Jr.. Fairfield was to be no ~rdinary
community, for Jemison and his associates wanted to build ~worker comr:nun1ty t~at
incorporated both modern technology and the newest ideas 1n town planmng. Jem1son
began by inspecting company towns all over America a~d Europe to gat~er the latest
ideas. He hired and financed land planner George 0. Miller of Boston to Implement
them. Miller's design for Fairfield avoided the ubiquitous linear platting of company
towns such as U.S. Steel's town at Gary, Indiana then under construction (see
Illustration 42). Fairfield had a curvilinear street pattern with carefully landscaped
streets and extensive wooded parks. Some 28,000 trees and shrubs were planted. The
planners were determined to achieve "better hygiene ... better home life ... better morals,
and better conditions of all kinds. "142 The focal point of the development was a large
civic center with public buildings spaced around a central plaza. The planners also
hoped that Fairfield might serve as a model for future developments. The Iron Trade
Review called this company town: "another step towards the perfect mill town." 143
Fairfield was built for white skilled workers. TCI later adopted the model for
construction of new coal mining camps in the Warrior Coal Fields at Docena,
Edgewater, and Bayview (see Illustration 43). TCI also built a model town for its black
workers a short distance from Fairfield. As a response to recruit more workers for war
production in 1917, TCI constructed homes, schools, and community buildings at a
community that became known as Westfield.
Not all the social geography of the District is a result of the planned segregation of the
races. Ethnic groups tended to live in enclaves where they could enjoy a common
language or lifestyle. These minority groups also kept together as they worked their
way up the social and economic ladder. The community of Smithfield, now a National
Register District, emerged in the early twentieth century as a place where blacks of all
classes lived. Here fine middle class homes for skilled workers and professionals were
designed and built by black architects and contractors and occupied by teachers,
lawyers, and doctors and businessmen --an indication of the distance travelled by
some blacks in the Birmingham District.

The Commercial Centers
There was more at stake in this struggle than the profits of railroad and ironmaking
concerns. The pig iron boom of the 1880s and 1890s created new urban areas
throughout the mineral rich Birmingham District. The market price of pig iron
determined the lives of thousands of workers who left farms in the South and cities in
~he. North to work in Alabama industries. The growth of the City of Birmingham
1nd1cates
the speed of this process:
3,086 inhabitants in 1880· 26 178 in 1890· 132 685
•
144
1n 1910; and 310,000 by 1920.
Birmingham was one of over twenty boom towns
~stabli:hed in Ala~~ma at this time. Promoters invested their money in the projected
1ndustnal communities of the coal and iron ore fields hoping that the pig iron boom
would turn empty lots into valuable real estate.
I

I

I

I

The Elyton Land (later Birmingham Realty) Company was formed in Montgomery in
1870 "for the purpose of buying land and selling lots to build a city in Jefferson

Illustration 42. The General Plan for Fairfield shows this totally planned industrial town
with parks and parkway system providing generous open spaces and public amenities.
(Birmingham Public Library Archives)

Illustration 43. TCI adopted the Fairfield model for construction of later coal mining
camps in the Warrior Coal Fields. Planning for the camp reflected the prevalent divisions of the then segregated southern society with separate camps for black and white
workers. (U. S. Steel Land Department)
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County" (see Illustration 44). The company was closely associated with the South and
North (later L. & N.) Railroad which was laying track northwards from Montgomery to
Decatur, Alabama. Colonel James R. Powell, president of the company, named the
new city, the proposed commercial center of the District, for Birmingham, England. In
the 1870s, Birmingham was England's largest industrial center and touted as "the
workshop of the world." The records of Birmingham Realty Company, including its
maps and artifacts, reveal its aggressive role in planning and promoting Birmingham
as the center of a great industrial district. The first lot in the stubble fields of the future
center of Birmingham was sold in 1871, and from that point onwards the city's
promoters used every possible argument to bring success to their scheme.
The earliest of the mining boom towns, located but six miles from the Birmingham city
center, was Pratt City. Mushrooming in the late 1870s around the coal mines and coke
ovens of the Pratt Coal and Coke Company, it was first referred to as Coketown. The
community grew in size as output increased. By 1883, the Pratt mines were the largest
producers in Alabama, and by 1886 they accounted for half of the state's output of
coal.14s
Miners came to Pratt City from all over North America and from every part of Europe.
They congregated together in areas that retained some of their national identity. Pratt
City's ethnic enclaves include "Frenchtown" and "Irish Hill" and a black section known
as "Drifttrack." The names of merchants in the Pratt City Carline Historic Commercial
District stores also reflect the complex mosaic of nationalities and neighborhoods that
made up this early mining boom town which became a commercial center for the
Warrior Coal Fields. Pratt City became a neighborhood of the City of Birmingham in
1910.
Many of the Birmingham District's other new towns were established near the coal
mines, as they opened in the wild and undeveloped lands of Walker and Bibb
counties. Railroads linked these mines and towns to the Birmingham city center and
also brought in thousands of miners. Jasper, Townley, Dora, Carbon Hill, Warrior,
Montevallo, Centreville, and West Blocton prospered from the boom times of the
1880s through the 1920s. These densely developed small, urban centers served as
the nuclei for clusters of mining operations located in the hills and hollows surrounding
them (see Illustration 45 and 46). Life in these boom towns must have often
approached the chaos and lawlessness of western frontier towns, and none of these
communities were without saloons or a jail. By the turn of the century, the construction
of specialty stores, banks, post offices, union halls, schools, and churches marked
their forward march of progress. Their historic commercial centers still remain
important service centers for the surrounding areas, because they are the only
communities of consequence in the coal fields.
Two large communities were created in Jones Valley west of Birmingham by
ironmaking concerns who expected that these new towns would eventually dwarf

Illustration 44. These southern entrepreneurs organized a real estate firm in 1870 to
develop an industrial center in northern Alabama . Their company, the Elyton Land (later
Birmingham Realty) Company, its corporate offices , archival collections , and the city of
Birmingham which they developed remain today in the South's largest industrial center.
(Birmingham Public Library Archives)

Illustration 45. Mining boomtowns such as Dora sprang up as commercial centers for
the coal fields. In this 1925 image, the Dora Motor Co. was offering a Model T Ford for
sale (Dora Scrapbook of Memories)

Illustration 46. Jasper boomed as Walker County's center for mining, coking , lumber
and government in the 1880s and 1890s.
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Birmingham as centers of industrial production. Bessemer was the promotional
scheme of the aggressive Birmingham businessman, Henry DeBardeleben. His
Bessemer Coal Iron and Land Company was responsible for both industrial and urban
development on an extensive scale. In addition to mines, coke ovens, furnaces, and
rolling mills, the company also constructed commercial buildings, banks, hotels, and a
water works. The new town was incorporated in 1887, just one year after
DeBardeleben organized another company to layout and build this city. By the end of
1887, 319 buildings had been constructed, and around 2,500 persons had been
moved to Bessemer. With jobs, houses, commercial blocks, and even city parks
completed, Bessemer boosters could claim that "Home and Prosperity (were) within
reach of the humblest and lowliest. "146 Many impressive business blocks, stores,
and railway facilities remaining in the "Marvel City's" National Register Commercial
District testify to Bessemer's rise as a major industrial center, eventually home to a
diversified range of industries including a major Pullman Standard railcar
manufacturing plant, firebrick and brick companies, furnaces, and pipe works.
Like many other boom towns in Alabama, Bessemer was named in honor of the British
iron and steel industry, either for places (Birmingham, Sheffield, Leeds, Wylam, New
Castle) or people (Henry Bessemer invented a method of making steel). A second
major industrial center, the town of Ensley, was named for the man who financed it-Enoch Ensley, a planter and businessman from Memphis, Tennessee. The Ensley
Land Company was formed in 1886 to carry out manufacturing and city building six
miles to the west of Birmingham on the southern edge of the Pratt coal seam. Ensley's
industrial plant was planned on a larger scale than any other in the South. His scheme
called for filling the vast open valley--approximately 7,000 acres--with manufacturing
plants and industrial housing. By 1907, Ensley's vision had been fulfilled. TCI's six
Ensley furnaces, open hearth steel mill, and rail mill employed 14,000 industrial
workers. 147
The City of Birmingham was defined by the meeting point of two railroads, the South
and North and the Alabama and Chattanooga Railroads. 148 Elyton Land Company
civil engineers laid out the city at this junction and such was the importance of the
railroads to this land development that the prime space in the center of the city plan
was "reserved" for railroad uses (see Illustration 47). The Elyton Company further
determined that this 1,000 foot strip of land on each side of the railroad right of way
should be reserved for "Railroad and Mechanical Enterprises." 149 By the late 1880s,
the central portion of this strip known as the "Railroad Reservation," was fully
developed as an area of stations, rail and machine shops, warehouses, and factories
served by railroad lines (see Illustration 48).
Among the earliest structures erected in Birmingham were warehouses to store goods
coming in by rail. The lines served as the major arteries of the new industrial center,
bringing in large blowing engines for the furnaces, wagons and shovels, coffee, and
pharmaceuticals. They also brought in engineers, investors and workers. The
structures that still stand within the "Railroad Reservation," many of them in the Morris
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Illustration 47. Principal featu re of Birm ingham's city plan is the reservation of space for
railroad and mechanical uses, the generators of economic activity for the emerging
industrial center. (Birmingham Public Library Arch ives)

Illustration 48. Railroads served as the major arteries of the new industrial center, bringing in goods, engineers, investors and workers. This 1890s photograph shows a 20th
Street arrival. In the background is the L. & N. Passenger Station , site of today's Bank
for Savings Building on Morris Avenue and 20th . (Birmingham Public Library Archives)
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and First Avenue National Register Historic District, recall the central importance of the
railroad to early Birmingham (see Illustration 49).
The Morris Avenue District's Slayton, McGiathery and Burwell Building was erected in
1886 to house a retailer of wagons and agricultural equipment. The building is laid out
to receive goods from railroad cars in the rear and then distribute them to the public in
front. The Collins Building, also located along Morris Avenue, originally contained a
warehouse on the ground floor adjacent to the railroad lines and an office for produce
brokers on the second floor with an entrance convenient to the city's financial
interests.
The Railroad Reservation received all the amenities of modern industrial life including
an immense 1888 Romanesque styled Anheuser Busch brewery and distribution
center. Mining and industrial supplier, Young and Vann Supply Company, acquired
these facilities in 1906 and is still located here. The only remaining railroad buildings
located within the reservation today are the ten story Southern Railway headquarters
and Seaboard Air Line's Freight Depot and Office Building, recently renovated by
Alabama Gas Corporation. The later commercial building combines two-story office
space with a long line of warehouses.
Other late nineteenth century buildings, generally two to five stories tall, built of brick or
fram e, that congregated near the Railroad Reservation provide solid evidence of the
growth of the city and of the economy of the Birmingham District. By the turn of the
century, prosperity and larger business organizations brought about a revolution in the
physical appearance of the city. Four large office buildings were erected at the
intersection of First Avenue North and 20th Street. Among the first skyscrapers built in
Birmingham and some of the most lavish built in the South, these structures testify to
the wealth created by coal and iron.
The Birmingham District and Alabama's first skyscraper bears the name of a family
prominent in local ironmaking (see Illustration 50). The Woodward Building of 1902 is
an unadorned brick commercial building of ten stories, whose originally stark, shell
reflects its internal steel framing . The ground floor originally housed commercial and
banking firms and the rest of the building contained offices. The Woodward was soon
filled with tenants. Its success encouraged local iron magnate William Woodward to
join with other developers to finance another multi-story structure across the street.
The Brown-Marx Building of 1906 contained 500 offices served by ten elevators. It
reached sixteen stories high. An addition in 1908 doubled its size. 150
The next tw.o skyscrapers at the intersection were more ornate structures. The locallyb~sed Em~1re Improvement Company constructed a sixteen story tower embellished
w1th gleam1ng wh1te, terra cotta in 1909. The top floors are an extravagant
arrangem~n.t of paired arches and ornate cornice. The American Traders (now John
~and) B~1ld1ng . of 1912 .ros~ twenty-one stories. It filled the remaining corner at the
1ntersect1on wh1ch awe 1nsp1red contemporaries called the "Heaviest Corner on Earth"
(see Illustration 51). Now a National Register District, these buildings served as the

Illustration 49. A warehouse district, now the Morris & First Avenue National Register
Historic District evolved within the original railroad reservation to store and distribute
goods and people arriving by rail. (Birmingham Public Library Archives)

Illustration 50. Testimony to the wealth of integrated area iron making concerns, William Woodward's investment in city center real estate in 1901
brought Chicago trained talent to design the city's first skyscraper office
building , today's Woodward-NBC Bank Building . (Birmingham Public
Library Arch ives)

Illustration 51. Completion of the four early skyscrapers, at a single intersection in the
Birmingham city center, known locally as the Heaviest Corner on Earth , testified to the
emergence of an industrial center. Financed by Birmingham industrialists and designed
by associates with major national firms, the offices towers showcased the latest engineering and architectural technology. (Birmingham Historical Society)
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headquarters for banks, railroads, coal and iron concerns, and insurance .c~mpa~ies.
Located one block from the passenger and freight stations on 20th, th~ City s ma1~
street, they constituted a nerve center for the Birmingham D.istrict. T~~1r prese.nce ~n
the Birmingham city center was a source of considerable pnde. The1r 1~press1ve s1ze
and elaborate ornamentation was taken as evidence of the progress of Industry and
Birmingham's emergence as a major industrial center. By 1929, the Birmingham city
center boasted twenty-five skyscraper office buildings and hotels, now cornerstones of
the Downtown Birmingham National Register District of these, the most spectacular
was the 1925 Alabama Power Company Building, a showcase of Alabama's mineral
151
resources and a nationally and internationally acclaimed tower.
Birmingham's retail and service districts also grew rapidly as the coal and iron
industries prospered. Locally retained industrial wealth was reinvested in the real
estate of the City Center. In 1889, Peter Zinszer built a general furniture store on
Second Avenue North. He termed it "a palace of trade." The classically-detailed castiron and glass-fronted Zinszer Building impressed residents of the early city, as did
Zinszer's extension of "easy" credit. Merchants, who had set up small shops in the
1880s and 1890s, moved into bigger and more elaborate buildings in the early
twentieth century. After establishing themselves in Birmingham in 1899, the S.H. Kress
Company built a large 5 and 10 cent store on Second Avenue in 1915 and an even
larger store on Third Avenue in the 1930s. The Kress Buildings are monuments to the
consumer society of the United States which the Pennsylvania based S. H. Kress
Company helped introduce to the South. Down the street from these buildings, The
Saks Department Store, built in 1916, showcased its gleaming white terra cotta facade,
a classical design popular for Chicago retail stores at that time. Loveman's Department
Store is another fine example of the opulent department stores built in the 1930s to
make shopping a pleasurable and memorable experience. Many older residents of the
Birmingham District have fond memories of Saturday streetcar journeys to spend the
day in the great department stores of today's Downtown Birmingham National Register
Theatre and Retail District.
Financial services were another important resource of the urban city. In 1872, local
industrialist Charles Linn founded Birmingham's first bank. As Linn's First National
(~ow AmSouth and the state's largest) Bank grew, it moved to larger buildings in the
crty center. In 1904, the bank constructed a ten story skyscraper, today's First
National Bank-Frank Nelson Building on 20th. The Steiner Bank, formed in 1890, was
he~dquartered in an impressive Richardson Romanesque style building that still
projects permanence and stability. The Alabama Penny Savings Bank, the first blackowned financial institution in the city and one of three such banks by the 1910s,
fi~anced development of black businesses and served the needs of a growing, black
mrddle class. All banks remain and are located in the Downtown Birmingham and
Fourth Avenue National Register Historic Districts.
The mines and furnaces of the Birmingham District attracted thousands of rural
so.utherners w~o ~eft th~ir hom~s to journey to the big city. Oral histories tell of their
adjustment to life 1n the 1ndustnal communities. To the poor whites and black
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sharecroppers, the city was a wondrous place: "When I stepped off the train, they had
to catch me because I'd never seen nothing like that before. I pointed and told them
152
Pretty Lights! Pretty Lights!" (see Illustration 52) •
Electric lighting was one of the great benefits of city life in Alabama. Rural areas rarely
had electricity and some waited until the 1930s and 1940s before rural electrification
brought them light and power. The provision of an electricity supply system in
Birmingham was part of the creation of an infrastructure to serve the needs of the coal
and iron industries. Electricity came to the Birmingham District not as an illuminant, for
coal gas would surely have met all the lighting needs of the District, but as a source of
power. Furnace and foundry operations required large supplies of power. Most
generated their own power and light. The power houses at the Sloss and Thomas
Furnaces still contain large turbo generators that could provide electricity for several
city blocks. Had it not been for electric traction, public electricity supply might not have
been introduced into Birmingham until the twentieth century. But industrialists needed
urban transportation, to move goods, and most important, to move their workers.
Commercial systems of electric lighting were invented and pioneered in the Northeast,
however, electric traction began in the South. The first installation of electricallypowered streetcars is usually credited to Richmond, Virginia where Frank Sprague
started service in 1887. Montgomery, Alabama also claims this honor for electric
streetcars ran there one year earlier. 153
Birmingham's first streetcars were horse drawn and used cars made at a city
blacksmith shop. Steam-powered cars, called dummy trains, were also used along the
many miles of track constructed to link the various surrounding industrial communities
to the Birmingham city center (see Illustration 53). The organizers of the first streetcar
companies were also heavily involved in mining and manufacturing. A group of
investors, which included Henry DeBardeleben, formed the Birmingham and Pratt
Mines Railway Company in 1886. This company's track linked mines at Pratt City to
Ensley and to the Birmingham city center. These same investors consolidated many
other street railways into one company, the Birmingham Railway and Electric
Company, a move paralleling similar consolidations in coal and iron. 154
Electrification of Birmingham's streetcars began in 1890. The Birmingham Railway and
Electric (later Birmingham Railway Light and Power) Company was formed to
accomplish this and to further consolidate the urban transport network. The company
also had the right to provide electricity for lighting. The first house wired up belonged
to Robert Jemison Sr., the leading figure in the company. Under Jemison's leadership
the streetcar lines multiplied and reached up to sixteen miles from the city center to
the manufacturing plants. The lines linked the great manufacturing plants, because
worker transportation provided the bulk of the company's business.
The No. 6 Pratt-Ensley route was a typical line. It started in the Birmingham city center
at the streetcar barn on 1Oth Avenue North. Winding its way northwards it passed by
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Illustration 52. Skyscrapers, streetcars, power poles, and electric lights in this view of
20th , Birmingham 's main street, reflect the amenities of this fast growing, up-to-date,
urban center in the 191 Os.
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Illustration 53. Organizers of the District's streetcar rail ways were heavily involved in mining and manufacturing.
By the turn of the century, the consolidated company
managing these lines operated 1,100 miles of track and
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carried 10 million passengers. Birmingham had one of
the largest urban transportation systems in the country,
second only to Los Angeles in total trackage.
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the Thomas furnaces and worker community. After crossing Village Creek it ~a~sed
through Pratt City en route to Ensley and the great i~dustrial plan~s there. Th1s JOUrney
of about six miles passed through dense concentrations of factones, furnaces, and
worker housing.
By 1900, Jemison's Birmingham Railway and Electric Company oper~t.ed 100 miles of
street railway track from Bessemer to East Lake. An estimated ten m1ll1on passengers
were carried that year. Birmingham had one of the la.rgest urban tran~gortation
systems in the country, second only to Los Angeles 1n total trackage.
A power
station, erected in 1895, provided the electricity needed for this large network (see
Illustration 54). Located in the Railroad Reservation to facilitate the delivery of coal to
its many boilers, the Powell Avenue Plant began as a relatively small power station of
about 150 square feet. Numerous additions to the plant increased its size to 72,000
square feet. Electrical engineering practice at this time arranged several steam engines
opposite dynamos and ran them individually by belt drives. Generator capacity in the
1890s was very small. By 1900, the station had four of 80 kilowatt (kw) capacity, one
of 85kw and two of 300kw capacity. The interior of the power station was arranged in
long, open halls to facilitate the extended rows of mated engines and dynamos.
By the turn of the century the introduction of steam turbines and turbo generators
revolutionized electricity supply and the design of power stations. Instead of several
engines and dynamos there were one or two massive turbo generator units. In
comparison with these "super" stations, stations like the Powell Avenue operation were
not only inefficient but represented a costly use of valuable city center real estate. In
most cities, the power station moved outside of the city center. The Powell Avenue
Station survived by producing electricity more efficiently and by serving the extensive
and well-managed electric streetcar system into the 1950s. Alabama Power Company
currently operates the plant, one of the few surviving relics of the early period of urban
electricity supply in the United States, and provides steam heat for city center
buildings. 156
The streetcar not only carried workers to plants and mines. Workers and their families
took streetcars to reach the city center and its services, shopping, and entertainment.
Children used it to get to school. The streetcar lines joined the Birmingham area's
many worker communities into one great city.
Streetcar companies, like the coal and iron firms, were heavily involved in land
development. Streetcar lines helped map out and people the Birmingham and
Tuscaloosa areas. These communities planned and built by the streetcar companies
all over the United States are often called "streetcar suburbs."157 Birmingham's
streetcar suburbs multiplied as the city grew. In 1886, Robert Jemison Sr. formed the
East Lake Land Company to develop a community at the eastern end of his streetcar
line. This real estate firm had the right to build and operate streetcars. Since East Lake
was six miles from the city center, it would have been difficult to sell lots there without
transportation. Not intended to be an enclave for the rich, but a pleasant district of
"genteel homes," East Lake was advertised for "the average purse. " The center of the

Illustration 54. Located in the Railroad Reservation, the Powell Avenue Station provided
power for the street railway network until the 1950s. One of few surviving relics of the
early period of urban electricity supply in the United States, the plant currently provides
steam heat for city center buildings.
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development was an artificial lake, for which today's community is named, with an
amusement park and other recreational facilities. 158
Not all the streetcar suburbs were built for workers. Some were real estate
developments for the middle and upper classes who wanted a home in an atmosphere
as far as possible away from the noise and dirt of the industrial plants. The Elyton
Land (now Birmingham Realty) Company created several suburban areas along Red
Mountain's northern slopes. The company engineers, with training in railroad routing,
extended streetcar tracks along Highland Avenue to encourage the building of large
estates on the knolls above the avenue. Stone retaining walls and steps were built up
against the sloping sides lining the avenue, and curbs and sidewalks were installed.
To avoid expensive cuts and fills, the streetcar line skirted several ravines, which were
reserved as parks and ended at Lakeview (now Charlie Boswell) Park. At Lakeview
Park, the company built a large lake and pleasure resort with boating houses, flower
gardens, a beer garden, hotel, and a dancing pavilion. 159 Streetcar companies of
the era built these elaborate pleasure gardens and parks at the end of their lines to
attract riders who might purchase homesites as well as enjoy the ride. These
companies also supported many kinds of leisure time activities, including professional
sports, in their efforts to increase usage of their streetcars. Developed from the 1880s
through the early 1920s, these early streetcar suburbs along Red Mountain in
Birmingham comprise today's Five Points South, Glen Iris Park, Phelan Park, Rhodes
Park, Chestnut Hills, and Forest Park National Register Historic Districts. 160
Tuscaloosa streetcar suburbs include the Druid Hills and Audubon Place Districts
along Queen City Avenue and old University Boulevard.
"City Beautiful, Healthy and Pleasant To Uve In"
The creation of new industrial complexes and communities in the wooded hills and
farmlands of northern Alabama presented ample opportunities to plan communities as
part of industrial development. In the early years, civil and railroad engineers laid out
industrial plants, company towns, and privately developed communities. Birmingham,
Thomas, Pratt City, Jasper, Dora, and Bessemer as well as the numerous streetcar
suburbs of Birmingham and Tuscaloosa are excellent examples of these engineerplanned communities.

By the turn of the century, the progressive ideals of northern city planners and urban
reformers which placed emphasis on city planning and the application of industrial
technology to residential and commercial construction began to be felt in the District.
In 1~8, Birmingham Mayor George Ward's goal for the city was to make it a "City
Beaut1ful, healthy and pleasant to live in." 161 Throughout his political career, which
e~ended from ~899 to 1917, Ward championed efforts to rid the city of saloons,
cnme, and old-~1me political machin~s and advance the causes of education, police
an~ fire prote.ct1on, an? urban plann1ng. Ward encouraged general fix upjclean up
proJects and 1n 1914 h1red the nation's leading planning firm, George Manning of
Boston, to develop a city master plan. By 1916, as a result of these efforts, 25,000
gardens bloomed across the city, and today's Unn Park had been designed as a
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great public space eventually surrounded by today's auditorium, library, courthouse,
city hall, and art museum (see Illustration 55).
The City Beautiful movement likewise impacted planning for industrial communities and
suburban residential areas. 162 The major break with the grid tradition in city
planning came at Fairfield, the model industrial town developed in 1909 by Birmingham
investors headed by Robert Jemison Jr. 163 This effort to improve living conditions
for industrial workers set precedents for Birmingham industrial communities and also
shaped development in the city's emerging residential districts. Located apart from
industry in the hills and ridges bordering the valleys, the residential districts were
carefully and sensitively carved into the changing landscape. Nationally known land
planners and landscape architects joined the local developers and civil engineers to
design these suburbs with their parkways and boulevards, narrow curved roads,
vistas, overlooks and natural wooded parks, making the Birmingham suburbs into
public gardens accessible to all by auto. Altamont Parkway, Mountain Terrace,
Glenwood, Valley View, Redmont, Milner Heights, Bush Hills, Roebuck Springs,
Roebuck Terrace, Norwood and Mountain Brook--the garden suburbs take their
names from the natural land features whose preservation was integral to their
development.
Perhaps the grandest of the "designs on Birmingham" was Boston landscape architect
George Miller's "Altamont-A Portion of Red Mountain at Birmingham - Study for
General Subdivision and Arrangement" of November 27, 1911 (see Illustration 56).
This grandiose plan set the stage for the development of Altamont Parkway, a skyline
drive overlooking the industrial city and for the mansions of the barons of coal and
iron and steel which line Red Mountain's crest above the parkway. The Woodward
House set atop a 40-acre knoll on Red Mountain, once the estate of local iron baron
Rick Woodward and currently of the President of the University of Alabama at
Birmingham, is the most fully realized and intact of the grand estates. World War I
delayed completion of Woodward House as the red ore mines beneath the property
were reopened.
Just to the west of Woodward House today is the Red Mountain Cut National Natural
Landmark, a highway cut and museum interpreting the mountain's mineral riches that
gave birth to area industry (see Illustration 57). To both the east and west lie the
abandoned mines and railroad beds, former mining camps now thriving communities
of descendants of those whose labors mined the riches of the mountain's mineral
endowment.
Further west high atop Red Mountain in a dramatic park setting is the statue of Vulcan,
the Roman god who, according to legend, taught mortal men the secret of making
iron (see Illustration 58). Cast in Birmingham out of local foundry iron to represent the
District at the 1904 World Exposition at St. Louis, the 55 foot tall Vulcan statue
heralded the District's triumph as a major American industrial District. Vulcan 's size

Illustration 55. Mayor George Ward , pictured at his desk amidst city plans, led
Birmingham 's successful City Beautiful campaigns.

Illustration 56. Birmingham's industrial leaders paid for high-quality planning for both
industrial communities and their own suburban neighborhoods. This parkway sited the
mansions of the barons along Red Mountain's crest overlooking the city and industrial
plants in the valley below.

Illustration 57. Red Mountain's red iron ore fueled many a furnace in the
Birmingham District. Today, the Red Mountain Cut National Natural Landmark
showcases red iron ore and 170 million years of geological history.

Illustration 58. Birmingham
District boosters cast the
world 's largest cast iron statue
of Birmingham foundry iron
and sent him as the District's
exhibit to the St. Louis World
Exposition of 1904. Vulcan ,
the Roman god of ironmaking ,
symbolized the triumphant
emergence of the industrial
district. (Birmingham Public
Library Archives)
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and commanding position over the Birmingham city center, commemorates the
164
District's role in American ironmaking and industry.
Conclusion
The cultural resources of the Birmingham District tell a 170 year story of s~uthern .
industrialization. From early forge sites through intensive development dunng the f1nal
years of the Civil War, to the explosive pig iron boom of the 1880s and 1890s, the
District emerged as the nation's leading foundry iron producer, the ~orld ?enter of
cast iron pipe and a regional center of steel, coal and coke production, ra1l and water
transportation--the industrial capital of the South.
165

This one hundred year .
The Birmingham District prospered from 1860 to 1960.
period of prominence for the District dates from the establishment of the earliest roll1ng
mill at the Shelby Furnaces to the decline of the foundry and ore mining industries.
The District remains the world center of ductile iron pipe and a regional center of steel,
coal, coke, foundry castings and transportation.
The nexus of industrial sites that forms the District embodies distinctive forms of blast
furnace, mining, and coking practice. Engineers and inventors developed this practice
linking locally available raw materials--coal, iron ore, and limestone--to innovative
technologies adapted to foundry iron furnaces, coal washing, coking, and by-product
processes. These furnaces produced iron for the foundry, steelmaking, and pipe
industries.
Miles and miles of railroad track extended throughout the District and made possible
the District's industrial activity that held it together as a single, local economic unit.
The railroads, together with the Warrior River, linked the District to the rest of the
world.
Epilogue
Since 1970, the economy of the Birmingham District has undergone significant
restructuring. Growth in health service and health sciences research, engineering, and
advanced technology is the major contributing factor. As the Birmingham area's
largest employer, the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB), currently provides
13,765 jobs. UAB's Medical Center is consistently ranked in the nation's top three. The
District's 738 high-technology firms employ more than 47,000 people in industries such
as telecommunications, engineering, aerospace design and computer services. In
addition, an estimated 10,000 engineers work at major firms such as Rust International
Corporation, Harbert International, BE & K, Southern Company Services, and Alabama
Power Company. Banking, insurance, utilities, publishing, and education also play
dominant roles in the economy of the District.

Along with its emergence as a major trade and service center, the Birmingham District
also remains a transportation center with railroads, interstate highways, and airlines
connecting it to other urban areas in the South and throughout the nation. The
Warrior River carries barge and other river boat traffic between the District and the
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broad mid-continent and Gulf Coast areas served by the Tombigbee, Tennessee, and
Mississippi River systems.
While the District's economy is becoming increasingly diversified and service-oriented ,
the District's goods-producing industries, such as mining, construction, and
manufacturing, remain vital components in the area's economic base. Employment in
this sector amounts to 19.9 percent of total employment.
Major heavy industrial players in the District's economy include manufacturers of
ductile and steel pipe and other foundry products. Coal mining, as well as the
production of coke and coke by-products are also important contributions to the
current economy.
An estimated 55 percent of ductile pipe currently made in the United States is
manufactured in the District. Of the twelve American pipe plants in operation in the
United States today, four plants are located in the District. Birmingham is the only city
in the United States to have more than one plant and Birmingham plants are larger
than those in other parts of the country. All 30 inch diameter or larger pipe is
manufactured here. District producers include American Cast Iron Pipe Company
(ACIPCO), U.S. Pipe and Foundry Company, and McWane Cast Iron Pipe Company.
The foundry industry is not limited to production of ductile pipe. Machinery for the
lumber and refinery industries is also produced. Reportedly, more wrought iron
furniture is manufactured in Birmingham than anywhere in the world. Meadowcraft and
Lawler are major producers. 166
The steel industry continues to thrive in the District supplying steel to regional and
international markets. During the 1980s, USX (formerly U.S. Steel Corporation)
completed more than $1 billion in new facility construction including: a blast furnace,
three 0-Bops, continuous casting machinery, and a seamless pipe and other finishing
mills. The Fairfield Works, the only fully integrated steel mill that USX operates in the
nation, employs 2,500 people. Fairfield Works has recently set national records for
low cost casting and continuous production.
Coal mining, the largest mining industry in Alabama, employed more than 6,500
people in the operation of thirteen underground and ninety-eight surface mines in
1989. Coal companies in the District produced 23.5 million tons or 90 percent of
Alabama's total production. In 1988, Walker County was listed as the twentieth top
coal producing county in the United States. In 1989, three District coal producers-Drummond Company, Jim Walter Resources and U.S. Steel Mining Company--were
ranked in the top 20 major U.S. coal producers.
The Birmingham District is home to other resource-based industries. Vulcan Materials
Company, located in Birmingham, is one of the world's largest chemical and
aggregate producers. It claims net earnings in excess of $130 million per year.
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The area also retains a strong base in forestry. Substantial portions of the District are
forested with pine, especially loblolly, and several species of oak, as well as hickory,
walnut, mulberry, hackberry, tulip poplar, gum, cedar, and dogwood.
The District's mineral resources--the coal, iron ore, dolomite and limestone--which
formed the basis of its spectacular rise as an iron and steelmaking center continue to
be of major economic significance. 167
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VII. ASSESSMENT OF THE DISTRICT

Current research has identified four sites that have been recognized as nationally
significant or potentially nationally significant. These sites include Sloss Furnaces (a
National Historic Landmark), Red Mountain Cut (a National Natural Landmark) , the
Thomas Cokeworks and company housing, and the statue of Vulcan. This list could
easily grow as understanding of the District's role in the American iron and steel
industry is refined and additional potentially important sites are intensively
documented.
Several well preserved industrial sites survive. The most notable of these are the Sloss
City Furnaces in the Birmingham city center which are preserved as a National Historic
Landmark. Another is the well preserved by-product coke plant at Thomas which was
mothballed by Republic Steel in the 1970s and was documented by an Historic
American Engineering Record field team in the summer of 1992. An additional feature
of the Thomas coke ovens is its nearby community of blast furnace worker houses
which were built in the nineteenth century by the sons of David Thomas, the English
ironmaker who introduced anthracite blast furnaces into the United States. Several
cast iron pipe mills, the nation's largest group of ductile iron pipe mills, by-product
coke plants and other potentially significant industrial sites are still in operation. The
Empire Coke Plant built by Semet Solvay in 1903 at Holt may be the oldest operating
by-products coke plant in the United States. The 1910 Rickwood Field may be the
nation's oldest standing baseball park. A significant number of industrial buildings,
office and commercial buildings, workers communities, and other industrial sites are
scattered across the District.
One cluster of sites that presents exciting interpretive and recreational opportunities is
the underground ore mines along the crest and slopes of Red Mountain at
Birmingham. While there is no single fully-intact mine, this 16 mile stretch contains
virtually every technological, architectural, and social feature of American underground
ore mining. At the Pyne Mine an intact steel headframe and well preserved mine
buildings survive. At Muscoda, segregated miner housing and supervisor homes attest
to the rigid social stratification of southern industrial communities. At Sloss's Ruffner
Mines ore crushers, a hoisting drum and mine portal offer technological artifacts that
attest to the magnitude and nature of iron ore mining. Near the Valley View Mine, at
the crest of Red Mountain, one can ride to the top of Vulcan, the largest cast iron
statue in the United States, and look across the City of Birmingham to the Warrior
Coal Field. From this vista the remarkably close proximity of the District's industrial
sites becomes apparent. The whole string of ore mines is tied together by the road
bed of the Birmingham Mineral Railroad. Sections near Vulcan and the Ruffner mines
are already protected as greenways.
The full significance of the ore mines of Red Mountain can only be established when
they are considered as a group. One of the strongest features of the Birmingham
District is that it consists of several such clusters or groups of sites which comprise
thematically or historically discrete units. While many individual sites may not possess
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high integrity, they contain important elements that ~ontribute t~ an histor~cal.l~
important theme. It is appropriate to interpret these Important p1eces as s1gn1f1cant
clusters.
Confederate ironmaking during the Civil War is an important historical theme that i.s
represented by a variety of sites. Tannehill's three ch~rcoal furn~ce~ form t.he bas1s for
demonstrating how the Confederacy converted agranan slaves 1nto 1ndustnal labor
gangs to achieve a remarkable burst of industrial development. The arch~olo~ical
remains of slave quarters, graves, charcoaling stations, and stone quarry1ng s1tes
attest not only to the productivity of slave labor gangs but also to the human sacrifice
involved. A wooded trail is being developed from Tannehill to a railhead of the
Alabama and Tennessee Rivers Railroad near the Brierfield furnaces. It crosses the
Cahaba River, and passes the foundations of a steam powered Civil War coal mine
and company store. Along this trail one can sense the unique rural character of the
Confederate industrial infrastructure hidden in Alabama's back woods. These mines
and furnaces became the target of a large force of Union raiders during the last days
of the war. 168
The story of vertical integration within the American iron and steel industry is another
historical theme that is well represented in the District. The same close proximity of
blast furnaces, mines, quarries and coke ovens, that enabled the District to become
the country's leading foundry iron producer, provides similar advantages for
preservation and interpretation. Sloss Furnaces National Historic Landmark stands in
the center of Jones Valley flanked by the ore mining district of Red Mountain on one
side and the coal mining district of the Warrior Coal Field on the other. It is now
possible to experience, within a single day, virtually every aspect of coke pig
ironmaking from mining the raw materials, processing and coking the coal, smelting
pig iron and processing it into finished products like cast iron pipe.
This technological story is greatly enhanced by sites that tell the human side of the
story. Unmarked graves at the convict cemetery at Pratt City evoke a powerful
emotional response. The worker housing at Thomas presents a vivid impression of a
northern industrial family's attempts to transplant their notions of industrial utopia to
~he New South. The mining community at Brookside is a back drop to explain the
1mpact of immigrant European workers upon the tightly controlled relations between
southern born black and white miners.
And in every community are the people who carry on the traditions which were born in
this unique southern industrial work place. These people want their heritage
understood and preserved. The Afro-American community of the Birmingham District
wants its story of struggle and triumph over slavery, convict leasing, and racial
prejudice to be told.
The full story of America's industrial heritage cannot be recounted without reference to
the important and distinctive contributions of the Birmingham District. The sites and
human resources survive to make this possible.
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Boundaries of the District

The boundaries of the Birmingham District are confined in this study to the political
boundaries of the five counties of Jefferson, Walker, Bibb, Tuscaloosa, and Shelby;
however, the natural and historical boundaries of the Birmingham District were defined
by its raw material deposits and transportation routes. Over time, as extraction and
processing technology changed, the raw materials of choice also changed creating
new concentrations of sites serviced by new transportation routes. Since its mineral
deposits outcrop along an axis that runs from southwest to northeast, the sites of the
Birmingham District form strings running in the same direction. Antebellum and Civil
War sites are located primarily along the southeastern edge of this axis within Shelby
and Bibb Counties. Most post-Civil War sites are located along the northwestern edge
in Jefferson, Tuscaloosa, and Walker Counties.
This shifting focus from the southern to northern portion of the District reflects a major
historical shift in market orientation. Antebellum industrial sites served a cotton
economy that was centered in the southern portion of the state. Following the Civil
War, the District's orientation was principally northward toward the nations's growing
iron and steel industry.
During the early antebellum period, the Cahaba, Coosa, and Warrior Rivers provided
the principle means of transportation to Alabama towns such as Selma, Montgomery,
and Mobile. One concentration of forge sites has been identified near the Cahaba
River in Shelby and Bibb Counties. The remnants of a contemporaneous group of coal
mines possibly survive in Walker and Jefferson Counties along the Warrior River.
Forges and mines were located along seasonally navigable streams which flowed ·near
coal seams or brown ore beds. lronmakers and miners loaded their goods on log
boats. During spring freshets they set off on perilous trips down stream that often
ended in disaster.
During the 1850s, as the state's economy grew and diversified, entrepreneurs and
politicians began the first major drive to open up the Birmingham District. They lobbied
the state legislature for railroads that would tie its most accessible mineral deposits to
the growing towns of the cotton belt. The closest deposits were the southernmost coal
seams of the Cahaba field which were roughly parallelled by scattered pockets of
brown ore. The boundaries of the District were tied to these raw materials during the
late antebellum, the Civil War, and the immediate post war periods. Pig iron was
produced in charcoal furnaces.
When American blast furnaces began their shift to coke following the Civil War, the
District shifted its focus to the superior coking coal of the Warrior field and the more
abundant and reliable red ore of Red Mountain. Charcoal furnaces continued to
operate, but their annual production was dwarfed by the string of coke furnaces, coke
ovens, pipe mills, and foundries which sprang up in the limestone valleys between Red
Mountain and the broken hills of the Warrior field. The center of this compact string of
heavy industrial sites was near Bessemer where Jones Valley's best fluxing stone, Red
Mountain's best iron ore, and the Warrior field's best coal lay within five miles.
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Index to Cultural Resources of the District with Significance Ratings ~
I.

tronmaking Systems
.
*
A. Sloss Furnaces-Straight .Line P~odu~t1on Model ****
Sloss City Furnaces Nat1onal H1stonc Landmark
Brookside Coal Mine-Coke Ovens
Ruffner Red Ore Mines
Sloss Red Ore Mines No. 1 & 2
Coalburg Coke Ovens
B. Charcoal Blast Furnaces
Shelby Ironworks *
Brierfield Ironworks
Irondale Furnaces
C. Civil War Furnaces
Tannehill Furnaces

II.

Red Mountain Ore Mining *
Sloss Red Ore Mine No. 2
tshkooda Red Ore Mines Nos. 13 & 14-Eureka No. 1
Muscoda Red Ore Mines No. 4, 5 & 6
Pyne Red Ore Mine
Ruffner Red Ore Mines No. 1 & 2

Ill.

Cokemaking Sites *
Gould Bnty Mines & Coke Ovens
Pratt Coke Ovens
Coalburg Coke Ovens
Alabama By-product Company-ABC-Drummond Coke By-product Plant
(Tarrant Coke)
Pioneer Mining and Manufacturing-Republic Steel-Thomas Furnaces Coke
Byproduct Plant (Thomas Coke)***
Central Iron-Empire Coke By-product Plant (Empire Coke) *

IV.

Pipe Mills and Other Large Foundries *
American Cast Iron P1pe Co. (ACIPCO)
Central Iron and Foundry Co. (Central Iron)

V.

Manufacturing Plants
Hardie Tynes Foundry and Manufacturing Co. (Hardie Tynes)
Continental Gin Company (Continental G1n)

VI.

Civil War Sites *
Tannehill Furnaces *
Alabama Coal Mining Company Mine (Alabama Coal)
Shelby Ironworks
Brierfield Ironworks
Irondale Furnaces

Key to National Significance Assessment

**** National Historic Landmark/National Natural Landmark
*** Determined ~o be possibly nationally significant with additional research by the National Landmark
**

*

..

Program rev1ew process.
Rat~ nationally significant by the Alabama Historical Commission
Additional research required to establish potential national significance.
Survey reports are included in a separate volume: The Birmin~ham District - A Summary of
Cultural Resources, available from Birmingham Historical Soc1ety.
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VII. Industrial Communities
A. Company Towns
Thomas Furnace Community (Thomas)***
Muscoda Red Ore Mining Community (Muscoda)
B. Planned Communities
Birmingham
Fairtiela
Bayview Coal Mining Camp (Bayview)
Altamont Parkway
C. Commercial Districts
Pratt City Carline
Bessemer
Dora
Downtown Birmingham
Downtown Birmingham Railroad Reservation
Heaviest Corner on Earth
Morris Avenue & First Avenue
Downtown Birmingham Theatre & Retail
Downtown Tuscaloosa
D. Buildings
Alabama Power Company Office Building
Arlington-Mudd-Munger House
Gorgas, General Jos1ah House
Bankhead, John Hollis Sr. House
Birmingham Realty Company Building
Jemison-Vandergraaff House *
King, Edmund House
L. & N. Depot
Woodward, Allen Harvey House

*

VIII. Other Important Sites, Structures and Districts
Red Mountain Cut National Natural Landmark ****
Smith Hall-Geological Survey of Alabama Collection
Woodward Furnace Site
Prison Hill Cemetery
Pratt Mines-TCI Convict Cemetery
Warrior River Locks & No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 & Quarries
Mobile and Ohio Railroad Bridge
Powell Avenue Power Station
Vulcan Statue **
TCI-U.S. Steei-USX Fairfield Works (Fairfield Works)
TCI-U.S. Steei-USX Ensley Works (E:nsley Works)
Rickwood Field *
Red Mountain Suburbs National Register District **
IX.

Sites Identified Listed by County
Bibb County
Jefferson County
Shelby Coun!Y
Tuscaloosa County
Walker County

Key to National Significance Assessment
**** National Historic Landmark/National Natural Landmark
*** Determined to be possibly nationally significant with additional research by the National Landmark
program.
** Rated nationally significant by the Alabama Historical Commission
*
Additional research required to establish potential national significance.
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Threats to Significant Resources

The Birmingham District Survey has revealed the following threats to area resources:
. Destruction by the very nature of i~dustry. A~ i~dustrial si~es become obsolete, ~II
usable equipment is moved to the s1te of cont1nu1ng operations and ext~nt c;>perat1~ns
destroyed or scrapped. As industrial operations expand within plants, histone port1ons
of the plants are often demolished .
. Neglect which often results in vandalism and ultimately in obliteration by natural
forces
. Reclamation which removes many features considered to be hazardous or unsightly
in an effort to make the area productive or attractive
. Preservation, especially preservation efforts misguided by ignorance of significant
features and sensitive areas needing protection, lack of funds or technical assistance
to deal with complicated archeological sites and property now located in low-income
areas, and gentrification which transforms properties and landscapes into something
that appears historic but has little basis in fact
. Renewed industrial activity which may obliterate historic areas and result in relocation
of historic features
. Destruction through removal of properties to theme parks
. Destruction due to lack of legal mechanisms to enforce sensitive preservation
. Destruction due to lack of funds to provide for proper preservation
. Destruction due to lack of awareness that the property is significant
See the individual survey forms for discussions of threats to specific resources.
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Kind, Extent and Effectiveness of Existing Protection

Protection for historic resources in the Birmingha~ Dis~rict is .wea~ to non existent.
The only major protection is from federal undertakings 1nclud1ng highways under
Section 106 rev1ew.
Within the Birmingham District, while significant numbers of districts and individual
Qroperties are listed on the National Register of Historic Places, only Tuscaloosa .
County has a Preservation Ordinance providing authority to review new constrl!ct19n,
repair, alteration, addition, or demolition to all locally designated property. At th1s t1me
due to the recent passage of a state law permitting city commissions, the cities of
Birmingham, Bessemer, and Jasper are formally cfr"afting city ordinances and sett1ng
up commissions empowered to protect designated property.
The City of Birmingham currently exercises design review over city commercial
revitalization districts which include several National Register Distncts in the city center,
Five Points South, and Pratt City. These programs, when coupled with the Tax Act
incentives and a city-sponsorecf rebate, were most effective in encouraging
commercial property renovation during the late 1980s. Changes in the federal tax law
have decreased the1r use and effectiveness.
The Alabama Historical Commission and Birmingham Historical Society currently
accept conservation easements for properties and landscapes. However, a low level of
awareness of these programs results in few applications.
Resources at industrial sites are all the more vulnerable, since they are often located in
isolated areas owned by industrial corporations and not under the ownership or
watchful ~ye of a caring individual, neighborhood, or non-profit public preservation
organ1zat1on.
Obtaining and financing long-term technical assistance to document, Rreserve, and
then ma1ntain industriar sites is difficult and expensive. Preservation of Sloss Furnaces'
stoves, stacks and boilers requires extensive engineering and feasibility studies.
Archeological studies have been ongoing at Tannehill and are desirable for the Shelby
Furnace and many other sites in the District seeking recognition and protection.
9ther organizations involved in preservation and interpretation of industrial heritage
1nclude: the Bessemer Hall of H1story, West Jefferson Historical Society, Friends of
Irondale Furnaces, Heart of Dixie Railroad Museum, Historic Shelby Association,
Shelby County Historical Society, Jefferson County Historical Commission, Tuscaloosa
County Preservation Society, Northport Renaissance 1 Geological Survey of Alabama,
Arlington Historic House Auxiliary, Friends of the Wilham Cook House, the University of
Alabama, Ruffner Mountain Nature Coalition, the Friends of Vulcan Park, the Alabama
Conservancy, Cahaba River Society, Alabama State Council on the Arts, Alabama
Humanities Foundation, Alabama Bureau of Tourism and Travel, Alabama Center for
Traditional Culture, Urban Impact, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vestavia
Hills Historical Society, Montevallo Heritage Preservation Association, Cahaba Trace
Commission, Southern Living, as well as chambers of commerce, park boards,
waterworks and grivate individuals and corporations including major contributors
Alabama Power Company and Wade Sand and Gravel.
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Additional Studies

tn~i~o~~~~~~as identified a varieW o.f additi_onal s~udies
rr~:~~~~o h~~a&~fri~fisting
1
f~orts t~§i~~~~~t~~~~~~efati~~Tudn~(6~~a~~eb ~a~~i~9 to): Addit~onal context· ..

Re e~7t;. Com rehensive surveys; Intensive, Multl-diS91Phf1ary Surveys of Co111mumt1.es,
Diftricts' and Etes currently or late.r identifi~d as qmtnbut1ng e!emenl:s of the 1ndustnal
herita e of the District; and Technical Stud1es de~1gned to ass1st local groyps and .
institu~ons lacking the professional staff or expert1se to conduct such slud1es on the1r
own.
Additional Context Reports
.
. .
· · t Th
t b ·
several thematic groups of sites compnse tre ~1rm1ngham D1stnc .
~ mas o v1ous
of these thematic groups provide the organ1zat1onal structure for the s1te forms. .
accom an ing the Brief History. To date, none of these t~eme~ have been suff1c1ently
docum~ntld 5y the scholarly research necessary to prqv1de a JUSt .assessment of the1r
significance. Context reports on each theme colil¢. prov1de th~ bas1s for such
assessments as well as provide structure fqr add1t1onal base hne surveys. The
following is a partial list of themes that requ1re context reports.
Cokemaking
Iron mining
Coal mining
Industrial camps and communities
Cast iron pipe making
Folkways
lndustnal development during the Civil War
Manufacturing plants
Steelmaking
Transportation systems: railroads, waterways, and street railways
Development of foundry industry
Charcoal-fired brown ore furnaces
Power plants
Waterworks
Comprehensive Surveys
The current study has identified at least two types of sites--the pipeworks and
manufacturing plants--that were vital to the development of the 1ron and steel ind~:-~stry.
They could not be surveyed before the completion of this project due to lack of.t!me
financial resources, and failure to obtain authorization by private owners. In addlt!Ofl,
some types of sites, such as industrial communities, ore mining sites and coal m1n1ng
sites, are so large and numerous within the vast five county District that they could not
be adequately surveyed within the scope of this project. Another group of s1tes that
were not extensively surveyed due to the SReciahzed techniques required were the
industrial and historical arcneological sites. Many of the mining sites surveyed are
known tc;> con~ain mining CC?mps lhat were immediately torn down upon abandonment
of the m1ne. S1nce these m1nes were located in areas where minimal subsequent
humar aqtivity ha? 09curred, the archeological sites are potentially significant. The
follow1ng 1.s a partial hst of groups of sites that require additional survey work:
Coal m1nes
Ore mines
Industrial communities
Cokemaking sites
Pipe mills and foundries
Transportation sites
Industrial and historical archeological sites

lnte~sive Multi·disciplin~ry Community Surveys
.
One Important fact emerg1ng from ~prk to date is that the Birmingham District IS .
actually made up of many ~ommun1t1es. These communities or subdistricts conta1n
groups of contributing bu1ld1ngs and structures, extensive and often little disturbed
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archeplogical r~mainshand people who are often the descendants of the original
inhabitants .. Wh1le eac of th!3se elements coulq be evaluated separately, full
understandlnQ qf a communrty cap ~mly l;>e ac1!1eved if all elements are synthesized
through a ho1Tst1c study by a multi-diSCiplinary f1eld team. Such studies stiould consist
of at least four parts:
1. An in~en~ive su_rvf?y of the built environment, if necessary, to record the full range
of contnbut1ng bu1ld1ngs, houses, and structures.
2. A: prelimin~ry archeolpgical assessment followi~g the basic guidelines set forth in
NatJOnfJ.I FJegister Bulletm 36: Evaluatmg and Registering Historical Archeology Sites
and D1stncts;
3. A demographic study designed to establish the social origins of the ethnic and
cultural groups which mac;Je. up the original. community;
4. A survey of folkways w1th1n the community and surrounding area designed to
identify cuftural traditions of the present communi~. The following examples of
Brierfield and Pratt City suQgest the kinds of studies that should be conducted in
many other communities tnroughout the District.

Brierfield Proposed Study
While the foundations of the blast furnace at Brierfield are preserved within the
boundaries of a state historical park, other features of the larger community are
equally significant. Remnants of a nailery and rolling mill are located nearly three miles
from the furnaces along the tracks of an abandonea railbed that leads to the town of
Brierfield. At its peak in the 1880s, the town was a substantial community including
worker housing, hotel, commissary, and a variety of ancillary industrial facilities such
!3S a foundry, pattern shop, coopers shop, and others. The surrounding community
1ncludes a slave cemetery, an antebellum church, and other features.
Also within the vicinity are several small, isolated communities of blacks who are
probably the descenaants of industrial and agricultural slaves who banded together
1nto this small enclave following the Civil War. Along with the descendants of early
white settlers and industrial workers who migrated fo and still reside in the area, they
carry a significant oral tradition that has been well preserved due to the area's isol~t1on
from subsequent urbanization. This combination of human resources, surviving bu1lt
environment( and extensive archeological remains constitutes an important element of
the historica fabric of the Birmingham District.

Pratt City Proposed Study
.
Anot.her good prospect for a multi-disciplinary stud'{ is the. former towr) of pr~tt C1ty
and 1ts associated Industrial and related sites. The Pratt C1ty commerc1al d1stnct has
been designated a National Register District but the current survey .sugge?tS there are
other elements closely tied to tnis district that could be added to th1s dl~tnct. The?e
elements include the Pratt beehive coke ovens, a cemetery where cor:w1ct coal m1ners
were buried and the P.Ossible remains of a mine surface plant and pnson whe~e the
convict miners worked. The descendants of the mine worl< fo_rce an.d o~her.re!?l.dents
of the original community still reside in Birmingh~m and 9ons1der thl? S)te SIQJ"11flcant.
Th~ Pratt community is already actively involved 1n the di?Covery qf 1ts 1ndus1rral
herrtage and would be very receptive fo a structured project bnnQing prof~ss1onal.
documentation expertise to document the site and plan preservation and 1nterpret1ve
efforts.
Red ""<;)untain Ore Mining Proposed Study .
·
II") ac;Jd1t1on to communities centered around a ?Ingle homogen~ous commerc1~ 1
.
dlstrrct, residential area or industrial unit, the D!~tnct also conta1ns larger grqu p1nQs_1n
Which several distinct but contiguous commun1t1es ~hare a commor 1nc;ju~tna 1 aclivl_ty ·
The ore mines and camps of R""ed Mountain ?re ~ f1ne examplf?. ThiS Q1stnct comcrrnses
the largest groups of iron ore mines and res1dent1al cor)lmun1t1~s outside 9f theb dreat f
L~k!3s region in the United States. It includes the matenal rema1ns of a unique o Y o
mln1ng practice and built environment. It also Includes P.erhaP.? th.e largest.and most
homogenous group of black industrial workers and the1r fam1l.res .1n th~ Un1t~d States.
These workers transplanted their rural sociocultural syst~IT1 w1tt:11ts Afrrcan VIntages
Into an industrial setting with but minimal impact by ethn1c 1mm1grant encroachments
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and assimilation. The cultural traditions which survive in these communi~ies rn~Y be
unique in the United States. A comprehensive. study of th~ Red rylo_unta1n .m1n.1ng
district documenting its technological and soc1al features 1n a holistiC fash1on IS
recommended.
Technical Assistance Studies
.
Many citizens groups and institutions in the District are actively_ attempt1ng to
understand, document, and pr~serve their industria:! heritage .. The biggesT challenge
.
they face is the lack of professional staff and techr~ucal expert1se to supp9rt
professional studies. Most of these_grou~s recogn1ze the need for technical assistance
but lack the resources to obtain it. The BirmingHam Historical Societv has recently
assisted one group, the Historic Shelby Association, in efforts to fincf the financial
support to conduct a management stuay of the Shelby Furnaces. A National Trust
funded studY. will deal with issues such as site use, restoration and interpretation,
curation, ana management of archeological resources.

The Shelby Furnace Mana~qement Study reflects the general kind of technical
assistance needed in the District. Related issues face the District as a whole. The
many emerging preservation institutions and organizations, each with limited resources
and staff, do not have collection policies or facilities. Is it feasible for each institution to
maintain its own accessions, curation, and conservation P.rograms? Could these
services be provided more effectively by one centralized facmty under the collective
direction of all the institutions?
Should the District establish a uniform set of guidelines regarding archeological
projects, collection policies, and procedures and other issues?
These questions imply the need for a District-wide assessment similar in structure to
those conducted by the Institute for Museum Services for individual institutions. Such a
study ~pulc;i serve sev~ral purposes including:
. ldent1f1cat1on of spec1f1c areas of need at inaividual institutions and within the District
as a whole
. ~st~b,lis!lmE;Jnt.of a uniform .bpdy of policies and procedures that could bring all the
D1stnc.t ? 1nst1tut1ons ~p to mlr}lll)I,JrJl professional standards
. Prov1s1on of the bas1s for pnont1z1ng efforts to meet these individual needs.
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VIII. ENDNOTES
1.The Annual Statistical Reports of the American Iron and Steel Institute provide yearly statistics of iron and
steel production in the United States. United States foundry iron production for 1900 included 25% or
765,114 tons for Alabama, 25% or 767,343 tons for Pennsylvania, and 1,505,232 tons or 50 % for other
states. United States foundry iron production for 1908 included 25% or 88,920 tons for Alabama, 21 %or
765,454 tons for Pennsylvania, and 55 % or 1,987,248 tons for other states. By 1915, Alabama retained its
25% niche with 1,221, 476 tons, Pennsylvania had dropped to 18% with 871,718 tons and other states held
57% with 2,750,705 tons. In 1940, Birmingham's share of the national production of foundry iron had
reached 40%. These reports note that The Birmingham District had established its niche in the foundry iron
market at 25% by 1900 and retained this niche while Pennsylvania production declined by 1915.
Birmingham production reached its peak in 1940. Woodward, Alabama Blast Furnaces (Woodward ,
Alabama: Woodward Iron Company, 1942), 32, and Thoreson, The Future of Birmingham Red Ore, Jefferson
County, Alabama, also document production at this time. See also the comments of Dr. David Lewis which
accompany this report.
2.The Semet Solvay plant at Holt contains forty ovens dating to 1903 and twenty ovens dating to 1913. The
ovens are currently operating. Clarence David King indicates that the plant at Holt was the eleventh battery
of Semet-Solvay ovens built in the United States. Clarence David King, Seventy-five Years of Progress in Iron
and Steel, New York: American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1948, 32; Jack Bergstresser has made
personal visits to the sites of four of the ten batteries built prior to the Holt ovens and found that they have
been demolished. In addition to the four sites Bergstresser has visited, which consist of: Solvay Process Co.,
Syracuse, New York; Dunbar Furnaces, Dunbar, Pennsylvania; National Tube Co., Benwood, West Virginia,
and TCI, Ensley, Alabama, three other batteries were constructed at major steel mills which operated until
recently. It is extremely unlikely that these large steel mills would have retained the small Semet-Solvay
ovens for more than the twenty to thirty year period that was the average life-span of such by-product ovens.
Their low capacity, the inefficiency of their cold-air or recuperative heating systems and their non-self-sealing
ovens doors would have worked to their disfavor once more modern alternatives became available. This
narrows the list of these possibly remaining early ovens that might have survived down to three, all of which
were located in areas that are now densely populated locations where the likelihood of their survival is low.
After the construction of the Holt battery only two or three more plants were built which included similar
technological features. By 1920, replacement by more modern features generally obliterated nearly every
detail of construction currently seen at the Holt. For a description of the technological features of these
early Semet-Solvay plants, see William Hutton Blauvelt, "A Description ofthe Semet-Solvay By-Product CokeOven Plant at Ensley, Alabama." TAIME. val. 28, 1889, 578-591 and W.L. Affelder, "The Semet-Solvay Coke
Plant at Dunbar, Pa.," Mines and Minerals 21 (February 1900): 297-298; These accounts can be compared
with J.M Hastings, Jr., "By-Product Coke Ovens of Yesterday and Today. "Blast Furnace and Steel Plant 9
(January 1921): 10-13 to show the changes in technology that occurred in the Semet -Solvay design between
the construction of the Holt plant, which closely resembled the Dunbar and TCI plants and stood in stark
contrast with the more modern Sloss, Semet-Solvay ovens (c. 1920) described by Hastings. The description
of features at Dunbar and TCI plants will provide some impression of the extremely rare design elements
which still survive at Holt. For a general impression of the early history of the Semet-Solvay design in the
United States, the first by-product coke plant introduced in the United States, see C.S. Finney and John
Mitchell, "Emergence of By-Product Coking." In History of the Coking Industry in the United States. New
York: The American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Inc., 1961, 43-48. For
additional documentation on early American coke by-products plants, see W. W. Davis, "The Semet-Solvay
By-product Coke Oven," In Proceedings of the Engineer's Society of Western Pennsylvania, 26 by the
Engineer's Society of Western Pennsylvania, 191 o, 399-423 ; H. S. Geismer, and David Hancock. "Beehive
and By-product Coke in Alabama," Coal Age 3 (June 1913): 879-882.
3.Birmingham's prominence in cast iron pipe manufacture is also documented in Kenneth Warren, The
American Steel Industry, 1850-1970, (Pittsburgh: The University of Pittsburgh Press, 1973), 189. Warren
states "... in cast iron pipe the area was of great significance." See also: Dyer, Y.A., "Cast-Iron Pipe
Manufacture in the South," Iron Age 98 (November 1916): 1159-1162; Moldenke, Richard, "Cast Iron Pipe
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Manufacture in the South," Iron Age 114 (September 1924): 697-698; Mo~re •. William Da~is,_Development
of the Cast Iron Pressure Pipe Industry in the Southern States, 180D-1939, 81rmmgham Pu?hsh1ng Com~any,
Birmingham, Alabama, 1939; Noble, Henry Jeffers, History of the Ca~t Iron ~r~ssure P~pe _lndustry ~n ~he
United States of America, Newcomen, Birmingham, Alabama, 1940; White, MarJOrie, The B1rm1ngham D1stnct,
pp. 53-54, 159-161 .
4.William T. Hogan, Economic History of the Iron and Steel Industry in the United States (Lexington, Mass.:
D.C. Heath and Co., 1971), vol. 1, 211. There are numerous books about the American . iron and s~eel
industry in general. A good, brief summary is W. David Lewis, Iron and Steel In Amenca (Greenville,
Delaware: The Hagley Museum, 1976). A good treatment from the perspective of the historical geographer
is provided by Kenneth Warren, The American Steel Industry, 185Q-1970 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973).
See also Douglas Allen Fisher, The Epic of Steel (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1963). For an early
but informative study of the southern iron and steel industry see Henry Hollis Chapman, The Iron and Steel
Industries of the South (Tuscaloosa, Ala. : Univ. of Alabama Press, 1953). The best source for the
development of the iron and steel industry in Alabama, up to 1910, remains Ethel Armes, The Story of Coal
and Iron in Alabama (Leeds, Alabama: Beechwood Books, facsimile ed., 1987). This can be updated by
reference to Marjorie Longenecker White, The Birmingham District: An Industrial History and Guide
(Birmingham: Birmingham Historical Society, 1981).
5.Four good books dealing with blast furnace design and construction are: J. E. Johnson, Blast Furnace
Construction in America (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1917); Harbison Walker Refractories
Company, A Study of the Blast Furnace (Pittsburgh: Harbison Walker Refractories Company, 1911); M.W.
Reed and Associates, Blast Furnaces, 3rd edition (Pittsburgh: United States Steel Corporation, 1956); and
Harold E. McGannon, ed., The Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel, 9th ed. (Pittsburgh: Herbick and Held,
1971), 422-424, 473. The various editions of the above are indispensable for studying any phase of iron or
steelmaking. The earlier editions, however, tend to give more comprehensive historical background. An
excellent discussion of pig iron, for example, is found in the fourth edition edited by J.M. Camp and C.B.
Francis (Pittsburgh: Carnegie Steel Company, 1925), 150-154.
6.Hogan, Economic History of the Iron and Steel Industry in the United States, 211. There are a variety of
sources of statistical information on the ironmaking and mining industries of the United States. The source
which gives the most detailed information on blast furnace construction in the United States is the Directory
of the Iron and Steel Works of the United States (hereinafter referred to as DAISI), published annually by the
American Iron and Steel Institute, Philadelphia. Data compiled by this writer from the 1901 DAIS/ indicates
that no American blast furnace district other than Pittsburgh constructed more new furnaces during the
1880s and 1890s than the Birmingham District.
?.Hogan, Economic History of the Iron and Steel Industry in the United States, 211; Mesta Machine
Company, Mesta Machine Company (Pittsburgh: Mesta Machine Company, 1904); 18.
~. Fo: the seminal work on the economics of scale which lay behind the development of hard driving practice

m Pittsburgh see Peter Temin, Iron and Steel In Nineteenth Century America An Economic Enquiry
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1971).
'
9.There is presently no published discussion of the differences in design and practice between steel mill
bias~ fur~aces and southern foundry iron furnaces. Recent research by historians of the Historic American
Eng1neenng Record's field office in Pittsburgh has begun to set forth the distinctive features of steel mill
furnace~ which provides a basis for comparison with foundry iron furnaces. Joel Sabadaz has done much
to explain the principles of hard driving, a body of furnace practice and design which aims at very high
tonnage rates, which characterizes large steel mill furnaces. For a discussion of the characteristics of
southern foundry iron furnaces and way that raw material factors ordained their design see Jack
Bergstresser, Raw Material Constraints and Technological Options in the Blast Furnaces and Mines of the
Birmingham District, 1874-1930, PhD dissertation, being written at Auburn University under the direction of
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W. David Lewis; James p Dovel , the engineer who designed the new Sloss City Furnaces, wrote a series
of articles describing the new, patented features that were installed. Eventually many of these features were
adopted at over fifty other furnaces around the United States. James P. Dovel , "Improved Furnaces on
Southern Ore," Iron Age 120 (September 1927): 22; "Dovel Type Blast Furnace Put on Test," Blast Furnace
and Steel Plant 16 (December 1928): 1555-1558; "Improvement of Existing Blast Furnaces," Blast Furnace
and Steel Plant 18 (August 1930): 1285-1286. For the definitive history of Sloss Furnaces set against the
backdrop of the general trends of industrial and social development in the Birmingham District see W. David
Lewis' Sloss Furnaces soon to be published by the University of Alabama Press; Bergstresser, Raw Material
Constraints and Technological Options in the Blast Furnaces and Mines of the Birmingham District, 18741930.
10.Crolius, F. J. "Straight Line Production," Goa/Industry 7 (June 1924): 224-230.
11.The United States Government provides the best data for comparing mining statistics of the various
states. Two good annual reports are the U.S. Department of Interior, U. S. Geological Survey's Mineral
Resources of the United States and the Bureau of Mines' Minerals Yearbook. While these sources reveal
that the relative position of a given state could vary from year to year and from era to era, the Mineral
Resources of the United States for 1890 indicates that Alabama was the second largest iron mining region
in the U.S., Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey, by David T. Day (Washington, D.C.: GPO,
1891), 27. In 1910, the Mineral Resources of the United States reported that Alabama had dropped to third
among iron mining states but its brown ore production was significantly larger than any other state. Even
though Alabama was third as a total ore producer however, its Red Mountain Group of ore mines, owned
by TCI, was the largest underground mine in the United States exceeded only by Minnesota's Hull-Rust mine
which was an open pit mine. In sum, these statistical sources reveal that Alabama was a significant ore and
coal mining region that at some times and in some categories led the nation but was always among the
country's top producers.
12.The Annual Statistical Report of the American Iron and Steel Institute provides yearly statistics of iron and
steel production in the United States. Joseph H. Woodward II, Alabama Blast Furnaces (Woodward, Ala.:
Woodward Iron Company, 1940), 32; J.R. Thoreson and Avery H. Reed Jr., U.S. Department of Interior,
Bureau of Mines, The Future of Birmingham Red Iron Ore, Jefferson County, Alabama, Report of
Investigations 4988 (Washington D.C.: GPO, 1953), 48.
13.Birmingham's prominence in cast iron pipe manufacture is also documented in Kenneth Warren, The
American Steel Industry, 1850-1970, (Pittsburgh: The University of Pittsburgh Press, 1973), 189. Warren
states ".. .in cast iron pipe the area was of great significance." See also: Dyer, Y.A., "Cast-Iron Pipe
Manufacture in the South," Iron Age 98 (November 1916): 1159-1162; Moldenke, Richard, "Cast Iron Pipe
Manufacture in the South," Iron Age 114 (September 1924): 697-698; Moore, William Davis, Development
of the Cast Iron Pressure Pipe Industry in the Southern States, 1800-1939, Birmingham Publishing Company,
Birmingham, Alabama, 1939; Noble, Henry Jeffers, History of the Cast Iron Pressure Pipe Industry in the
United States of America, Newcomen, Birmingham, Alabama, 1940; White, Marjorie, The Birmingham District,
pp. 53-54, 159-161 .
14.There are a number of brief discussions of the cast iron pipe industry in the Birmingham District but no
comprehensive account. The best account covering a long time span is Rupert Hicks, The Iron and Steel
Industry in Alabama (Montgomery, Alabama: Dept. of Industrial Relations, 1950). A more technical account
is provided by Richard Moldenke in "Cast Iron Pipe Manufacture in the South," Iron Age 114 (September
1924), 697-698. A detailed description of one company's operation is found in United States Pipe and
Foundry Co. , United States Pipe's Integrated Operations (Birmingham: United States Pipe and Foundry
Company, 1956). For accounts of the technical achievements and historical milestones see the following
brief descriptions: Y.A. Dyer, "Cast-Iron Pipe Manufacture in the South," Iron Age 98 (November 1916): 11591162; VictorS. Clark, History of Manufacture in the United States, val. 2, 1860-1893 (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1929), 345-348; William Davis Moore, Development of the Cast Iron Pressure Pipe Industry in the Southern
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States 1800-1939 Newcomen Society, American Branch (Birmingham, Alabama: Birmingha~ Publis~ing
Company, 1939) ;' and Henry Jeffers Noble, History of the Cast Iron Pressure Pipe Industry m the Umted
States of America , Newcomen Society (Birmingham, Alabama: 1940).
15.Pittsburgh's Edgar Thomson Steel Works, which manufactured steel rails pr??u~ed th~ough th~ Bessemer
process, became the nation's largest manufacturer of steel rails in 1875 •. a pos1t1o~ 1t r~ta1ned until the. 18~0s.
"Iron and Steel Resources of Pennsylvania, 1716-1945, National Regtster of Htstonc Places NommattOn,
Pennsylvania Bureau of Historic Preservation, May 1991, Section E, P. 42.

16Annual Statistical Report of the American Iron and Steel Institute (Philadelphia: American Iron and Steel
Institute, 1904):11 .
17."Terrell vs.

u.s. Pipe & Foundry," 696 F2d 1132 (finalized-1985) and 644 F2d

1112 (finalized-1981), Title

VII .

18.Armes, The Story of Coal and Iron in Alabama, 48, 71; Michael Tuomey, First Biennial Report on the
Geology of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, Ala.: M.D.J. Slade, 1850), 283.
19.Armes, The Story of Coal and Iron in Alabama, 24-25.
20.1bid., 24-25; Martin L. Everse, The Ironworks at Brierfield: A History of lronmaking in Bibb County,
Alabama (MA Thesis, Samford University, 1984); J.P. Lesley, Iron Manufacturer's Guide to the Furnaces,
Forges and Rolling Mills of the United States (New York: John Wiley, 1859), 25-28.
21 .Rhoda C. Ellison, Bibb County Alabama: The First Hundred Years, 1818-1918 (Tuscaloosa: University of
Alabama Press, 1984), 100.
22."Production and Manufacture of Iron in the U.S.," De Bow's Review (May, 1865), IV, 463; Armes, The
Story of Coal and Iron in Alabama, 175.
23.These charcoal-fired cold blast furnaces were stone pyramids lined with fireproof brick. Iron ore and
limestone was loaded in at the narrow top. The intense heat from the fire at the bottom was maintained by
blowing blasts of air. The heating agent was charcoal. Water power drove the leather bellows which
produced the blasts of air. Much larger structures than forges, these furnaces significantly increased the
output of iron. They also required larger amounts of raw materials and more men to operate them.
24.The production of charcoal by slowly burning lumber under controlled conditions goes back to medieval
Europe. The slow and highly inefficient process produces an almost pure carbon fuel that burns with great
heat. As only a small amount of charcoal is made from many trees, the use of charcoal as a fuel denudes
the landscape surrounding the furnaces.
25.Armes, The Story of Coal and Iron in Alabama, 57-67, 75; Tuomey, First Biennial Report on the Geology
of Alabama , 49; James R. Bennett, Old Tannehill: A History of the Pioneer Ironworks in Roupes Valley (18291865) (Birmingham, Alabama: Jefferson County Historical Commission, 1986), 11-24; Woodward, Alabama
Blast Furnaces, 14; Virginia Knapp, "William Phineas Browne, Business Man and Pioneer Mine Operator of
Alabama," Alabama Review (April, 1950) 108-122; Bergstresser, Raw Material Constraints and Technological
Options in the Blast Furnaces and Mines of the Birmingham District, 1874-1930, 9 .
26.1n their account of post-Civil War charcoal blast furnaces, Shallenburg and Ault provide the .following
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X. LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS
Mineral Resources of the Birmngham District
Illustration 1. Principal Iron Centers in the United States
llustration 2. Proximity of Mineral Resources in the Birmingham District
Illustration 3. Early Antebellum Mines and Forges
Illustration 4. Joseph Squire sketched these charcoal furnaces at the Robinson & Thomas Bl<?omery at
"Six Mile Bridge" and recorded them in his day book about March 21, 1868. (Penhale Collection)
Illustration 5. The Shelby Ironworks, the District's lead antebellum enterprise, featured up-to-date and .
technologically advanced charcoal furnaces. The first bell and hopper 1n the state was Installed here 1n
1863. (ATabama Blast Furnaces)
Illustration 6. lronmaster Horace Ware constructed this machine shop at the Shelby Ironworks in the .
1850s. Today only the stack and foundations remain. The Historic Shelby Association hopes to rebuilt
the shop according to original documents. (Historic Shelby Association)
Illustration 7. The Brierfield rolling mill, one of three Confederate Governrt:~ent sponsor~ manufactL;Jring
plants built in the District, produced armor for the CSS .Tennessee. that Withstood mass1ve federal f1re 1n
the Battle of Mobile Bay. (Alabama Department of Archives and H1story)
Illustration 8. This photograph of the Irondale Furnace, most probably of the operation rebuilt
immediately following the Civil War, shows activities common to charcoal ironmaking operations of the
era: charcoal and cast houses, the furnace, elevator and boiler J21ant with chimney. At the left, a
tramway leads to the Helen Bess ore mines on Red Mountain. (::>pecial Collections, Samford University)
Illustration 9. Slave Quarters built at Tannehill may have been similar to this residence located on the
Hawkins plantation, the site of the Thomas furnace community where this photograph was taken in 1912.
(The Survey Magazine, January, 1912)
Illustration 10. This photograph shows Tannehill 's three stone furnaces in 1940 before reconstruction.
(Alabama Blast Furnaces)
Illustration 11 . Civil War Mines and Charcoal Furnaces.
Illustration 12. "The Queen of America's charcoal iron furnaces," the Shelby furnaces, kept Alabama in
the ranks of the nation's leading charcoal iron producers. (Historic Shelby Association)
Illustration 13: The Alice Furnaces ushered in the pig iron boom of the 1880s. This photograph shows
the furnaces 1n blast at their location just west of the Birmingham city center.
Illustration. 14. This 1890 vie-.y C?f t~e steel jacketed, coke blast Furnace No. 2 at Thomas shows its
tec~nolog1~ally advanced s.klp .mcllne and furnace bonnet. Company engineer B. F. Keiser invented these
dev1ces. (B1rmmgham Public Library Department of Archives and Manuscripts)
Illustration. 15. The Bi~mingham Chamber of Commerce eternally reused this image of the Sloss City
Furnaces 1n blast dunng. tne la!e 1920~ to symbolize the District's industrial might. Designed to efficiently
proces~ local raw matenals, th1s steel Jacket furnace produced foundry iron, the District principal
1ndustnal product.
lllus!ra!ion 16.. La.bor intensive. sa':ld casting ~f local foundry pig produced a steady, good quality supply
of p1g 1ron. (B1rm1ngham Public Ubrary Arcn1ves)
Illustration 17. Blast Furnaces, By-product Coke Ovens and Foundries, c. 1928.
Illustration 18. Sloss Furnace Model of Certicallntegration
lllustration 19. In 1881•. Birmingh~m ·s. entrep~eneu~s sent t~is 11-ton lump of Pratt coal to the New
Orleans World Exposition. It 1gnited mternat1onal 1nterest 1n the area's mineral resources.

lllu~tration 20. Slav.ic immigrant. miners poured into the hilly m_ining community of Brookside establishing
the1r roots at .St. .N1cholas Ru~s1a.n Orthodox Church, today still one of only two such congregations in
the South. (B1rm1ngham Public Library Archives)
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Illustration 21. This c.1907 map shows the expansion of the District's coal mining operations throughout
the Warrior fields. (Alabama Mining Museum)
Illustration 22. TCI 's Pratt Mines Shaft No. 1 Coke Plant, shown in this 1900 plant, featured by-product
flues invented by Erskine Ramsay to collect waste gases recycled to power the mines' electnc plant.
(Birmingham Public Library Archives)
Illustration 23. The remaining and still oper?ting coke oven and by-products plant ~t _Holt, with Semet
Solvay ovens installed in 1903 and 1913, p1cture at the left, may be the oldest surv1v1ng by-product plant
built at a furnace plant in the United States.
Illustration 24. This view shows the Red Mountain, shorn of timber, with active ore mining and railroad
operations at lshkooda. (U.S. Geological Survey, Bulletin 400, Plate 2)
!Illustration 25. Red Mountain Ore Mines
Illustration 26. Until 1900, Red Mountain's soft outcrop ore provided a rich supply of furnace ores.
(Birmingham Public Library Archives)
Illustration 27. Red Mountain mining evolved from inexpensive stripping of out crop ore to highly
mechanized surface plants with holst engine houses, power houses and tipples. This view of the TCI's
Alice Mine also shows the Warrior field coal mines in the distance. (U.S.Geological Survey, Bulletin 400,
Plate 2)
Illustration 28. Cast iron pipe for use in construction of water and sewage systems and later for transport
of high pressure gas, crude oil and gasoline became a principal product of the Birmingham District.
This sewer line was under construction in Fairfield in 191 0. (Birmingham Public Library Archives)
Illustration 29. American Cast Iron Pipe Company (ACIPCO) became, and remains, one of the District's
largest pipe producers and a center for technological innovation. Pictured is the monocast shop. (Dobbs
Collection)
Illustration 30. Foundry and manufacturing plants, such as Hardie Tynes still operating in the Birmingham
City Center, initially supplied regional markets in the mining, sugar and textile rndustries, and later
expanded as national and international suppliers. (Courtesy Hardie Tynes)
Illustration 31 . By 1901 , TCI 's Ensley open hearth furnaces and rail mill had established the District as a
strong regional producer of basic iron, steel and steel products. (Birmingham Public Library Archives)
Illustration 32. Cram's 1884 Railroad and County Map of Alabama shows the earliest railroads
constructed into the District.
Illustration 33. The Louisville and Nashville (L. & N.) Railroad, the South's largest railroad at the time,
played an important role in developing the 13irmingham District. By 1892, the L.& N. had extended lines
linkrng mines and mills to markets nationwide.
Illustration 34. Bank Quarry
This January 1892 view of the Bank Quarry underscores the labor intensive, hard work which local men
provided to build the 19 original locks and dams opening industrial development of the Warrior River.
Bank Quarry is located just east of Lock No. 3 at University Park, Tuscaloosa.
Illustration 35. By 1900, 55% of workers in the mines and 65% of workers in the furnaces were African
Americans. (Birmingham Historical Society)
Illustration 36. Separate facil ities for blacks and whites were usually built at industrial work sites. This
photograph shows the ACIPCO Savings Bank, c. 1910. (ACIPCO)
Illustration 37. After 1900, Italians became the largest immigrant group in the District's labor force.
(Birmingham Historical Society)
Illustration 38. Farm Security Administration photographer Walker Evans captured the harsh environment
of worker housing at TCI 's Ensley works in this 1936 1mage. (Courtesy of the Prints and Photographs
Division Library of Congress)
Illustration 39. Red Mountain's ore mining communities may include the most homogenous large group
of black industrial worker housing and descendants of workers and their families in the United States.
This 1930s photograph shows the Wenonah camp. (Birmingham Public Library Archives)
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Illustration 40 . This aerial, taken c. 1939, s.how.s the f~rnaces, coke works and town of Thomas with
housing reflecting both corporate and rac1al h1erarch1es.
Illustration 41 . lronmaking companies P,rovide~ housing for workers adjac~nt to the pl?nts. T~is 1908
map shows the Thomas community gnd flanking the furnaces and the ent1re commumty enc1rcled by
railroads.
Illustration 42. The General Plan for Fairfield shows this tot~lly plan~~d ind':Jstr_ial town with. pa~ks and
parkway system providing generous open spaces and public amemtles. (B1rm1ngham Public Library
Archives)
Illustration 43 TCI adopted the Fairfield model for construction of later coal mining camps in the Warrior
Coal Fields Planning for the camp reflected the prevalent divisions of the then segregated southern
society with separate camps for bfack and white workers. (U. S. Steel Land Department)
Illustration 44. These Southern entrepreneurs organized a real estate. firf!l in 1870 to develop an in9ustrial
center in northern Alabama. Their company, the. Elyton .l.ar:'d (later B1~mmgham Realty) Comp~ny, Its .
corporate offices, archival _collections, ~nd. the c1ty of ~1rm!ngham wh!ch tfley developed remam today 1n
the South's largest industnal center. (B1rm1ngham Public Library Arch1ves)
Illustration 45. Mining boomtowns such as Dora sprang up as commercial centers for the coal fields. In
this 1925 image, the Dora Motor Co. was offering a Model T Ford for sale (Dora Scrapbook of
Memories)
Illustration 46. Jasper boomed as Walker County's center for mining, coking , lumber and government in
the 1880s and 1890s.
Illustration 47. Principal feature of Birmingham's city plan is the reservation of space for railroad and
mechanical uses, the generators of economic activity for the emerging industrial center. (Birmingham
Public Library Archives)
Illustration 48. Railroads served as the major arteries of the new industrial center, bringing in goods,
engineers, investors and workers. This 1890s rhotograph shows a 20th Street arrival. In the Background
is the L. & N. Passen9.er Station, site of today s Bank for Savings Building on Morris Avenue and 20th.
(Birmingham Public Library Archives)
Illustration 49. A warehouse district, now the Morris & First Avenue National Register Historic District
evolved within the ori9.inal railroad reservation to store and distribute goods and people arriving by rail.
(Birmingham Public Library Archives)
.
Illustration 50. Testimony to the wealth of integrated area ironmaking concerns, William Woodward's
investment in city center real estate in 1901 brought Chicago trained talent to design the city's first
skyscraper office building, today's Woodward-NBC Bank Building. (Birmingham Public Library Archives)
Illustration 51 . Completion of the four early skyscrapers, at a single intersection in the Birmingham city
center, known locally as the Heaviest Corner on Earth, testified to the emergence of an industrial center.
Financed by Birmingham industrialists and designed by associates with major national firms, the offices
towers showcased the latest engineering and architectural technology. (Birmingham Historical Society)
lllu~tration 52. Skyscrapers, streetcars, power poles, and electric lights in this view of 20th, Birmingham's
mam street, reflect the amenities of this fast growing, up-to-date, urban center in the 1910s.

Illustration ~3 . Organizers of the District's streetcar railways were heavily involved in mining and
manufa~tunng. By the turn of the century, the consolidated company managing these lines operated
1,100 m1le~ of track an~ carried 10 million passengers. Birmingham had one of the largest urban
transportation systems 1n the country, second only to Los Angeles in total trackage.
lllustratic:m 54. Located in ~he Railroad Reservation, the Powell Avenue Station provided power for the
street ~1 lway ne!Work unt1l the 1950s. One of few surviving relics of the early period of urban electricity
supply 1n the United States, the plant currently provides steam heat for city center buildings.
l ll ~stration _ 55 . Mayor. George Ward, pictured at his desk amidst city plans, led Birmingham's successful
C1ty Beautiful campa1gns.

lllustratio.n. 56. B i rm in~ham's industrial leaders paid for hiQh-quality planning for both industrial
commun1t1es and the1r own suburban neighborhoods. Th1s parkWay sited the mansions of the barons
along Red Mountain's crest overlooking the city and industnal plants in the valley below.
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Illustration 57. Red Mountain's red iron ore fueled many a furnace in the Birmingham District. Today, the
Red Mountain Cut National Natural Landmark showcases red iron ore and 170 million years of
geological history.
Illustration 58. Birmingham District boosters cast the world 's largest cast iron statue of Birmingham
foundry iron and sent him as the District's exhibit to the St. Lows World Exposition of 1904. \lulcan, the
Roman god of ironmaking, symbolized the triumphant emergence of the industrial district. (Birmingham
Public Library Archives)
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XIV. APPENDIX I COMMENTS/REFLECTIONS ON THE BIRMINGHAM
DISTRICT'S SIGNIFICANCE

Reflections on the Sociocultural Ecology of Technology
by Melvin Kranzberg deriving from the Birmingham District: An Assessment,
Birmingham Historical Society, June 1992, a draft of this current report.
INTRODUCTION

Technology's Interactions with Humanity and Society
Two related myths about technology are abroad in America. One is that "technology
is out of human control," and the other is that "technology is in control of humanity,"
as in Neil Postman's recent book, Technology. Both myths are facets of the same
misconception, for they posit some sort of conflict between humanity and technology,
as if the two were opposed to each other and constantly locked in mortal combat.

As a historian, 1 find that somewhat strange, for the historical facts indicate quite the
opposite, namely, that human beings and their technology are inextricably intertwined,
that technology has served as one of humanity's chief tools as people sought to
achieve their goals, whether glorious or ignoble. Indeed, mankind and technology
form part of a dynamic ecological system.
Although many people view ecology solely in terms of the physical and natural
environment, it is much broader in scope than that. According to its Greek root,
"ecology" means "the study of houses"; so Xenophon named his study the
management of households, Oeconomicus, whence we derive the word "economics."
In the past, ecological scientists tended to limit their studies to the dynamics of
interrelationships in the natural environment, but, as demonstrated by the June 1992
Earth Summit Conference in Rio de Janeiro, economic, political, and social factors are
also involved in the human environment. Thus ecology is brought back to its original
meaning and includes the sociocultural environment, i.e., the "household of mankind."
For the fact is that human beings, with the aid of technology, have created their own
physical and social environment which has become part of the larger, interactive
ecological system.
While some environmentalists in the past thought only of the natural, physical
environment, we now realize that the environment of twentieth-century homo-sapiens
includes mankind's own artifacts as well as the handiwork of nature. Some of these
artifacts have changed the face of the earth to make human life more liveable, but
without harming the environment, whereas other products of human technology
threaten the climate and natural environment in a destructive way. Hence, if we are
concerned about protecting our environment --as indeed we should be-- it is also
important that we protect our civilized, man-made environment as well as our natural
environment. Indeed, a good portion of our social environment has come about
because we used our technology to protect mankind against a natural environment
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which, once we left the Garden of Eden, can be inhospitable and ~ruel to mankind. At
the same time, in order to protect out own lives as well as the _envrronment, we must
alter those technologies which pose a threat to the natural envrronment, and,
eventually, to the human and all other species of life on earth.
Some individuals, rightly concerned about the harm which certain applications of
technology have brought to the earth's environment, have. b~come _oppo_
sed to
technology as a whole. But that position denies the symbrotrc rela~ronshrp be~een
mankind and technology. For within the past century, anthropologrsts, attemptrng to
differentiate between "almost-human" and the "human genus," have claimed that tools
were a vital factor in producing our species. Mankind, they say, probably could not
have evolved or survived without tools, for we are too weak and puny to fight nature
with only our hands and our teeth. The lion is stronger, the horse is faster, the giraffe
can reach higher, but tools served as extensions of human hands and amplifiers of
human muscle power, enabling humans to adjust their hereditary organic equipment to
an almost infinite number of operations in virtually any environment.
Not surprisingly, therefore, some anthropologists define the human species on the
basis of tool-using and tool-making, or, to be more exact, tool dependency. Modern
physiology, psychology, evolutionary biology, and anthropology combine to
demonstrate that homo sapiens (Man the Thinker) cannot be distinguished from homo
faber (Man the Maker). Indeed, we now realize that humans could not have become
thinkers had they not at the same time been makers. Thus, we learn that technology
is perhaps one of the earliest and most basic of human cultural characteristics.
Some three-quarters of a century ago, the British anthropologist Gordon Childe
equated the start of civilization with the development of settled communities --but that
too rested upon a technological innovation: agriculture. Prior to that time, humans
had been hunters and food-gatherers; in a sense they had been parasites upon
nature. Although we are not certain just where or when agriculture began, it is
hypothesized that once humans discovered that they could cooperate with nature by
sowing seeds and waiting for nature to perform the miracle of growing crops, there
arose the possibility of settled and civilized life.
For, unlike the hunter, the agriculturist could not live in constant conflict and
movement, but had to cooperate not only with nature but with other human beings. If
humans spent all their time in fighting, they would have neither time nor energy for
carrying on agricultural pursuits; yet if they ran away from their enemies, their crops
wo~ld go untended and they would lose their livelihood. With the coming of
agnc~lture, therefore, the beginnings of civilized society emerge, and along with it the
dawnrng awareness among human beings that they must live and work with others if
they are to survive. From savagery to barbarism to civilization, human material
progress throughout the ages has thus been bound up with human use of technology.
But what has this to do with Birmingham? Well, the fact is that humans can use
technology not only to control nature and make it do their bidding, but also to control
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their fellow human beings and make them do their bidding. Furthermore, different
political and economic ends and means allow for human manipulation of natural
resources. As a result, technology can provide the basis for economic well being or, if
applied differently, for human suffering and subordination to others. So welfare and
social happiness can depend up the relations among human beings themselves, as
exemplified in their government and/or social structure. In brief, the technological
elements of a society are subject to economic, political, social, and human factors
which can have quite different results from place to place and from time to time. And
the Birmingham District provides excellent historical evidence of the interactions of
technology with social, economic, political, and cultural factors.
The Unique Role of Technology in American History
In the year 1650, as the small 350-ton Arbella sailed on its stormy voyage across the
Atlantic to the Massachusetts coast, John Winthrop called the passengers on deck
and prophesied to them on their future in the New World, "We shall be as a city upon
a hill," he said, "The eyes of all people are upon us."

Today, almost 350 years later, Winthrop's prophecy has turned out to be true --the
eyes of all people are indeed upon us-- but not for the reasons which he had hoped.
Representative of the Puritan religious zeal of the early seventeenth century, Winthrop
thought that in the New World, freed from the vices, superstitions, and decadent
institutions of the Old World, a new Puritan commonwealth would arise. It would be
characterized by democratic participation in a church-going society and by a regimen
of virtue in the performance of God's will.
While we can scarcely say that the religious elements of Winthrop's prophecy have
been fulfilled, the fact is that the rest of the world does look to our "city upon a hill."
Why? Because of our technological development, and for the material goods and
creature comforts which that development has made possible. What other nations
envy about us is our "hardware," not our gospel!
To trace the interactions of technology with American society at a time when we are
looking forward to what the twenty-first century will bring, it is instructive, I think, to
look back to the beginning of this century and see how our ancestors viewed the
future.
What Americans saw in 1900 inspired them with optimism about the century to come.
They looked ahead to a world where poverty had ended, where democratic society
had spread the blessings of liberty and equality to all mankind, where machines
performed all wearisome toil so that men lived in leisure, where universal education
had blotted out ignorance and superstition, and where international peace and
brotherhood reigned.
Our great-grandparents optimism seems naive today. Yet in 1900, there was ample
justification for their boundless confidence. For one thing, the rapid growth of
scientific and technological knowledge during America's first century supported their
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hope for future advance. The eightee~t~-century idea of ~rogress had be~n fortified
during the nineteenth century by Darw1n s theory of evolut1on, so that man s past
appeared to be a long struggle upward from the primal ooze, through th~ Stone Ag.e
and progressive stages, to the comforts of the "Gilded ~ge. " T~e lndustnal Revolution,
which had spread to America --and flowered here-- dunng the mneteenth century,
provided material evidence of human progress.
For example, at the start of our country's existence, a person could travel on land only
as fast as a horse could run and on sea only as fast as a sailing vessel could travel -and these speeds were not significantly faster than they had been several thousand
years earlier. But in the nineteenth century, the railroad and steamship. had b~en
invented, whizzing people over the earth's surface at speeds approaching a m1le a
minute and carrying people across oceans faster and more reliably than did sailing
vessels. Automobiles were beginning to appear, and a few people were even tinkering
with airborne devices.
The nineteenth century 's accomplishments in communications were just as
spectacular. Throughout most of human history people could be heard only as far as
their voices could carry, but by 1900 messages were carried over telegraph wires for
long distances. At the 1876 centennial exhibition in Philadelphia, Alexander Graham
Bell demonstrated his newfangled invention, the telephone, and in 1901 Guglielmo
Marconi succeeded in sending a wireless signal across the Atlantic. Indeed, the
discovery and application of electricity during the nineteenth century brought new
sources of power and light, as well as means of communication. An visual
communication had also been advanced by the development of photography.
Wherever one looked, the first century of our nation's history had brought forth a
whole range of exciting new inventions, theories, discoveries, techniques, and insights
which promised to transform the century to come. Furthermore, as a land of
economic opportunity, the United States served as a magnet for the downtrodden and
oppressed throughout the world, and our democratic institutions served as a beacon
for freedom-loving people everywhere.
However, it must be remembered that th is bright American picture --posed by an
advancing science and technology as the nineteenth century drew to a close-- had not
prevailed throughout the entire century. Instead, during the first half of the century,
the. American South remained bound by the chains of the ancient institution of slavery,
Which ran counter to the American promise of "liberty and justice for all." Was the
South then impervious to the scientific currents and technological developments which
were transforming the rest of the United States?
Far from it! As we will see, scientific and technological developments do not change
the socio-political scene overnight; indeed, they can sometimes result in unforeseen
and unexpected social attitudes and work practices. Slavery persisted until the Civil
War brought about "emancipation" of the slaves, but emancipation did not bring quite
so much freedom as had been anticipated. And while the Civil War preserved the
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nation's unity, it was to take some time before the American South was brought into
the mainstream of the American economy --and, of course, that too involved
technological-economic factors.
Any assessment of the Birmingham District must therefore take into account these
interactions of the technological factors with social-political-economic-cultural
parameters. That is so because the history of the Birmingham District displays and
reflects the changing views and realities of the American experience-- and that is why
its history has unique national significance.

THE BIRMINGHAM DISTRICT IN THE ANTEBELLUM SOUTH

In dealing with the history of the antebellum South, historians find an abundance of
myths, truisms, and historical facts --and not all the myths, truisms, and facts
necessarily agree with one another (nor within themselves!). Many concentrate upon
a prime social characteristic of the Old South, the institution of slavery, and a related
prime economic element, cotton-growing. But not all agriculture and commerce in the
South depended on cotton, and the treatment and use of slave labor varied from place
to place, depending upon varying owner-slave relations and the vagaries of human
attitudes and behaviors.
Technology, of course, in the form of the growing of cotton and the making of cotton
cloth, obviously enters into the story. And, indeed, it is ironic to note that a
technology designed to alter the social aspects of cotton preparation by reducing the
need for slaves turned out to have exactly the opposite effect. Not many historians
seem aware of the fact that the number of slaves was declining in colonial America in
the latter half of the eighteenth century; and while there was some dispute among the
"Founding Fathers" about the role and propriety of slavery in the new republic, there
was a strong feeling that time would take care of any possible disputes as the
incidence of slavery declined with a growth of immigration by free peoples from
Europe.
And that is when Eli Whitney came on the scene. Being a Connecticut Yankee, he
was aware of changes taking place in machinery and tools in New England as the
technology of the British Industrial Revolution began making its way across the ocean.
Visiting a cotton plantation in Georgia in 1793 and seeing the amount of time and
labor involved in picking the seeds out of the cotton bolls by hand, Whitney devised a
machine --the cotton gin ("gin" meaning "engine" in this context)-- which would do the
job much more easily. Although Whitney opposed slavery, he did not invent his
machine in order to do away with that institution. However, he did feel that it would
cut down the need for slaves, since the gin did not need so many workers to perform
this laborious and monotonous task much more quickly --and also more cheaply-than hand labor.
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Whitney was right about that, but, he failed to take i~to account t~e economic and
social consequences of his invention. The cotton gtn's labor-savtng effect so lowe~ed
the price of upland cotton in the United States that there was a trer:nendous surge tn
demand for cotton. While relatively fewer slaves were needed to ptck the seeds from
the cotton, many more slaves were necessary to grow en~ugh cotton to meet the
increased demand. The slave trade, which had been slowtng for several decades,
took a new lease on life, and the slave population, instead of gradually diminishing,
soared. In brief, the cotton gin committed the American South to the profitable
production of cotton --through the institution of slavery-- and widened the previously
narrowing gulf between the Northern "Free States" and the Southern "Slave States."
The growing of cotton became a "growth industry" in Alabama, and that growth can
best be seen in the rise of Mobile as a boom town in the first half of the nineteenth
century. From a hamlet of some 1,500 people in 1820, Mobile had by 1840 become
second to New Orleans in number of bales of cotton it exported, and by 1860 it had
grown to a city of 30,000.
However --and this is a major qualification-- not all the South was the "land of cotton,"
and this was the case in the Birmingham District whose geographical terrain was not
quite so suited to cotton-growing as other portions of Alabama. Yes, there was some
cotton farming in the Birmingham area, but most farming was of crops other than
cotton , and the farms were smaller than the cotton plantations elsewhere in Alabama
and the South. Nevertheless, the institution of slavery also prevailed in these smallscale plantations. Indeed, as Robert Fogel has shown (Without Consent or Contract:
The Rise and Fall of American Slavery, New York, 1989), in 1850 some 36 percent of
the slave labor force was not occupied with cotton cultivation, and some 43 percent
lived on plantations or farms with fifteen or fewer slaves --and that last fact would be
descriptive of most farms in the Birmingham area, which were more like prosperous
family farms than great plantations.
As to whether slaves in these smaller plantations were treated better or worse than
those in the great cotton plantations cannot be easily determined. Indeed, for many
years there has been a "not-so-civil war" --a battle of words, with some occasional
facts-- between historians on the question of the treatment and/or mistreatment of
slaves. Some have followed Ulrich B. Phillips in rehabilitating the antebellum South by
portraying slavery as a benign institution, with planters providing their slaves with
adequate necessities of life and treating them with sympathy and kindness. But other
historians of a more liberal persuasion (e.g., Richard Hofstadter and Kenneth Stampp)
~ave follo.we~ b!ack historians, such as W.E.B. DuBois, who blasted slavery as an
tnh uman tnstttutton, no matter the attitudes of individual slaveowners.
In t~e farms of the Birmingham District there is some evidence of both benign and
maltgn treatment of slaves. But much more important in the economy of the area--and
eventually to the status of blacks in Alabama and throughout the United States-- was
the use of slaves in the District's developing metallurgical industry. Birmingham's iron-
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making industry, which had begun shortly before the Civil War, was to lay the
foundations for Birmingham's growth as a metropolis of the "New South."
THE BIRMINGHAM DISTRICT IN THE CIVIL WAR

Warfare has been tied to technology ever since its beginnings --and it has always had
sociocultural implications as well as political consequences. The role of technology in
warfare has been obvious in the twentieth century, where ascendancy in production of
materials and development of new weapons decided the course of two World Wars,
thereby bringing about profound changes in political relations and sociocultural
matters. Bur that was a continuation and affirmation of the role of technology in
warfare, stretching back to antiquity with the development of swords, bows and
arrows, chariots, and the like. And in the Middle Ages the introduction of a new
technical device, the stirrup, gave rise to a new form of warfare, mounted shock
combat, which in turn was supported by a novel structure of society to which was
given the name "feudalism."
While courage, valor, strategy, and tactics still play an important part in warfare, as
they did during the Civil War, the fact is that superior technology played a major role in
giving the Union victory over the Confederacy. That superiority manifested itself in
greater capacity for arms production and a more extensive transportation network.
Northern factories could produce a greater supply of armaments and could replace
rolling stock and build more locomotives, while the South saw its railway system
disintegrate and had difficulty in replenishing its war material as continuing warfare
diminished its weapons and munitions supplies.
Nevertheless, as the Assessment correctly points out (Vol. 1, p. 28), "the Civil War
acted as a catalyst for industrial development in the District." How come? Because
the Confederate government, desperately seeking to build up its armaments to meet
the Yankee advantage in that field, poured money into already-existing ironworks
around Birmingham. A few small ironworks (Tannehill, Shelby, Brierfield), utilizing
waterwheels and local ore and fuel, had been established in that area several decades
earlier, to meet the needs of the local farmers for agricultural implements and of
blacksmiths for horseshoeing and other materials. These small-scale operations were
set up largely by local entrepreneurs, sometimes using funding from capitalists in
Virginia. At first they utilized craftsmen from northern areas (including some originally
from England and Wales) who had the technical knowledge and skills necessary to
produce iron. Even though relatively small in scale, these ironworks utilized slaves for
the dirty, sweaty tasks which were an inherent part of iron production --then as now.
But as the Civil War advanced, these small-scale operations were enlarged to meet the
armament needs of the Confederacy. New furnaces were added, including some with
the latest technology; blast furnaces and rolling mills (Tannehill, Irondale) were
introduced, and machine shops were built. In addition, the work force in the coal and
ore mines in the Birmingham District was increased so as to provide the raw materials
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for the enlarged capacity. The result was a great increase in production, making it
"the arsenal of the Confederacy."
Where could they find workers to man these mines and foundries? This being the
Civil war south, the response was to put more slaves to work. Since th~re were not
enough slaves in the area to meet the larger production work force requ1red for the
additional output, the Confederate government "imported" slaves from ot~er pa~s of
the Confederacy by a series of inducements to the slaveowners .. These 1ndu~tnal
slaves now worked on "iron plantations" instead of cotton plantations. And th1s
increase in the labor force, designed to meet the armorial needs of the Confederacy,
meant that there was a considerable labor force already on hand in the Birmingham
District following the Civil War and hence available for the industrialization process that
accompanied the development of the "New South."
BIRMINGHAM: METROPOLIS OF THE "NEW SOUTH"

Concepts of the New South
In 1886 the Southern journalist Henry Grady proclaimed the "New South," marking a
new stage in Southern economic and technological development by bringing its
economy into line with that of the prosperous North. This was to be achieved by
luring industry, especially steel plants and textile mills, from the North with the bait of
cheap, docile labor and low taxes.

Some two generations later, in the 1930s, another "New South" appeared. It too
looked toward strengthening the South's industrial base, based upon the development
of major new power facilities, through the Tennessee Valley Authority, and the growth
of the oil industry in Texas and Louisiana, thereby adding the attraction of a cheap
energy supply (as well as petrochemicals) to the previous industrial lure of the South.
In the 1960s and 1970s, still another "New South" emerged, this time based upon a
new technological frontier: aerospace, with emphasis upon specialized light
manufacturing based on research and development. This new aerospace technology
spread in a "fertile crescent" across the southeastern quarter of the United States from
Houston, Texas through Huntsville, Alabama to Cape Carnaveral in Florida.
All these visions of the "New South" --or the "Newer" and then the "Newest" South-were based upon the same premise, namely, moving the economy of the South from
its pre-Civil War concentration upon agriculture, especially cotton plantations utilizing
slave labor, into line with that of the industrial North. It should be noted, of course,
that the North also had a highly productive agricultural base in the Midwest, but it was
based upon free labor and highly mechanized and scientific agricultural techniques
and products.
But the fact is that the South, at least in the Birmingham area, had already begun the
move toward industrialization and commercialization which were the stated objectives
of the "New South. " Indeed, these had been furthered by the Civil War itself, when the
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Confederate government made use of the natural resources around Birmingham to
produce iron and steel for military purposes. So the iron-and-steelmaking foundations
for the "New South," at least in the Birmingham District, had been built during the Civil
War, instead of being entirely a postbellum phenomenon.
As the iron and steel industry grew in the Birmingham District, it created a
concentration of labor and wealth which helped make the area a commercial and
financial center. At the same time, the need for adequate transportation facilities for
the products and people of this burgeoning area resulted in the creation of a
transportation hub in Birmingham which added to the city's wealth and technological
capacities. As a result, Birmingham became the center and metropolis of the "New
South" before that term came into widespread use.
However, sociocultural factors do not always change so rapidly and thoroughly as
technological/economic factors. So we will later see how the persistence of attitudes
and practices derived from antebellum slave-plantation days interacted with the
industrial and commercial structures and practices of Birmingham's "New South,"
giving rise to political and sociocultural problems and organizations which continue to
have a major impact upon our country. Bur first let us look at the
technological/economic factors which made Birmingham into a major urban center
and a phenomenon of national historical significance in the postbellum period.
Techno-Economic Factors in Birmingham's Metropolitan Growth
In his famous book, Technics and Civilization, Lewis Mumford characterized the
Industrial Revolution of the eighteenth and nineteenth century as the dominant feature
of Western Civilization in modern times. It was due, he said, "to the introduction of
coal as a source of mechanical power, to the use of new means of making that power
effective --the steam engine-- and to new methods of smelting and working up iron.
Out of this coal and iron complex, a new civilization developed," which he termed
"Carboniferous Capitalism." And that term is truly descriptive of what went on in the
Birmingham area from the mid-nineteenth century until very recently.

The fact that the raw materials for iron and steelmaking are right next to one another
in the Birmingham District is documented thoroughly in the Assessment, so it would be
a work of supererogation to list the many ways they were utilized to make Birmingham
an iron and steel production center. However, the advantages which the proximity of
all the necessary materials for iron and steelmaking gave Birmingham can be seen by
comparing it with the northern centers of steelmaking in the United States --in
Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Indiana.
All those states contain coal deposits, but their iron ore resources are not up to their
coal resources in quality, accessibility, etc. Hence much of the iron ore used in
making iron and steel in the United States during the past century has come from the
Upper Peninsula in Michigan. Why not send the coal to Michigan and smelt the iron
there? Because it takes so much more coal than iron ore to make a ton of iron or
steel that it is cheaper to ship the iron ore to the coal rather than the coal to the ore.
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Thus, for example, little steel is made in Houghton, ~ichigan; instead, the iron ore is
shipped from Upper Michigan to Gary, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Bethlehem, and_
Wheeling, which are located near abundant coal supplies. An~ once t~~ ore IS
smelted and molded to make parts used in machines and eq~1pment, 1t IS les~ costly
and more efficient to put factories making machinery and equ1pment near the 1ron
foundries and steel smelters.
Since the iron-steel complex formed the basis for industrial growth and economi_c
power in Britain, Germany, and the USA, Birmingham, by having both coal and 1ron
ore located close to one another, possessed cost and efficiency advantages. To
these as the Assessment points out in its detailed accounts, were added innovations
in coke ovens, smelting furnaces, and other devices, as well as vertical-integration of
production. All these innovations in production methods, along with the initial
advantages of the close proximity of the raw materials to one another, helped make
Birmingham the industrial capital of the New South by the end of the nineteenth
century.
What about its workforce? The slaves who had done the "dirty work" of mining,
founding, smelting, and the like had been freed, of course, after the Civil War. They
had no place else to go after the war, so --like the agricultural slaves on the cotton
plantations, who remained on to become share croppers-- they had to continue
working in the mines, but at very low wages.
As the Birmingham District's iron and steel industry grew, it was necessary to augment
this low-cost labor, and a new form of "almost-slave" labor was adopted: convict labor.
This, of course, was not new in history, for in antiquity lawbreakers were sometimes
sentenced to work on various public-works projects or on the backbreaking task of
rowing on the oar-propelled ships of those times. But the convict labor, for which the
owners contracted with the prison officials, was black, and while the mining and
ironworking companies had to provide housing and food for the convict workforce at
the worksites, the employment of convicts kept their labor costs very low.
At the turn of the century, the labor force of the Birmingham area was further
augmented by a growing stream of immigrants from Eastern Europe. Just as
Pittsburgh and Cleveland attracted large numbers of these immigrants and became
multinational communities, so the job opportunities in Birmingham also attracted them.
And as we will seen in our discussion of the sociocultural forces at work in the
Birmingham District, these Slavic newcomers at first occupied an intermediate level in
the social hierarchy: lower than the native whites, but above the blacks. While they
~aintained their ethnic identity, as time went on the European newcomers became
Increasingly absorbed into the native white hierarchy.
The composition of the labor force in the iron and steel industries, with whites
occupying supervisory positions while the bulk of the menial work was carried on by
blacks, meant that Birmingham firms had lower labor costs than their northern
competitors. That and the juxtaposition of its coal and ore resources gave the
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Birmingham area special competitive advantages in this important area of industrial
growth.
But the Birmingham District also occupied a special place in the American iron and
steel industry for another reason. Thus while its locally-mined iron ore contained
phosphorus and other trace elements which made it difficult (and costlier) to process
into steel, it was extremely good for producing cast iron. Hence the Sloss Furnaces,
practicing what we today call "niche" production, concentrated on that. While northern
steelmakers concentrated upon producing steel, which they thought had made cast
iron "obsolete," the fact is that the growing cities of America required cast iron pipe in
large amounts to meet the needs of the growing metropolitan areas for water and
sewage pipes. So while Alabama became one of the leading coal and ore mining
regions and one of the chief producers of iron and steel in the country, it lagged
slightly behind its northern competitors in total iron and steel production. But, as W.
David Lewis points out in his authoritative history of the Sloss Furnaces, it was the top
producer of cast iron.
Thus, if Mumford's association of the Industrial Revolution with coal, iron, and steel is
considered correct (and most historians follow his lead on that point), and if the term
"New South" meant catching up with the industrial elements of the production
economy, then Birmingham was certainly the leader in this New South.
The role that the "carboniferous capitalism" of the industrialization process played in
the Birmingham District's development is also shown by the names given to its ironsteel production centers. Indeed, since the English city of Birmingham was a leading
metallurgical center in Britain --and the entire world-- in the nineteenth century, it is not
surprising that its Alabama counterparts sought to call attention to their center of
activity by naming it "Birmingham," when it was founded in 1871. Similarly, the British
town of Sheffield was a center for certain kinds of specialized steelmaking, so the
name Sheffield was given to an Alabama town which sought to emulate its older British
namesake. And, of course, Bessemer in Alabama took its name from Henry
Bessemer's process (1856) for converting pig iron into steel by directing an air blast at
the molten metal.
But it was not merely by city names alone that the Birmingham District emulated other
coal and ore-mining and mineral production centers. To develop industrial facilities of
this size and scope required large-scale commercial and financial facilities --resulting
in urban development and, of course, accompanying advances in transportation.
Commerce, Finance, Transportation, and Planned Urbanization
Just as the mining-boom towns in the American West and elsewhere flourished and
grew, so did Birmingham and its nearby counterparts grow during the latter part of the
nineteenth century. But while most of the mining towns of the West became ghost
towns when their gold and silver resources were exhausted, this did not happen in the
Birmingham area. For one thing, the coal and mineral-ore resources of the
Birmingham area are not so limited in quantity as were the precious metals of the
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boomtowns of the Old West, so they still constitute a major natural resource. For
another, in addition to their natural abundance, the close proximity of the coal an~
mineral resources in the Birmingham District meant that it became the seat of maJor
iron and steel manufacturing facilities --and of other related industries.
This meant that large numbers of jobs for workers in all aspects and phases of
metallurgical industry were available in the District. For example, the lar~e-sc~le an~
integrated production facilities required a host of manageri.al personnel, 1nclud1ng off~ce
and business employees, in addition to the actual product1on workers. Hence the ?1ty
of Birmingham, which numbered only some 3,086 inhabitants in 1880, shortly after 1ts
foundation, had grown to over ten times that number (310,000) by 1940.
In order to provide for this growing urban population, there had to be commercial
facilities, including retail stores, warehouses, and service trades to serve the food,
clothing, shelter, and business needs of Birmingham itself and its nearby "suburbs."
Also , of course, there had to be large-scale warehouse facilities for the production
industries themselves. In addition, financial institutions were necessary to serve the
booming populations and the booming corporations.
In that connection, it should be noted that the financial and business momentum of
postbellum Birmingham's growth does not correspond to the standard historical
version of northern "carpetbaggers" descending upon the South and enriching
themselves at the expense of the defeated and helpless Confederacy states. As was
pointed out previously, the beginning of Birmingham's iron and steel industry came
from nearby individuals whose money derived from profitable plantations or other
sources of income, and additional capital came from other parts of the South, such as
Virgin ia and South Carolina. Furthermore, money made from the early plants was reinvested in the plants to enlarge them. Also, there was a local market for the iron
products; for example, Daniel Pratt, one of the chief antebellum industrialists in the
area, was an early purchaser of the iron because he needed it for his plant which
made cotton-gins for plantation owners throughout the state.
In the latter part of the nineteenth century, there was movement for financial integration
and monopolization of the major industrial elements of the American economy,
characterized by such individuals as Andrew Carnegie and J.P. Morgan. Not
surprisingly, the industrial growth of the iron-steel sector of the Birmingham economy
attracted the attention of the large steel and iron companies. So they invested in it,
but they were far from being "carpetbaggers," for they continued to reinvest and hence
became large-scale producers of iron-steel goods in the South as well as in the East
and Midwest. They thus became an integral part of the Southern industrial complex,
as they were in other parts of the country, with head offices of their subsidiaries (and
also regional offices) in Birmingham.
It is not surprising, therefore, that downtown Birmingham grew in height to
accommodate the number of offices to serve the commercial and financial needs of
the iron and steel corporations, their employees, and the accompanying service
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industries and personnel. This growth occurred at the turn of the century, just when
the older American metropolises were turning to skyscrapers to enlarge the capacity
of their downtown areas. Birmingham, still engaged in its early stage of population
and business growth, could "grow" its skyscrapers in its center almost from scratch.
The result was a combination of classical decoration with the new-fangled skyscraper
construction potentialities, and, shortly later, the meeting of architectural design with
the Art Deco movement. Hence the handsome and memorable structures in the
center of Birmingham rightly comprise several National Register Historic Districts.
But in addition to its downtown center, there is much more historic importance in and
around Birmingham. That is especially so, since the area depended upon large-scale
iron and steel producing facilities which not only took up space but were located near
the confluence of varying natural resource supplies --several miles apart from one
another. Furthermore, there were just too many people for everyone to live in the
central city, so Birmingham witnessed a great deal of suburban growth.
Just as Birmingham's downtown growth came along at the beginning of.the "Age of
the Skyscraper," so its suburban development came at a time when the "City Beautiful"
and "City Planning" movements were making themselves felt. In the first two decades
of this century there was also the "Progressive Movement" in American politics, so
both socio-political idealism and aestheticism provided a stimulus for urban
beautification. In the case of the Birmingham District, an additional factor was the
economic imperative of the "company town" built and owned by the large-scale
integrated producers of the iron and steel products@Ssigned to attract and keep a
corps of seasoned workers ~
Some of the company towns around Birmingham were owned and built by giant steel
companies from the northern states which had expanded to the Birmingham area. In
their northern centers, they had previously built company towns, especially to attract
and house their workers in facilities located in isolated places --and also to keep the
wage demands of workers low by controlling their living costs --and in some cases,
their lives.
However, the company towns around Birmingham differed somewhat from their
northern predecessors. For one thing, in some cases the companies included upperclass housing in their planned communities for high-level managerial personnel. This
was because Birmingham's extremely rapid growth had outpaced the availability of
high-class housing, so some of the planned suburbs included both working- and
upper-class housing, which was a major departure from the planned upper-class
suburbs elsewhere. And since the Birmingham sites had not been previously
developed, the company town planners had to include school and other community
facilities which had not hitherto been available.
Perhaps more important for subsequent developments --both sociocultural and
political-- Birmingham being the Southland, the company town had to have separate
facilities for the black workers. And this being the later nineteenth century and the first
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half of the twentieth century, the black housing was both separate from and often
unequal to the housing for the white workers. However_, the fact th~t the black .
housing was in some cases near --or part of-- the hous1ng community of t~e wh1te
workers for the same company meant that there was at least an opportunity for closer
contact between the races. Also, the black housing in the planned company towns
was not quite so separate nor so different as the shar_p contrast be~~en_ ~he black
·"ghettos" and the white slums of working class areas 1n regular muniCipalities. As we
will discuss later, perhaps those two factors were somewhat important in the unique
role which Birmingham was to play in the civil rights movement in the second half of
the twentieth century.
Of course, not everyone in Birmingham lived in a company town, and not every
company town was next to the company's factories --and that meant that
Birmingham's burgeoning population growth required an urban transportation network.
Similarly, while the coal and ore resources and the processing and manufacturing
plants were relatively close to one another in the Birmingham area, as opposed to the
fuel supply and iron-steel facilities elsewhere in the country, they were still not next
door to each other. So there was a need to transport raw materials and finished
goods within the District, and also to move people around. Thus the urbanization and
then suburbanization of Birmingham as population grew created demand for
transportation within the city and with the surrounding areas.
As the District Assessment points out, this transportation demand arose from industrial
as well as human needs, so Birmingham early and rapidly developed an urban
transportation network. The metallurgical and machine-making industries in the
Birmingham District were both users and producers of the components of urban
freight and people-moving equipment to meet those needs --and also had a role in the
ownership of these inter-city transportation utilities in their early stages of development.
The streetcars also assisted in land development in the suburbs by providing transport
facilities to new areas.
It is not surprising, therefore, that Birmingham's streetcar system was second in the
nation in total trackage by 1900 --although Birmingham was far from being the second
largest city in the nation, either in population or in area. And, of course, the change
from horse-drawn streetcars to electric trolleys, which began in 1890, helped develop
the electrification facilities of the entire area, another prerequisite for urban
development.
However, historically speaking , Birmingham's urban transportation network was an
~dju nct to its development as a railway hub. Railroad connections were especially
Important for Birmingham's growing stature as an industrial center --and of course
'
the rail network was linked to its iron and steel production capabilities. '
Before the Civil War there had been little in the way of railroad development in
Alabama, ~nd inasmuch as Alabama's chief item for shipping was cotton, the
transportation center --and chief port-- was Mobile. After all, the cotton was grown
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mostly in the southern part of the state, which had easy passage to Mobile through
the river system. Hence Mobile was the bustling center of the Alabama economy
based on the growing and marketing of cotton. However, the northern part of the
state did not produce as much cotton, perhaps because the shoals and rapids of its
rivers prevented the easy transportation of bulk goods by waterborne commerce.
Not until the final decades of the nineteenth century did the state of Alabama, in
cooperation with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, seek to connect by waterways the
growing Birmingham District with the southern ports and hence to provide access to
international markets for its industrial products. The result was the Warrior-Tombigbee
Waterway, through Birmingham and Tuscaloosa to Mobile, which at the time of its
construction was the longest channelized waterway in the world. But the traffic carried
by this waterway was small compared to that carried by railroads, as Birmingham
became the railroad capital of the South.
While railroads were extending lines throughout the northeast and to the middle west
before the Civil War, only one line had been built connecting the ports on the Gulf with
the Birmingham area. However, that line did stimulate the embryonic iron industry
there --and that also helps account for the Confederate government's efforts to
develop further the production capacity of Birmingham's ironworks in its desperate
need for armaments during the Civil War. And as part of that process, the
Confederacy also attempted to improve its railroad connections.
Following the war, the pace of railroad construction accelerated throughout the United
States, in the South as elsewhere. But it was northern Alabama, not the southern
portion of the state, which gained thereby. Indeed, while the entire area forming the
Birmingham District was growing, the City of Birmingham itself did not become a legal
entity until 1871 --and what created it and made it the center of the District was the
junction point of two railroad trunk lines, one north-south and the other east-west.
And soon the combination of the burgeoning iron-steel industry and population growth
brought other railroad lines into the city.
All parties involved gained by this expansion of railroad facilities in Birmingham. For
one thing, the iron-steel producers could transport raw materials and parts from one of
their plants to another in area to improve and cheapen production costs. They could
also transport their products throughout the country, thereby adding to their markets.
Furthermore, the railroads themselves were customers for some of the products
produced by the Birmingham mills and factories. And, of course, the increased
capacity for transport of goods and people vastly improved the attractiveness of the
Birmingham area for the location of production, warehouse, and sales facilities.
Eventually nine railroad trunklines served the area, providing a transportation network
which made Birmingham the "railroad capital of the South" as well as the South's
"industrial capital."
Symbolic of both Birmingham's industrial leadership and the foundation of that
leadership in iron is the great statue of Vulcan, which today stands in a park atop Red
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Mountain. Vulcan was the Roman god of the forge, and it was e~tirely fitt,ing t~a: a
statue of him was created as Birmingham's exhibit for the St. Lo~1s World s Fa1r 1n
1904. Said to be the largest cast-iron statue ever made, Vulcan IS 55-fe~t _tall and
weighs some 60 tons. Designed by the Italian scu~pt~r Guiseppe M?rett1, ~~ w_as so
huge that it had to be cast in sections at several B1rm1_ngham foundnes. It IS Indeed_
fitting that this historical statue of monumental proportions should form part of a maJor
historical district such as Birmingham.

BIRMINGHAM: THE CRUCIBLE OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
The Disintegration of the Old South
Although Birmingham had achieved ascendancy in the "New South," founded upon an
industrial base, as indicated by its Vulcan statue exhibited at the 1904 St. Louis
World's Fair, the "Old South" was by no means dead. Instead, its economic base
(founded upon cotton plantations), and its social structure, cultural attitudes, and
behavior continued to persist. It was to take another half-century before these
gradually eroded --and as the history of the Birmingham District shows, the changes
were due to a combination of technological changes interacting with political and
sociocultural attitudes and institutions. And , of course, the disintegration of the Old
South made Birmingham's role in the New South even more significant.

The chief factor in the breakdown of the Old South, of course, was the loss of its
cotton base. After all, cotton had shaped the antebellum South, representing its
economic foundation , its social structure (the institution of slavery), and its political
hierarchy (domination by the cotton plantation aristocracy). Indeed, cotton had also
helped form the industrial base of the North, because while it was grown in the South,
it was made into cloth and goods in the North. Not until the twentieth century did the
manufacture of cotton goods develop in the South, utilizing cheaper Southern labor
but importing the textile machinery from Northern manufacturers.
However, it must be pointed out that the end of slavery following the Civil War did not
immediately bring the "cotton South" to an end. Instead, a new socio-economic
arrangement took its place: sharecropping. Although freed from the legal onus of
slavery, the former slaves, as sharecroppers, occupied the sarne place at the bottom
of the social and economic hierarchy, and they continued to plant and pick cotton on
the same plantations of the same masters for a share of what they picked.
But sharecropping had some advantages. Sharecroppers were free to move -although there was "no place to go" for a long , long time --and , they could also plant
crops wh ich brought them food. The latter became more important when, in the last
decade of the nineteenth century and the first decades of this century, the boll weevil
attacked the cotton plants. By the early 1920s the boll weevil was destroying nearly
90 percent of the nation 's cotton crop. Although the Department of Agriculture
developed an effective insecticide, some former cotton-growing areas, such as
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Enterprise, Alabama, shifted from a one-crop cotton economy to the "enterprise" of
growing diversified foodstuffs.
Cotton-growing in the South never really recovered when cotton prices plummeted
after World War I. Natural disasters --floods in 1927 and drought in the early 1930s-cut production. The New Deal instituted measures to keep cotton farming alive, but
Peter Daniel (Curator, Division of Agriculture and Natural Resources, National Museum
of American History, Smithsonian Institution) has pointed out that federal policy made
it possible for plantation owners to make more money by growing less and hence
employing fewer workers.
Southern farming declined drastically in the decades between 1930 and 1960. The
number of farmers fell with mechanization and the introduction of new agricultural
techniques. Agribusiness took over from sharecroppers, for the poor sharecroppers
could not compete with the labor-saving mechanical devices. Thus the 1950s began
with ten million Southern farmers and ended with only seven million.
Besides, cotton farming was moving from the Old South to Texas and California,
especially with the advent of the mechanical cotton-picker after World War II. Three
decades ago it took a man with a mule 160 hours to plant, cultivate, and pick an acre
of cotton; now, with the aid of machines, the same work is done with as little as
thirteen and one-half hours of labor. In the Mississippi Delta, for example, some
30,510 workers were employed in the back-breaking task of picking cotton in 1960; by
1967 the introduction of cotton-picking machinery had caused that number to dwindle
to 7,225 workers to pick the same amount of cotton.
Not all the blacks engaged in farming were sharecroppers. Some blacks owned their
farms, but that number has declined from some 200,000 black farmer-owners in 1910
to only about 15,000 in today's USA.
The chief victims of the decline in Southern farming and of the nosedive in
sharecropping were the blacks. By the 1960s the "elite" farmers (whites) had gained
control of the acreage allotments, and the black farmers moved to nearby urban areas
or the northern industrial centers, "where the streets were paved with gold" --or at least
with jobs, they hoped. This was one of the largest migrations in human history, as
millions of blacks left the South and migrated to northern cities and to the California
coastal areas.
This disintegration of the "Old South" and the move to the cities did not prove quite so
beneficial to the black population as had been hoped or expected. Not only were jobs
difficult to find, but, lacking technical training and background, the blacks were pushed
to the bottom end of the job market and given only the most menial tasks to perform.
Furthermore, because of their low income, they were herded into urban ghettos and
seemed to have little prospect of improving their economic situation or their lives.
Even though slavery had ended a century earlier, the blacks still faced a demeaning
future.
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But there seemed to be one possible exception to this sad fate which loomed ahead
for blacks deprived of their former roles in farming, whether as slav~s, shar~croppers,
or owners. In the Birmingham District blacks had played a produ~t1~e. role 1n the .
mining and metallurgical industries since their beginnings, and th~1r llv1ng and work1ng
conditions, including their relations with whites, were somewhat different from those of
their black brethren who had been engaged in farming.
Could the unique position of the black population in the Birmingham Dist:ict be
maintained and emulated elsewhere? In attempting to answer that quest1on, the
historical significance of the Birmingham District takes on new meaning. For, as we
will see, while the black miners and foundrymen worked alongside whites and, in
some cases, lived near whites in company towns and facilities, they were still the
targets of antebellum attitudes toward blacks and remained the victims of racial
prejudice. But because of the nature of their social position and their role as laborers,
the blacks in the Birmingham District were to develop a different outlook, new ties with
one another, and, equally important, linkages with some leaders in the white
community. The result was the civil rights movement, which still remains of great
significance in American life today --and in the future.
The Ups-and-Downs and Down-and-Outs of Black Workers

As noted earlier, black slaves worked in the coal and ore mines and the metal
foundries and smelters of the Birmingham District from the time these began in the
early nineteenth century. Because these tasks required hard physical labor under very
difficult conditions, they were regarded as fit only for slaves --as, indeed, had also
been the case in the silver mines of Greece in antiquity.
During the Civil War, the Confederate government had given special incentives to
slaveowners to bring slaves to the District in order to help increase the supplies of
metallic materials and products needed for the South's railways and armaments.
Following the war, of course, the slaves were legally freed, but since, in a sense, they
had nowhere else to go, most remained in "bondage" to the mine and foundry owners,
performing their tasks for a pittance.
But there were still not enough workers available to do such strenuous work in the
dangerous conditions of the mine and foundry, especially when the companies
c~n~inued to grow and increase production after the Civil War. Not surprisingly, the
m1n1ng and iron companies came up with a "clone" for the lost institution of slavery:
convict labor.
In a pract.ice which extended through other Southern states and which began in
Alabama 1n 1866, the mining companies (owned by the same companies who owned
the blast furnaces) leased convicts from the state and county governments, paying the
governmental units a fixed fee per month for each man, and building prison facilities
near the mines to feed and house them. In turn, the convicts were expected to meet
an output quota within a certain amount of time (usually 10 hours) each day. Not all
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convicts were black, of course, but somehow a majority of those leased to work in the
mines and industries were. Thus some 90 percent of the approximately 900 state
convicts employed at the Pratt mines during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century were black.
As might be expected, the mortality rate among these miners, largely from rural
farming areas until they became convicts and were forced to work in the mines, was
high. But when an Alabama state law of 1883 required the state penitentiary physician
to reside where the greatest number of convict workers were confined, the result was
better sanitation and work conditions and better housing and diet. As a result, the
mortality rate fell from 18 percent per year to only 2 percent in 1884.
To the mine owners, convict labor was not only cheap, but it was controllable. After
all, most of the industrial laborers during this era came off farms, so they had little
concept of the work discipline required in an industrial environment. To the state, it
was a blessing too; not only was it relieved of the expenses of food and maintenance
for the prisoners, but the leasing fees were a source of revenue, and it is estimated
that some 10 percent of the state of Alabama's revenue came from convict labor
during the quarter century from 1880 to 1904.
It was not all bad for convict workers either. At a time when recently-freed slaves were
homeless and, later, when evicted sharecroppers were searching for work, the convict
workers whose prison terms expired easily found jobs in the mines where they had
been working as convicts. Indeed, it was estimated in 1889 that 50 percent of the
black coal miners in the Birmingham District had learned their trade as convicts.
In 1928 the state of Alabama terminated the convict lease system. But that by no
means did away with the discrimination against blacks in the Birmingham District,
which doomed them to the lowest paying and most dangerous jobs in the mining and
metallurgical industries. The end of racial discrimination, which the advocates of the
New South had heralded as an adjunct of industrialization had not arrived. Instead,
while the Birmingham District had indeed become urbanized and industrialized, the
hierarchical distinctions between blacks and whites continued to prevail.
For one thing, the view persisted from the days of slavery that blacks simply did not
possess the intelligence and aptitude to become skilled laborers. This outmoded
sociocultural hangover from the Old South had nothing to do with the change from
cotton plantations to the industrial workplace. After all, technology itself is both color
blind and sexually neutral; machines don 't care whether the hands which guide them
are male or female, or if they are white, black, blue, purple, yellow, or green.
Nevertheless, racial discrimination and segregation prevailed in the workplace in the
Birmingham District, as it did throughout the South and --despite the myth to the
contrary-- in many areas of the North. As a result, blacks were confined to the lowestpaying and most menial industrial tasks while the better-paying and skilled jobs were
reserved for whites. Although many blacks had acquired special skills, when they
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sought to advance to higher pay levels or to supervisory position~, they were p~t
down by being told something to the following e~ect: "You'r~ a ~1gger, and that s. not
a nigger's job." (The story of this racial segregat1on on t.he JOb 1s well rec~unted 1n
Robert J. Norrell's aptly-entitled article, "Caste in Steel: J1m Crow Careers 1n
Birmingham, Alabama," Journal of American History [Vol. 73, No. 3, December
1986:669-94].)
But racial segregation could be --and often was-- utilized for reaso~s ot~er than
personal or institutionalized bias. When, before World W~r I, ce.rt~1n un1ons were
.
restricted to whites, the plant owners would threaten to g1ve the1r JObs to the blacks 1f
they went on strike, thereby defeating the union. Or in the case of unions which had
both black and white members, as Norrell reports, they could utilize divisions among
workers, such as blacks and whites competing for the same jobs, to undermine a
sense of unity among the workers and thus prevent unionization.
The advent of the New Deal in the 1930s and the National Industrial Recovery Act
brought a new age of hope to the unions, and also led to inter-racial solidarity among
black and white members of the United Mine Workers (UMW) and the Steel Workers
Organizing Committee (SWOC). But sometimes they were thwarted in their efforts by
the persistence of racial bias among the workers themselves or by new union
contracts which preserved the former white advantages, thereby preventing blacks
from profiting by their new affiliation with the unions. Thus, while the national leaders
of the SWOC, such as Philip Murray, were deeply opposed to racism, they could not
alter the ingrained attitudes of the whites who controlled the Birmingham local units.
Similarly, during World War II the rapid industrial expansion and the formulation of new
approaches by the Federal government, such as the FEPC (Fair Employment
Practices Committee) , did little to change the racial hierarchy in the Birmingham
District mines and factories. Indeed, as Norrell points out, such actions merely
"intensified white fears about racial change .. .but. .. did nothing about the discrimination
taking place. "
Thus, despite the increase in the production of iron and steel goods during the 1940s,
black employment did not rise . For one thing, the rise in pay for such jobs attracted
white workers who had previously shunned such low-paying jobs involving dirty and
dangerous work. For another, the rise in labor costs induced companies to
mechanize their operations, and the result was a decline the unskilled positions usually
held by blacks.
The 1950s proved even more disastrous to blacks working in the mines in the
Birmingham District, for the companies began importing higher-grade and cheaper ore
fr?m . South A~erica; and strip-mining for coal became highly mechanized, doing away
~1th JObs prev1ousl~ held by blacks. However, as Norrell points out, the 1950s also
brought the first Widespread challenge to discrimination" as young blacks who had
se~e? i.n the .military were emboldened to take action because of the attention given
to c1v1l nghts 1n the postwar period. Nevertheless, while a strike by black workers at
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the TCI (Tennessee Coal and Iron Co.) in 1951 did bring about some fairness in
certain departments, it also heightened the tension and animosity between the black
workers and the white ones who feared their jobs would be endangered by black
machinations of this nature.
But the fact is that all jobs in the mining and metallurgical industry, which had created
the economic foundations of the Birmingham District during the nineteenth century,
began disappearing within two decades after American victory in World War II. Part of
it was due to foreign competition. With the aid of the Marshall Plan, the West
Germans rebuilt their plants destroyed by Allied bombing during the war. Their new
plants were much more efficient than the older plants of Britain and the United States
and could sell at lower prices; the same held for the Japanese, whose new plants also
produced lower priced iron and steel.
Added to that were changes in the marketplace, which reduced the market for some
of Birmingham's industrial products, such as the switch to aluminum instead of iron for
making engine blocks for automobiles, and the obsolescence of steam radiators in
heating homes and offices. Gray iron, a prime money-maker for some Birmingham
companies, also became obsolete as a new alloy, produced elsewhere, came into
widespread use --and the merchant pig iron industry, which had been so important for
Birmingham's growth, collapsed.
As W. David Lewis, in his forthcoming monumental history of the Sloss Furnaces has
shown, the resultant cuts in the mining and metallurgical firms in Birmingham put many
people out of work. Hardest hit were the blacks, for there were few alternative
avenues of employment for them. Although blacks made up some 35 percent of the
city's workforce, they made up only 5 percent of its sales force and 7 percent of its
managerial class --and the last largely in black-run firms catering to fellow blacks. The
fact is that black workers had little potential to move to new jobs, for while three out of
four whites were skilled, only one out of six blacks could claim that status.
The blacks, who had played a major role in the growth of Birmingham's iron and steel
industry from its beginnings --indeed, in 1910, they held 75 percent of the jobs-- were
cut down to a fraction of that number by the 1970s, according to Norrell in his
previously cited article ("Caste in Steel: Jim Crow Careers in Birmingham"). Norrell
blames that on the persistence of racial divisions. While the New Deal legislation of
the 1930s and 1940s gave the unions more power, the white workers in Birmingham
used this power "to protect their position of racial superiority." Thus, he likens the
situation in Birmingham to apartheid in South Africa, which arose from efforts by
Afrikaner workers in the gold mines to prevent their employers from using blacks to
replace them, and eventually resulted in the complete racial separatism which became
characteristic of South Africa. So Norrell claims that, similarly, the white workers in
Birmingham "moved aggressively to preserve their economic superiority over blacks."
Norrell's comparison of the wellsprings of Birmingham racism with that of apartheid in
South Africa appears to be correct --and it would seem to pose a dim future for the
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future of race relations in Birmingham, and indeed, throughout the United States, if it
persisted. But, the fact is that Norrell's a~icle was pu.blished in the Jo~rnal of .
American History in 1986, and since that ttme aparthetd has been comt~g a~art tn
south Africa as President F. W. deKierk released Nelson Mandella, the tmpnsoned
head of the African National Congress, from jail and entered into discu~sions and.
taken actions which might eventually put an end to apartheid and provtde the nattve
Africans with full civil rights in South Africa.
If that proves to be the case, perhaps someday Norrell or one of his students will write
how the American civil rights movement provided a model which helped put an end to
South African apartheid. And the epitome of that model would be Birmingham's role
as the "crucible" of the civil rights movement in America.
The Crucible as an American Melting Pot
A "crucible" is defined as a pot or vessel made of a substance that can stand extreme
heat and is used for melting metals or minerals. In that process, the various materials
being heated within the crucible are fused together in a way that makes them
absolutely uniform throughout.

Since Birmingham has been described as the "crucible of the civil rights movement,"
does that mean that the civil rights movement acted uniformly throughout the country
and/ or brought about uniformity within the United States? The answer would be "no"
to both versions. Obviously, the civil rights movement differed in different parts of our
country, inasmuch as our many geographic areas had sociocultural makeups and
historical roots that differed from one another. Hence the civil rights movement in,
say, Boston was bound to be different from that in New Orleans or Savannah --and
those cities retain certain unique qualities today.
Similarly, the term "melting pot" has frequently been employed to describe American
society since the turn of this century, when so many people of different countries and
cultures came to our shores and brought important elements to the American culture.
But the "melting pot" is not a crucible which melts different elements into a new and
uniform compound. Differences still exist among Americans, and it is this variety that
gives our country greatness and a special character. For if America is truly a "melting
pot," it is melting us into a gigantic meat-and-vegetable soup, stew, goulash, or
whatever one might call this varied mixture with a variety of tastes and appearances.
Why do I bother with a "recipe" for the American "melting pot" of the civil rights
movement? Because that movement took on various characteristics in different parts
of the country, depending upon the social heritage of the location, the institutions
r~q uiri ng changes, and the varying means employed to attain the goals of the civil
nghts movement. As a result, while some elements and products of black culture,
particularly in music and dance, have been assimilated and form an integral part of the
American cultural scene, the attitudes toward blacks --and their economic
o p~ortun iti es and incomes deriving therefrom --still reflect the persistence of obsolete
ractal views in some individuals and in certain parts of the United States.
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Nevertheless, the civil rights movement, which has done so much to alter the attitudes,
practices, and prejudices of the past has had a tremendous impact upon American
society --and Birmingham was the hub of this major reorientation of our American
Heritage.
The Birmingham District, with its roots in the mining and metallurgical industries, had
grown up much later than the cotton plantations of the southern part of Alabama.
Yes, black slaves provided the working force for the most menial, back-breaking tasks
in the coal mines and foundries, just as they did on the plantations. But their living
and working conditions were quite different from the plantation slaves in (1) bringing
them into contact with other members of the black community and (2) with the white
workers and managers in the mines and, especially, in the factories.
For example, except for a few very large plantations, the number of slaves on an
average cotton plantation was about fifteen. Their contacts with whites were limited to
their supervisors unless they served in the household of their masters, and they had
little opportunity for contact with blacks other than those serving on the same
plantation.
The situation of the black slaves in the Birmingham District could provide them with
quite a different outlook than their plantation brethren. For one thing, the mines and
factories employed blacks by the hundreds and provided housing for them. · For
another, although the blacks working in the mines were in slave gangs and had little
contact with whites on the job, except for their supervisor, those working in the
foundries, furnaces and shops were frequently engaged in performing tasks similar to
those of the white workers and sometimes even worked alongside them.
This organization of work, with the blacks at the bottom of the ladder, as it were,
continued to prevail after the end of slavery, especially in those mining and industrial
plants which utilized convict labor. But the end of convict labor in 1928 did not put an
end to the strict division of tasks between blacks and whites. But anecdotes abound
about blacks who were quite skilled in the performance of their tasks but who could
not advance in the job hierarchy because of their color. Indeed, there are also stories
about blacks who had to teach newly-appointed white supervisors how to do their jobs
properly!
Inasmuch as social scientists had not yet "invaded" the workplaces to provide
statistical data, one cannot be certain about the above point, which is based upon
anecdotal evidence. Yet it is obvious that some blacks rightly felt that they were
equals of their white cohorts performing similar tasks in the same company, and that
they were being kept back because of their color. Indeed, when unions began
moving into the Birmingham District one of the problems they found most vexing in
achieving "solidarity" was the desire of blacks to move up the occupational ladder on
the basis of their skills and the determination of the white workers to retain their
monopoly on the higher-level tasks and "keep the niggers in their place."
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In addition to the social conditions of the factory workplace, the home environments of
blacks in the Birmingham factories were also greatly different fro~ those of the
agricultural plantation. For one thing, they had more contact.s wrth other blacks, a~d,
more importantly, the corporations for which they worked burlt company towns whrch
provided living facilities that were far superior to the slave cabins on the "?l.d
plantation" and to black housing in the slum districts of older and larger crtres.
While the black company towns and the black sections of those company towns which
contained both blacks and whites were separate and not equal to those of their white
co-workers, they were far above most black housing available in parts of America
outside the Birmingham District. Since the companies built these towns in order to
keep their workers satisfied, and not lose their labor supply, they also provided
community facilities, such as schools, medical care, bathhouses, and other services.
This evidence of "welfare capitalism," which was prevalent at the beginning of this
century among some major corporations with plants in the Birmingham District,
certainly must have given black workers a sense of community status which they had
never enjoyed before or elsewhere. They no longer lived as did their enslaved
ancestors, and it is not surprising that they resented any attempts to reduce their work
status or to keep them from making further gains in the workplace.
This new sense of place gave the blacks a degree of militancy in their approach to the
labor unions, such as the UMW and SWOC, which sought to unionize the mines and
steelworks of Birmingham earlier in this century. And, as we have seen, the white
workers objected so strenuously to this attempt to arrive at black equality in the
workplace that the locals of the unions --whose northern leaders favored equality in
the workplace-- managed to keep the unions from pursuing that goal in the
Birmingham District.
And when in the 1950s and 1960s, the black workers tried to assert their rights by
walkouts or strikes, the local police and political leaders sided with the white workers
who did not want blacks competing with them for jobs. The result was the
employment of violence by the police and vigorous resentment by the blacks, and a
recrudes.cence of racism, manifested by the renaissance of the Klu Klux Klan and by
the electron of George Wallace as governor in 1962, who ran on a platform of
"segregation forever."
The oppo.sition of white workers to the blacks kept growing in the 1960s, as the
blacks, strm~lated by new concerns of the federal government for civil rights,
~hallenged Jrm Crow separation practices in schools, public accommodations, and
JObs. In 1961 blacks won a landmark anti-discrimination case against U.S. Pipe's
Bessemer plant, outlawing discrimination against minorities (including women) in the
iron and steel industry.
But just ~ecause the blacks had won some legal battles in their fight for rights did not
nec~ssarr!y means ~hat they act~ally could use them, especially when police and public
officrals drd not hesrtate to use vrolent means to deprive them of those rights. In the
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early 1960s there were cross-burnings by the Klu Klux Klan in Birmingham, and the
Klansmen beat up blacks while the police stood by and did nothing to stop them. It
was at this juncture that the civil rights movement employed a new "weapon" in its fight
which was to prove extremely effective: non-violence.
In addition, the civil rights movement found an unexpected ally --and weapon-- in the
communications technology of television. TV was to focus national attention on the
contrast between the non-violent stance of the civil rights advocates and the violent
measures employed by police officials, such as Bull Connor.
The weapon of non-violence proved especially effective because its users attached it
to Christian teachings and faith. In the 1950s, the Rev. Fred Shuttleworth, a black
minister in Birmingham, founded the Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights.
Although his home was dynamited, that did not stop him --and it made many whites
uneasy about the use of such tactics to support "white supremacy."
Among the prominent civic leaders affected by such events was Sidney Smyer,
president of Birmingham's Chamber of Commerce. Although segregationist by
"heredity," Smyer felt that Birmingham's "image" was being damaged throughout this
country and abroad by this kind of civil strife and, later, he was also disturbed when
black organizations began boycotting merchants in downtown Birmingham in order to
get them to end various forms of racial discrimination.
W. David Lewis's history of Sloss Furnaces does a wonderful job in showing the
interactions of technological with sociocultural factors, and in his closing chapters he
describes the decisive events which were indeed to make Birmingham the "crucible" of
the civil rights movement. In 1963 Martin Luther King, a leader of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (a major example of the effectiveness of tying civil
liberties to religious doctrines), was invited to Birmingham to lead a series of nonviolent demonstrations against the city government's continued stance against civil
rights and the police department's use of force against civil rights demonstrators.
King's first demonstrations proved ineffective, and, indeed, he was incarcerated in the
Birmingham jail for participating in an "illegal" march on the city hall. But when King
and other black leaders decided to use schoolchildren in their mass protest marches,
some 500 youngsters were jailed. This did not put an end to the demonstrations;
instead, others were eager to take their places in the demonstrations, while Police
Chief Bull Connor was equally determined to put an end to them. A major
confrontation occurred when young black students (many from the first and second
grades), demonstrating in Kelly Ingram Park on May 3, 1963, were met by "a crowd of
hostile onlookers shouting racial epithets and obscenities." As police tried to push
back some students who responded to the insults by hurling bricks and bottles,
Connor unleashed police dogs and ordered firemen to deluge the protesters with highpressure hoses.
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Television cameras were there to record this sad eve~t, and ~ewis .sums up i~s longterm results: "As millions of television viewers saw children be1ng b1tte~ and p1nned
against buildings under blasts of water sprayed with enough force to np bark from
trees, a social order that had endured for almost a century in Birmingham finally began
to crumble and wash away."
Although outbursts of strife continued for months following this epis~de, including a.
dynamite blast killing four black children at the Sixteenth Street Bapt1~t Church, Lew1s
says that the confrontation at Kelly Ingram Park "had aroused con~c1ences of
.
Americans viewing it on television. " Martin Luther King made certa1n that the med1a
devoted similar attention to his march on Washington later in 1963. And Congress
responded to the moral outrage created by the harsh reaction t~ non~violent civil rights
demonstrations by passing the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the Vot1ng R1ghts Act of
1965, making it impossible for states to restrict black suffrage.
Thus events in Birmingham played an important historic role in changing the social
face of America --and also the "color scheme" of American politics. Every legal vestige
of Jim Crow disappeared, and that was demonstrated when in 1979 Richard Arrington
was elected the first black mayor of Birmingham.
Earlier, 1 pointed out that Robert Norrell, in his fine 1986 article, "Caste in Steel: Jim
Crow Careers in Birmingham," had concluded that race relations in Birmingham
followed the South African pattern, and even though American blacks had been given
civil rights, "black workers lost in the job competition to whites who controlled the
unions and influenced management more potently." To Norrell, this "outcome helps to
explain the persistence of wide racial income disparities and exposes the severe
limitations on black economic opportunities in the United States."
Wh ile Norrell is undoubtedly correct in regard to the persistence of inequality in black
incomes and economic opportunities in the United States, events since 1986 indicate
that, instead of Birmingham following the South African pattern, the Union of South
Africa turned to follow the Birmingham pattern. When television news shows
throughout the world , especially in America and Europe, showed the harassment of
blacks by South African troops and police, some governments and many businesses
in the industrialized Western nations were urged by public pressures to boycott trade
and other relations with South Africa.
This kind of pressure undoubtedly led President F. W. deKierk to see if his government
could work out some settlement with the African National Congress, whose non-violent
stance echoed that of the American Civil Rights movement. So deKierk freed Nelson
~andell a , who might be described as the Martin Luther King, Jr. of the African civil
nghts movement, from his long prison banishment. Although the persistence of white
antagon ism and of old tribal rivalries among blacks in South Africa has not put an end
to racial fighting and discrimination there, deKierk's attempts to reverse the ostracism
of blacks from political participation have given South Africa renewed political
recognition on the diplomatic front --as well as allowing South African athletes to
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participate in the 1992 Olympics and other international sports events. In the sense
that South Africa has followed the trailblazers of civil rights in America, then it can be
said that Birmingham's leadership in America's civil rights movement has had direct
international impact, thereby contributing to Birmingham's historical significance.
CONCLUSIONS

In October 1991 the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the National Park
Service sponsored a conference in San Fransisco to celebrate the 25th anniversary of
the 1966 National Historic Preservation Act. This special anniversary provided the
occasion for a review of what had been accomplished in historic preservation in our
country in the past --and it also sought to provide an agenda to meet the goals and
needs of historic preservation for the next quarter century.
In the papers and discussions at the conference great stress was placed upon the
importance of historical preservation as a reminder of our nation's past and of the
values that have formed parts of our lives and our institutions --and also how these
might affect our values in the future. And it was constantly pointed out that there have
been --and continue to be changes in American life-- in our demographics, educational
systems, urban and suburban locations, city and country life, economy, social
structure, political inclinations, and the like. Hence stress was placed upon the need
of historical preservation efforts to reflect the changing nature, indeed, the dynamic
character of our nation's life and history.
Looking at the June 1992 Assessment of the Birmingham District prepared for the
National Park Service by the Birmingham Historical Society, I could not help but feel
that this District --and the previous work on its preservation, as well as plans for its
future-- truly embodies the goals set forth at the 1991 National Preservation
Conference. And my personal visit to Birmingham and its historical areas and
resources confirmed my evaluation of the Assessment as a very correct and admirable
historical resource --and my judgement of the great importance of the Birmingham
District as an historical asset which must be preserved.
Indeed, the Birmingham District represents a unique geographical entity which
embodies many elements of American history --and its history also reflects many of
the changing aspects of our nation's history. Let me briefly recapitulate some of the
points which I hope were made by the earlier portions of this series of Reflections.
Thus, Birmingham was not characteristic of the "Old South," and its differences helped
create the "New South" --but not one which was simply imitative of the North. Indeed,
it possessed a unique geological foundation, whereby the coal and metallic ores laid
down in prehistory gave it an advantage when Western history advanced into the
industrial age. Mining and metallurgical development in the Birmingham District
enabled it to play a very important role in America's industrial primacy --and certainly
worthy of historic preservation.
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· And , of course, in one of the ironies of history, Birmingham's industrial growth, in su~h
great contradiction to the antebellum "??~o~" South •. was fueled . by the Confederacy s
efforts to maintain its armament capab11it1es 1n the m1dst of a los1ng battle: And the
use of slave labor and convict labor, in the mines, foundries, ~nd steel m~lls .of the
Birmingham District shows how social castes and mental hab1ts can pers1st 1n a
changing technological environment and structure.
The industrial growth of the Birmingham District carried with ~t fi~ancial ~nd com~ercial
development which created a bustling urban center. Also, B1rm1ngham s centrality a~
a transportation hub in the Railroad Age is added evidence of the changes wrought 1n
geographical locations by the technology of industrialization.
And , by an "accident of history," if one wishes to call it that, the buildings at the center
of Birmingham were constructed just when the advent of the skyscraper brought forth
new and challenging architectural designs. As a result, Birmingham might now be
considered a "showplace" in the history of art and architecture.
But while Birmingham stands out as a focal point for the industrialization of the South,
it also demonstrates how old and outmoded racial views persisted. Although the
institution of slavery had been ended by the American Civil War, the social structure
and thought habits of the Old South remained and infiltrated into the organization of
work demanded by the industrial workplace. While the cotton-plantation economy and
structure of the Old South eventually disappeared, it left a heritage of racial prejudice
and practices in the workplace and throughout society. Again, this is documented in
the history and artifacts of the Birmingham District.
For almost a century after its presumed end, the heritage of slavery continued to mock
the ideals of democracy and freedom which had provided the foundation of the
American Republic. Here again, Birmingham played a major part in fueling and
advancing the civil rights movement. But, of course, the full story of the civil rights
movement in our country has not yet been played out. Racial discrimination still
persists, and, along with accompanying social ills, is responsible for much of the
decay in our cities and the turbulent outbreaks deriving therefrom. Hence the
Birmingham District can fulfill its role as a historical District by providing future
g.e~erations of Americans with reminders of the fruitfulness of our working together in
CIVIC movements to bring about "one nation, with liberty and justice for all."
Last but certainly not least, many people in today's world fear that the industrial and
technological development embodied in Birmingham's economic and urban growth is
now threatening the ecology and the environment --and that our urban centers are
f~lli n~ into rac.k and ruin. However, the great and beautiful historical buildings of the
B1 r~1nghar:n c1ty. center and the planned communities and suburban entities of the past
wh1ch reta1n the1r charm provide evidence that technology is not the enemy of urban
b.eauty and surv1val. Indeed, the Birmingham District, by maintaining these historical
VIstas provided ~y wise .a~d tasteful use of our technology, shows us how technology
can help us reta1n our VISion of "America, the Beautiful."
And that's what history is all about --and that is what the Birmingham District is about!
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Statement, July 20, 1992 - D. David Lewis
1 am glad to respond to your request that I write a statement about the extremely great

significance of the Birmingham District in the development of the American iron and
steel industry. The following comments stem from the research that I have done in the
past seven years in preparing my forthcoming book, Sloss Furnaces: Technology,
Business Enterprise, and Urban Development in the New South, soon to be published
by the University of Alabama Press.
For generations, historians have based their understanding of the evolution of the
American iron and steel industry on northern presuppositions. Viewed in such a
perspective, the trend toward extremely large-scale, highly mechanized techniques that
were aimed at producing standardized products for mass markets is the normal way in
which to measure progress. A natural tendency, following this view, is to look upon
high-volume steel production as the logical goal of ferrous metals manufacture and to
focus attention on the acid Bessemer and open-hearth techniques whose importation
from Europe made this possible. Transporting high-quality iron ore to eastern Ohio
and western Pennsylvania from the Lake Superior district at great expense to such
places as Youngstown and Pittsburgh, where it could be combined with superior
coking coal from Connellsville or other favored places to produce steel at such
enormous mills as Andrew Carnegie's Edgar Thomson Steel Works is the model for
economic and technological progress.
None of these presuppositions fit the development of ferrous metals production in the
South during the same period, or the evolution of the leading southern bastion of iron
and steel production, the Birmingham District. Here, iron manufacturers wrestled with
how to make the most of their main assets--close proximity of all of the raw materials
needed to make iron, making for short interior lines of supply, and an extremely lowcost labor force composed mainly of black miners and furnace workers--in such a way
as to compensate for formidable problems confronting both the Birmingham District
and the South as a whole. Southern iron ore was lean by northern standards,
requiring more fuel for smelting; southern iron had too much phosphorous and silicon,
and southern coal too much sulfur, for conversion into steel by means of the acid
Bessemer and open hearth techniques prevalent in the north; southern raw materials
were ill-adapted to the interior configurations of blast furnaces in the North, producing
a high incidence of scaffolding and other maintenance problems; and southern labor
was chronically ill-disciplined. How to make the most of the South's advantages and
compensate for its peculiar problems under such conditions became an enduring
challenge to southern industrialists.
Southern ferrous metals production was also hampered by a lack of investment
capital. Prior to the late 1890s, what funds northern financiers invested in the South
tended to flow into building the southern rail network. Contrary to prevalent
assumptions, most of the money that financed the development of southern blast
furnaces and coal mines in the late nineteenth century came either from the South
itself or from such border cities as Cincinnati and Louisville. Under the circumstances,
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southern ironmasters simply could not afford the capital-intensive, ~xtremely
mechanized, high-volume approach epitomized by Andrew Carneg1e.
Ultimately, two Birmingham area firms, Sloss-Sheffield _and Woodward, worke~ out an
effective response to regional problems by conc~ntrat1ng on a p_ro?uct for wh1ch
southern resource endowments and labor were 1deal: foundry p1g 1ron. Phosphorous,
a detriment to steel production, was a definite asset for foundry pig iron because it
promoted the liquidity and moldability of iron. Because of this, the A~erican fo~ndry
trade moved steadily southward in the late nineteenth and early twent1eth centunes
and became localized in such places as Birmingham, Anniston, St. Louis, Cincinnati,
Louisville, and Rome, Georgia. Foundrymen were conservative, preferring sand-cast
pigs, and required relatively small lots of specialized grades of iron for a variety of
products that were molded under craft-oriented traditions. By the time of World War I,
Sloss-Sheffield had become the world's largest manufacturer of foundry pig iron.
Woodward, which had a lower volume of production, made even higher profits.
By overemphasizing steel, historians have neglected the fact that cast iron, the alloy
into which most southern pig iron was converted was just as important to industrial
progress as steel. It was not only superior to steel in some of its properties, such as
resistance to corrosion, compressive strength, and its ability to dampen sound, but
was also much more economical for varying industrial needs. The list of products
made by foundries included stoves and radiators; fire hydrants; enamel-coated kitchen
and bathroom fixtures; flywheels, casings, and other engine parts that did not have to
withstand abrasion; automobile engine blocks and piston rings; and, above all, soil
pipe and pressure pipe, in the manufacture of which Alabama became preeminent.
Ultimately, it was said that in the American foundry trade, there were two basic
categories: Alabama and the rest of the United States.
One of the reasons why the significance of foundry pig iron is overlooked is because
Birm ingham itself bought into the idea that it would never amount to much in the
ferrous metals industry unless it became a steelmaking center. By adopting
complicated and expensive technologies for making basic (as opposed to acid) pig
iron and steel, a Birmingham-based firm, the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad
Company, better known as TCI , did succeed in 1899 in making steel on a commercial
scale. Local boosters were overjoyed both by this and by U.S. Steel's acquisition of
TCI in 1907, thinking that this would bring in huge amounts of northern capital and
make Birmingham the steelmaking capital of the world. This did not happen. For
v~ri o_us reasons, it did not suit U.S. Steel's perceived best interests to aggrandize
B.1rm1ngham at the expense of other sections of the country; artificial methods of price
discrimination ("Pittsburgh Plus") were used to keep southern steel production at three
to four percent of the national total. In addition, Birmingham's labor force proved illadapted to the needs of the heavily-mechanized steel industry.
By contrast, Birmingham became the heart of the foundry trade, and southern
merchant blast furnace technique became a world unto itself. In the late 1920s and
early 1930s, Sloss-Sheffield carried a long trad ition of adaptation to southern raw
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materials to a climax when its chief engineer, James P. Dovel, redesigned the
company's furnaces. IN the process, mechanized methods of pig iron casting were
adopted. As I point out in my forthcoming book, however, mechanization was not as
fundamental to Dovel's work as were his achievements in redesigning the furnaces
themselves to handle southern raw materials with maximum efficiency. To emphasize
mechanization in evaluating his work is to fall prey to northern assumptions about
what is significant and what is not.
As the heart of the American foundry trade and the making of foundry pig iron,
Birmingham established a tradition of blast furnace practice that needs to be
appreciated for what it was, to be understood and evaluated as by standards
appropriate to itself. Viewed in this perspective, Sloss-Sheffield and Woodward were
much more important than TCI and have more to say to a world in which "appropriate
technology" is becoming more and more of a watchword. In making steel, TCI spent
enormous amounts of money and effort in a frustrating attempt to compensate for the
particular problems inherent in southern raw materials; Sloss-Sheffield and Woodward,
by contrast, took a wiser course by capitalizing on conditions that made the
Birmingham District the best place in the world to produce foundry pig iron.
As Adam Smith said in The Wealth of Nations, "the natural advantages which one
country has over another in producing particular commodities are so great that it is
acknowledged by all the world to be in vain to struggle with them." This statement
applies equally well to regions, and is appropriate to what took place in the
Birmingham District. It is a remarkable story, and I hope that both my forthcoming
book and your own efforts to interest the National Park Service in making the District
an industrial corridor will help give it the attention it deserves.
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Folklife Resources in the Birmingham District: Past, Present and Future - Joey
Brackner
..."intangible elements" need to be identified and afford~d approp_riate protectio~ and
benefits, such as those protections now accor~ed tang1bl~ h1stoncal resources
(House of Representatives Report #96-1457, T1tle Ill, Sect1on 502).
People treasure those elements of their lifeways that a~~ uniqu~. These have ? direct
relationship to the past and bring into th.e pr~sent t~ad1t1ons wh1ch were born 1n a.
unique set of cultural circumstances ..This hv1ng henta~e should be a source of pnde
for any community. During the last thirty years, folklonsts around the country have
engaged in an effort that they call"cultural <?On~erva~ion". This .effol"! has sought to .
help communities who are strugg.ling to ma1nta1n the1r. cultural 1dent1ty by documenting
and presenting some of these un1que elements of the1r c~lture. To quote _from the
American Folklife Center's publication Cultural ConseNat10n: The Protect/On of Cultural
Heritage in the United States:
Cultural conservation is a concept for organizing the profusion of private and
public efforts that deal with traditional community cultural life. It envisio_ns
cultural preservation and encouragement as two faces of the same CC?In.
Preservation involves planning, publication, public events, and educational
programs .....
Of the strategies that make up cultural conservation, documentation stands out
because it can give intangible elements of cultural heritage tangible form.
Information which identifies and describes folklife can be archived for reference;
used in the development of publications, public events, and educational
programs; and considered in the decision-making for historic preservation
planning. At this time, documentation is underutilized in the combined national
effort toward cultural conservation.
Current developments suggest an important direction of state and local
activities. State Historic Preservation Offices already do planning,
documentation, and maintenance to preserve cultural properties. A growing
assortment of ethnic culture, folk arts, oral history, and other community
progra~s work to develop the kinds of publications, public events, and
educational proQrams necessary to encourage cultural heritage. In effect, these
programs const1tute emergent folklife offices. Association between the two types
of programs seems inevitable nationwide, and imminent in several states.
Such an "association" is essential in interpreting the industrial heritage of the District.
The Birmingham Di.strict acted as a magnet drawing the many cultures which are the
South together dun~g the end .the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth
century. Longstand1ng r~ral trad1t1ons suddenly found themselves in an urban context.
F.or ~h1s reason •. the c1ty 1tself has hosted major fiddler's conventions, Sacred Harp
s1ng1ng convent1C?ns (the national convention is still held annually in Birmingham),
spawned dynam1~ gospel and _jazz sounds in the African-American community and
later .became an 1mp~rtant reg1o~al ~enter for Country music. These art traditions are
the ~1p of the cultur~l 1ceberg wh1ch Includes craft, food and other expressive cultural
trad1t1ons. Add to th1s ~ wealth of cultural traditions brought to the area by Italians,
East Europeans, Russ1an Jews, Lebanese and you have a rich cultural stew.
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Currently the Alabama Folklife Program is involved in research in the Birmingham
District. The program funded the Birmingham labor sonQ anthology CO-cassette tape
project that Sloss is producing. Since this report was wntten, several_ of the suggested
scholars have been asked to write their section of the notes which w1ll accompany the
CO/cassette. This project is primarily the result of fieldwork conducted by Brenda
McCallum and Maggie Holtzberg-Call and i~ an examp!e of w~at t~~ Nat1on~l. Par~
Service refers to as "Intangible Cultural Hentage assoc1ated w1th L1v1ng Trad1t1ons. The
traditions in this case are African-American gospel music and the Gandy Dancer
railroad work song tradition.
The Alabama Folklife Program has also sponsored research in Birmingham's cultural
tradition of gospel singing which flourished in Birmingham because industry brought
African-Americans together in coal and ore camps. The Alabama Folklife Program has
documented and presented the a cappella gospel tradition of Birmingham's AfricanAmerican community on several occasions. In 1980-81, the Program, with the help of
Doug Seroff and Brenda McCallum, produced the documentary LP "Birmingham Boys"
as well as a reunion of several old quartets. Since then, Alabama Folklife has
supported a documentary video about the Four Eagles quartet, given grants to senior
quartets to train younger quartets and presented five different Birmingham groups at
the Alabama Folklife Festival. In 1990, Alabama Folklife cosponsored with the National
Endowment for the Arts a concert featuring Birmingham area quartets and the South
African group, Ladysmith Black Mombazo at the Civic Center in Bessemer. This effort
was designed to impress upon the citizens of the area how much impact their gospel
sound has had on world music.
The most comprehensive effort of folklore fieldwork in the Birmingham District was
undertaken by Brenda McCallum and Cliff Kuhn in the early 1980's. Their work led to a
major National Endowment for the Humanities funded radio series called Working
Lives. This series explored the movement of workers from rural areas of Alabama into
the Birmingham area during the early twentieth century through the voices of retired
workers and their families. The fieldwork documentation from this project is now
archived at the University of Alabama and represents the single largest body of folklore
fieldwork materials collected in Alabama. This series was aired nationally on public
radio stations.
There are significant resources that can be at the disposal of the Birmingham District
project. The Alabama State Council on the Arts has made a commitment to the
Investigation and presentation of Alabama's Folklife resources. This commitment has
manifested itself in a Folklife Program which contains two grants programs and the
recently established Alabama Center for Traditional Culture.
The purpose of the Alabama Folklife Program is to help preserve and present Alabama
Folklife. In order to achieve this goal, the Program strives to also identify and
document Alabama's folk culture. Alabama folklife consists of those aspects of
Alabama's culture which are traditional, and are learned within communities from
generation to generation. Folklife includes folk arts and crafts, traditional music and
dance, regional foodways, folk architecture, beliefs, myths, and medicinal practices,
etc. Folklife is regional, reflecting the process of adaptation of various ethnic groups to
an area or community. Because it is a product of an historical and geographical
process, Alabama Folklife, in all its many facets uniquely reflects the personality of
Alabama and its communities.
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Grant support under the Alabama Folklife Program is available for a wide ran~e o~
projects seeking to present and preserve th~ state's folk culture. Examples o projects
supported by the Alabama Folklife Program 1nclude:
-Documentation and presentation of Alabama Folklife. through m~di~ such as film,
video, photography, recordings, CO's and tapes, rad1o and publications.
-Festivals which celebrate regional folklife within Alabama and involve folk artists from
the region.
-Field surveys that identify and classify Alabama folk materials.
-The presentation of Alabama folk artists in performance and exhibition.
-Technical assistance grants for Folklife programming are also available and would
include funds for:
Resource people for conferences and ~orkshops designs~ to promote a
heightened awareness and understanding of Alabama folkllfe.
Specialized and/or additional expertise needed in the planning of
presentations of Alabama folklife.
The use of qualified consultants in folklife programming.
Visiting model programs in other parts of the country or attending out-ofstate
workshops, conferences and seminars having relevance
to the preservation and presentation of folk culture of Alabama.
The Alabama Center for Traditional Culture, operating within the framework of the
Alabama State Council on the Arts, was created in 1990, and is dedicated to the
research, documentation and presentation of the state's folklife. Currently, they have
three folklorists and one administrative assistance on staff. Since its inception, the
Center has helped produce the Alabama Folklife Festival, continued the Council's
Folklife Radio Series, instituted a lunchtime concert series with student workshops and
programmed a small gallery devoted to Alabama traditional arts. Folklorists with the
Center as well as the Council are devising a long range plan which will direct more
intensive research within specific regions of Alabama. Currently, the traditional culture
of southwest Alabama (the Piney Woods) is the focus of the center's efforts. The
Center's staff consists of folklorists Erin Kellen, Anne Kimzey and Hank Willett.
I will do my best to help identify additional folklorists or folkloric needs that this study
requires. I believe that these resources can put some flesh on the bones of industrial
material ~ulture. I am connected regionally and nationally to the folklorejfolklife
community and will be happy to help the Birmingham District Project in any way that I
can.
Joey Brackner is Director of the Alabama Folklife Program, Alabama State Council on
the Art~ , Montgomery and a member of the Birmingham District Project Steering
Comm1ttee.
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COALBURG COKE OVENS
ABC-DRUMMOND COKE BY - PRODUCT PLANT
THOMAS FURNACES COKE BY - PROOUCT PLANT
CENTRAL IRON - EMPIRE COKE BY - PROOUCT PlANT

PIPE MILLS AND OTHER LARGE FOUNDRIES

_r----·-·-·-

CIVIL WAR SITE

13
14
15
111
17
\IS

19
20

AMERICAN CAST IRON PIPE CO.
CE NTRAL IRON ANO FOUNDRY CO.

MANUFACTURING PLANTS
21
22

HARDIE TYN ES FOUNDRY AND MANUFACTURING CO.
CONTINENTAL GIN COMPANY

CIVIL WAR SITES
23
24

T ANNEHILLIR()NWORKS
ALABAMA COAL MINING COMPANY MINES

INDlfSTRIAL COMMUNITIES
COMPANY TOWNS
25

28

THOMAS
MUSCODA

PLANNED COMMUNITIES
27
21
2t
30

BIRMINGHAM
FAIRFIELD
BAYVIEW
- ALTAMONT PARKWAY

COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS
31
32
33
34
35

Jl
37
31
39

PRATT CITY CARLINE
BE SS EM E R
DORA
DOWNTOWN BIRMINGHAM RA ILROAD RESERVATION
DOWNTOWN TUSCALOOSA
HEAVIEST CORNER ON EARTH
MORRIS AVENUE & FIRST AVENUE
DOWNTOWN BIRMINGHAM THEATRE I RETAIL
DOWNTOWN BIRMINGHAM

BUILDINGS
40
41

42
43
44

45
48
47

SHELBY COUNTY

41

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY OFFICE BUILDINO
ARLINGTON - MUDD - MUNGE R HOUSE
GORGAS HOUSE
JOHN HOLLIS BANKHEAD, SR . HOUSE
BIRMINGHAM REALTH COMPANY BUILDING -COLLECTION
JEMISON - VANDERGRAAF HOUSE
EDMUND KING HOUSE
L . & N DEPOT
ALLEN HARVEY WOODWARD HOUSE

OTHER IMPORTANT SITES, STRUCTURE & DISTRICTS
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

\i \({

I

l

{

57
58
59
60

-

I

REO MOUNTAIN. CUT NATIONAL NATURAL LANDMARK
SMITH HAll - GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ALABAMA COLLECTION
WOODWARD FURNACES
PRISON HILL CEMETERY
PRATT MINES - TCI CONVICT CEMETERY
WARRIOR RIVER lOCKS NO .I, N0.2, N0.3 & QUARRIES
MOBILE AND OHIO RAILROAD TRESTlE BRIDGE
POWEll AVENUE POWER STATION
VULCAN STATUE AND PARK
FAIRFIELD - TCI - U. S . STEEL WORKS
ENSLEY - TCI - U S . STEEL WORKS
AICKW<X>O FIElD

--___ ___ _j
!

i

/

' SURVEY REPORT S FOR 1 HE SE SllES
ARE INCLUDED IN fHE 81RMINGHA M OIS1RICT .
A SURVEY OF CUlTURAl RESOURSES

'

~~ '
I'~·/

;...

THE BIRMINGHAM
INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE DISTRICT
PREPARED FOR THE NATIONAL PARK SERVIGE
8'1': THE BIRMINGHAM HISTORICAl SOCIE T Y
CECIL JONES & ASSOC IATES . !tiC.

HISTORIC INDUSTRIAL SITES

SYMBOL LEGEND

Listed by Theme·

[J

CHARCOAL BLAST FURNA CE

AI

BLAST FURNACE

IRONMAKING SYSTEMS

RED ORE MINE

?('

COAL MINE

r.:-UJ

BEEHIVE COKE OVEN

~

COKE BY-PRODUCTS PLANT

~

PIPE MILL I LARGE FOUNDRY

e
~

SLOSS FURNACES - THE STRAIGHT LINE PRODLICTION MODEL
I

)(

2

CHARCOAL BLAST FURNACES
SHElBY IRONWOR K S
BRIERFIELD IRONWORKS
IRONDALE FURNACES

TANNEHILL IRONWORKS
RED MOUNTAIN ORE MINING
t
tO
11

MANUFACTURING PLANT

12

SLOSS REO ORE MINES NO.I & N0. 2
ISHKOOOA NO. Il & N0. 14
WUSCOOA NO 5 & NO I
PYNE WINE

COKEMAKING SITES
INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITY

D.
0

COMMERCIAL DISTRICT

0

HISTORIC BUILDING

PLANNED COMIJIJNITY

OTHER IMPORTANT SITES,
STRUCTURES & DISTRICTS

13

GOULD MINES. COKE OVENS

14
15
18
17
II

PRATT COKE OVENS
COALBURG COKE OVENS
ABC-DRUMMOND -COKE BY - PRODUCT PlANT
THOMAS FURNAC ES COKE BY - PROOUCT PLANT
CENTRAL IRON - EMPIRE COKE BY - PRODUCT PLANT

PIPE MILLS AND OTHER LARGE FOUNDRIES

r----·-

jgJ CIVIL WAR SITE

0

SlOSS FURNACES NAT tONAL ttiS IORIC l ANDMARK
BROOKSIDE CO AL MINE
RUFFNER REO ORE MIN ES
SLOSS RED ORE MINES NO.I & N0.2

Ul
20

AMERICAN CAST IRON PIPE CO.
CENTRAL IRON AND FOUNDRY CO.

MANUFACTURING PLANTS
21
22

HARDIE TYNES FOUNDRY AND MANUfACTURING CO.
CONTINENTAL GIN COMPANY

CIVIL WAR SITES
23
24

J ·--·I

'--·-·--·---·..

'\

TANNEHILLIRONWORI< S
ALABAMA COAL MINING COMPANY MINES

INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITIES

I

~ 'I

COMPANY TOWNS
25
28

THOMAS
MUSCOOA

PLANNED COMMUNITIES
27

21
2t
30

BIRMINGHAM
FAIRFIELD
BAYVIEW
• ALTAMONT PARKWAY

COMMERCIAL' DISTRICTS
31

32
33
34

35

31
37

31
31

PRATT CITY CARLINE
BESSEMER
DORA
DOWNTOWN BIRMINGHAM RAILROAD RESERVATION
DOWNTOWN TUSCALOOSA
HEAVIEST CORNEA ON EARTH
MORAIS AVENUE & FIRST AVENUE
DOWNTOWN BIRMINGHAM THEATRE
RETAIL
DOWNTOWN BIRMINGHAM

a

BUILDINGS
40

c;h:

·• . ·:..> I

SHELBY COUNTY

41
42
43
44

45
48
47
41

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY OFFK:E BUfLDINO
ARLINGTON - MUDD - MUNGER HOUSE
GORGAS HOUSE
JOHN HOLLIS BANKHEAD, SR . HOUSE
BIRMINGHAM AEALTH COMPANY BUILDING- COLLECTION
JEMISON - YANDERGRAAF HOUSE
EDMUND KING HOUSE
L.
N. DEPOT
AllEN HARVEY WOODWARD HOUSE

a

OTHER IMPORTANT SITES, STRUCTURE & DISTRICTS
41
50
51
52

53
54
55

(

58
57
511

\\ \c;

-

51
60

.I

REO MOUNTAIN. CUT NATIONAL NATURAL LANDMARK
SMITH HALL - GEOLOGICAl SURVEY Of AlABAMA COLLECTION
WOOOWARO FURNACES
PRISON Hill CEMETERY
PRATT MINES - TCI CONVfCT CEMETERY
WAARtOR AlYEA LOCKS NO. I, N0.2. N0.3 OJAARtES
MOBILE AND OHtO RAILROAD TRESTLE BRIDGE
POWEll AVENUE POWER STATION
VULCAN STATUE AND PARK
FAIRFIELO - TCI - U .S . STEEL WORKS
ENSLEY -TCI - U. S. STEEL WORKS
RICKWOOD F IELO

'SURVEY REPORTS FOR THESE SITES
ARE INCLUOED IN rHE BIRMINGHAM OISrRICT ·
A SURVEY OF CUL. ruRAL RESOURSES

f

THE BIRMINGHAM
INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE DISTRICir
PREPARED FOR THE NATIONAL PARK SERVI 'E
IIY : THE BIRMINGHAM HISTORICAL SOCIE TY
CECIL JONES I ASSOCIATES. IHC .
IGAH 1" · 1 -11

a

